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Appendix A: 
Malhematical description and derivations 

The following appendix contains the mathematical description of the 
experimental market and the derivations used in the analysis in the thesis. 
The appendix is fairly voluminous, in large part because it also serves as a 
record of the derivations. The first section describes the market structure and 
derives the competitive and collusive equilibria. Following this are three 
sections, one for each price regime, in which the optimal policies and the 
rational-expectations stochastic equilibria are derived. In some cases one 
cannot find exact analytic expression but must instead rely on linear- or 
quadratric approximations and numerical analysis. Section 5 shows the 
variance and spectr~l density of output and prices in rational-expectations 
equilibriun1, for each of the six regimes. The last three sections contain 
subsidiary notes on optimal control of linear systems with first-order terms, 
comparison of the simple averages X, P to the non-linear aggregates X, P, and 
on the expectation E{ In I }, respectively. 

Notation 

To facilitate reading of equations, the following conventions are 
observed in the following: 

• Upper-case symbols (X,Y,N, etc.) denote market averages or 
aggregates while lower-case symbols (x, y, n, etc.) denote the 
corresponding individual firm variables. Moreover, for non-linear 
aggregations, a superscript squiggle(-) will be used. Otherwise, the 
aggregates are all arithmetic averages. 

• Boldface symbols (z, Z, u, etc.) denote vectors while matrices are 
denoted by boldface with a d..:>uble undc::rline (~Q,J!, etc.). 

• Parameters are denoted by greek letters while variables and derived 
constants are denoted by roman letters. 

• At its first introduction, each symbol is printed in boldface. 

• Likewise, assumptions will be highlighted whenever made. 
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1. Market system 

Firms 

The market consists of K firms, indexed by i = 1, •.• , K. Time is divided 
into discrete periods, indexed by t = 0, 1, .... 

At i:he beginning of each period, t, each firm, i, must decide how much 
production to initiate, Yi,l' to initiate and what price, Pi,l' to charge for its 
product this period. Production starts are constrained to be non-negative. 
The firm must make these decisions ex ante, i.e. without knowing the 
demand it faces this period. 

Each firm maintains a goods inventory, n. t' to accommodate 
1, 

fluctuations in demand. Inventories can be negative, corresponding to an 
order backlog. The inventory is decreased by sales, xi,t , and increased by 
production. There may be a lag of a periods between the initiation of 
production, and the time it arrives in inventory. Thus, the movement of 
inventories/backlogs is described by 

(1.1) ni,t+t = ni,t + Yi,t-B for all i,t. 

Profits, v i,t' each period is the difference between revenue and costs. 
Costs consist of production cost, proportional to sales, and inventory holding 
costs, proportional to the absolute value of the inventory at the beginning of 
the period. Production costs and revenues are assumed to be incurred at the 
time the goods are ordered by buyers, regardless of when the good is actually 
produced and/ or delivered. Given unit production costs co and unit 
inventory/backlog holding costs y, firm i's profit in period tis 

(1.2) v i,t = Pi,~xi,t - coxi,t - 'YI ni,t I for all i,t. 

The inventory backlog cost is conceived as a combination of holding 
and processing costs and, in the case of a backlog, a "discount" offered to 
consumers to compensate for lost utility due to late delivery. 

Firms have "full aggregate information" in the sense that they can 
observe past values of all their "own" variables, such as price, inventory, and 
production, and they can observe past values of the market average values of 
these variables. 
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Demand side 

The demand side of the market is !tsswned to consist of an arbitrary but 
large number of buyers who purchase (or order) goods from individual firms 
so as to maximize their utility. It is assumed that buyer utility is a Constant
Elasticity-of-Substitution (CES) function of goods bought from individual 
firms, with an elasticity of substitution e > 1, and that buyer utility is 
"obtained" at the time of purchase or ordering, regardless of when the good is 
in fact delivered. (The loss of utility from late delivery is assumed to be fully 
compensated by firms, in the form of the backlog cost, 'Y·) Thus, buyer utility 
is an instantaneous function of the "aggregate good", xt' determined by 

(1.3) Xt = ( i ( xl,t(e-1)/£ + ... + xK,t(e-1)/e) J/(e-1), for all t. 

Given the average amount of consumer spending per firm, I on all the 
goods in the market during a particular period, consumers thus solve the 
problem of maximizing X over the individual goods xi, subject to the budget 
constraint 

(1.4) Pt,txl,t + ... + PK,txK,t =KI, for all t. 

The first-order conditions for this problem yield 

x (e-1)/e p 1-e 
i,t i,t £ 11 . . 

(e-l)/e = l-e' 1or a 1, J, t. 
xj,t Pj,t 

(1.5) 

Summing this expression over all j and inserting into (1.3) yields 

(1.6) - - e xi,t = Xt(Pi,/P l 'ff i, t, 

where the "aggregate" price, Pt' is defined by 

- -(!. ( 1-e 1-e )1/(1-e) (1.7) pt - K P1,t + ··· + PK,t ) ' 'ff t. 

Multiplying (1.7) by Pi,t' summing over i, and inserting in the budget 
constrant (1.4) further yields 
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Thus, Pt can be ~nterpreted as an aggregate price index, or the "price" of the 
aggregate good Xr 

Buyers are further assumed to embed their total purchases from this 
market in the context of a larger optimization problem involving other 
markets, savings, leasure, etc., so that the ag_gregate market demand (or 
demand for the ~ggregate good) in period t, xt' is a function of the the 
aggregate price, Pr 

Moreover, the aggregate market demand is assumed to depend on the 
overall level of activity in that market, i.e. there is a "multiplier" effect from 
production to demand. Economically, the effect can be interpreted either as a 
Keynesian consumption multiplier, where wage income is related to the 
level of activity, c.r as an input-output mutliplier, where firms use part of 
each others products as inputs to the production process. 

Specifically, Xt is determined by 

(1.9) v x • ,,fi '· 

(1.10) 

(1.11) yt = (Yt,t + ... + YK,t)/K; 

(1.12) 

xt is the "reference demand," which is multiplied by the function f(.) 
of the aggregate price to get actual demand. The "reference" demand consists 
of autonomous demarad, Gt, and a proportion attributed to the multiplier 
effect. The parameter a is the indicates the strength of the multiplier effect, 
i.e. the increase in reference demand for each unit increase in the average 
production level, i.e., the average production over all firms and all S 
production stages. In equations (1.10) to (1.12) a distinction is made for 
notational purposes between the average production starts, Yt and the 
average "supply line", S1, of previously started but not yet completed 
production. 

The price-dependence of industry demand, f(.), is assumed to have a 
constant elasticity,µ, around the perfect competition equilibrium price, p•. 
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(p* is a function only of the unit production cost, oo, and the elasticity of 
substitution, £, as shown below but can be considered to be a derived 
pa1·ameter of the system.) The elasticityµ is assumed to be less than unity, 
reflecting the idea that, while the goods offered by different firms in the 
market are fairly close substitutes, the overall industry demand is inelastic. 
As the aggregate price moves further away from the competitive-equilibrium 
value, however, aggregate demand becomes a linear function of price. (If 
aggregate price-elasticity of demand was constant and less than unity for all 
prices, colluding firms could earn arbitrarily large profits by charging an 
arbitrarily large price.) Figure 1.1 shows a plot of the function f(.). 

XIX"' 

Linear 

oL~l=::t:::~~~~ 
0 1 2 

P/pt 
3 4 

Figure 1.1 
Plot of a re ate demand relative to "reference" a re ate demand as a 

Specifically, the function f(.) is formulated in terms of the ratio i\!p*, 
according to 

(1.16) 

X0 - b1I\/p*, 

CP/p*rµ, 

a2 -b2P/p*, 

0, 

0 ~ f\/p* < c1; 

c1 ~ P/p* ~ c2; 

- I * C2<Pt P ~1to; 

- .. 
1t0 < P/p , \;/ t. 

The parameter Xo is the ratio of demand to reference demand at zero 
price, and 1t0 is the ratio of price to competitive equilibrium price at which 
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demand is zero. Given these cut-off points and the requirement that f(.) be 
differentiable, the derived parameters b1, ,, a2, b2, and c2 fulfill 

b - µxo c - ( Xo Jt/µ. a - b 1t . b - µe--111. c - µ1to 
1 - (1 )' 1 - 1 I 2 - 2 o' 2 - -J. I 2 - 1 • ct +µ +µ +µ 

(1.17) 

Steady-state competitive equilibrium 

If the market is m steady-state equilibrium with a constant 
autonomous demand component, Gt=G, inventories will be zero. If 
furthermore all firms are assumed to act competitively, they face the profit 
maximization problem 

(1.18) Max v.(p.) = x.(p.-ro), 
I I I I 

where xi is determined by the structural equations given above. The steady 
state, requires that (assuming firms are producing approximately the same 
outout) 

x• = G(l-a) +a X = G(l-a) +ax• f(P) => 

(1.19) 
- (1-a) fcP) 
X55 = G ,.,. , where "ss" stands for steady state. 

1- af(P) 

The first-order condition, assuming other firms hold their prices (not their 
quantities) constant, yields 

dv. dx. 
I I 

-d = 0, => x. + (p.-ro~d = 0, => 
Pi 1 1 Pi 

xi + xi(pcro) -E/pi + (E/P + ,... ,.., ) K (p/Pre = 0, => ( - f'CP> 1 - J 
f(P)[l-af(P)] 
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(1.20) Pi+ (prco> -e + (e + _ _) K (plP)t-e = 0. ( i> f'CP> 1 1 - J 
f(P) 1-a.f(P) 

It is possible to show (numerically, at least) that (1.20) has only one 
positive solution for Pi for any given aggregate price level, P. This in tum 
implies that the symmetric equilibrium where all firms charge the same price 
and produce the same output is the only possible Nash equilibrium. If, 
moreover, the function f(.) is in the constant-elasticity region, the 
competitive-equilibirum price for K firms, PK•, is given by 

(1.21) 
(1)£ 

• K h K-1 1 [ f( *)J-1 PK = ' w ere eK =Ke + K µ 1 - a PK . 
eK-1 

The equation (1.21) cannot be solved analytically, but are easy to solve 
numerically. Table 1.1 shows the values of PK• and teh competitive
equilibrium output for K firms, xK •,respectively, for various values of K. The 
assumption underlying these derivation was that firms optimize assuming 
other firms hold their prices constant (the so-called Bertrand game 
equilibrium). If, instead, firms assume that other firms hold their sales 
constant, one can go through a similar set of derivations, to find the Cournot
equilibrium price, PK**, and output, xK ••,respectively. These are also listed 
in Table 1.1. If the number of firms goes to infinity, the solution converges to 
the "perfect"-competitive-equilibrium price, 

(1.22) p• = ooe/(e -1) 

and the "perfect"-competitive-equilibrium output, G. 
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K Bertrand equilibrium Coumot equilibrium 

PK•1p• xK•/c PK••1p• xK••1c 

a.=0 a.=.5 a=O Q:::,5 a=O a=.5 a=O a=.5 

2 1.56 1.27 0.56 0.72 1.66 0.52 

3 1.25 1.13 0.73 0.84 2.08 1.26 0.58 0.72 

4 1.16 1.09 0.80 0.88 1.64 1.16 0.69 0.81 

5 1.12 1.07 0.85 0.91 1.45 1.12 0.76 0.85 

6 1.10 1.05 0.87 0.93 1.35 1.09 0.80 0.88 

7 1.08 1.04 0.89 0.94 1.29 1.08 0.83 0.90 

8 1.07 1.04 0.91 0.95 1.24 1.07 0.85 0.91 

9 1.06 1.03 0.92 0.95 1.21 1.06 0.87 0.92 

10 1.05 1.03 0.93 0.96 1.18 1.05 0.88 0.93 

co 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Table 1.1 
Non-cooperative steady-state price and output level as a function of the 

number of firms. 

Collusive equilibrium 

If, instead, firms collude perfectly, they must solve the joint profit
maximization problem 

(1.23) max V = (P -ro)X, where X must satisfy (1.19). 

It is clear that, since the elasticity of aggregate demand is µ<1 around 
the constant-elasticity region of the function f(.), the collusive equilibrium 
must lie in the high-price, linear region.1 By differentiating (1.23) and 

1 If a> (1-1/e)µ (which it isn't with the parameters chosen for the experiment), colluding 
firms could theoretically earn arbitrarily large profits by charging a price which would 
render the denominator in (1.19) zero: in that case the system has no equilibrium point, 
and demand can grow forever, fueled by the multiplier procesf. 
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inserting (1.1_9), one can find the profit-maximizing collusive price and 
output. The process is straightforward but tedious, and only the final results 
are shown here. The collusive steady-state output,~, is 

(1.24) x.M- 1-{
r:p /2, a = O; 

- (1-a.)G a:, O«X<l, 

and the steady-state collusive price, pM~ is 

(1.25) {
(ro + x0 )/2, a= 0 

PM= p*(aa2 -1 + q )/(ab2), O<a<l 
, where 

Figure 1.2 shows steady-state profits and output as a function of price, 
all normalized by the competitive-equilibrium values. Thus, colluding firms 
could earn about 50% more in the complex condition (a=O.S) and about 
double in the simple condition (a=O). 
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Figure 1.2 
Steady-state output and profits as a function of price. 

The parameters in f(.), etc., are those used in the experiment. Note that, for a>O, the system 
does not have a steady-state solution below a certain price level. 

2. Fixed prices 

Optimal policy 

In the following, firms are assumed to know the complete structure of 
the system and its parameters. Moreover, in solving for rational expectations, 
firms are assumed to follow the optimal policy subject only to a random, 
serially uncorrelated error. Thus, this section does not consider optimal 
(Bayesian) learning. 
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Since prices are held fixed at the perfectly-competitive level, p*, the 
task of each firm is to meet incoming demand and minimize inventory costs. 
The demand for each firm is the same, equal to the reference demand, x*, i.e., 

(2.1) 
1 

xi,t = (1-a.)G + aa+l (Yt+St). 

Assuming first that the number of firms, K, is large or that firms 
believe the effect of their own actions on the aggregate to be negligible, and 
further assuming that the non-negativity constraint on production is not 
binding, the dynamic cost minimization problem can be decomposed into 
separate problems for each time period. One period's production decision 
affects only the inventory level S+ 1 periods hence; demand is assumed to be 
unaffected by the decision, and the inventory in later periods can be fully 
regulated by subsequent production decisions. Then, since costs are 
proportional to the absolute value of inventory, the problem becomes to 
choose output, Yi,t to minimize the expected inventory costs, i.e., to minimize 
the expected absolute value of inventory. Using the results in Section 8, one 
finds the first-order condition 

(2.2) 

ani,t+8+1 
= [1 - 2F(ni,t+8+1>J ay. t 

I, 

= [1 - ZF(ni,t+8+1)], 

where Et is the expectation operator and F(.) is the cumulative distribution 
function of ni,t+a+t' conditional on Yi,t' The first-order condition thus 
requires the median of ni,t+S+l to be zero. Further, since, by successive 
substitution in equation (1.1), 

<2.3> ni,t+8+1 = ni,t + Yi,t-8 + ··· + Yi,t-1 +Yi,( xi,t - ... - xi,t+li' 

the optimal policy, Yi,t' is 

where Mt is the median operator. If tbe distribution of xi,t + ... + xi,t+a is 
approximately symmetric, as will be assumed in the following, the median 
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and the mean approximately coincide. One can now write the optimal 
production policy as 

(2.5) Yi,t = Et{xi,t + ... + xi,t+8} - (yi,t-8 + ... + Yi,t-1 + ni,t). 

Defining the individual "supply line", s1,l' 

(2.6) 5i,t = Yi,t-8 + ··· + Yi,t-1' V i,t, 

and the desired "supply line", s1,t •, as 

one can rewrite (2.5) as 

t"' = ~,.. = 1, n* = 0. 

Expressed this way, the optimal rule thus has the same general form as the 
suggested behavioral stock adjusbnent rule. 

Rational expectations, perfect competition 

In the following, firms are assumed to be following the optimal policy (2.8) up 
to a random, serially uncorrelated error, u1,t and to have rational 
expectations. The number of firms is still assumed to be very large. Thus, 

(2.9) Y· t = Y· t,. + u. t' "if i, t. 1, 1, 1, 

Since all firms receive identical demand and have the same aggregate 
information, the desired supply line and expected demand is the same for 
each and (2.9) is readily aggregated into 
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(2.10) Y t = Y/' + Ut, 

= Et{Xt+S - Nt+al + ut' 

= Et{Xt + ... + xt+al - (Yt-8 + ... + yt-1 + Nt) + ut' 

(2.11) Ut = kcut,t + ... + uK,t) is the aggregate random decision error. 

Now consider 

(2.12) Et{Yt+s} =Et{ Et+s{Xt+a+s -Nt+a+s} + Ut+s }, 

= Et{Xt+a+s} - Et{Nt+8+s} + Et{Ut+s}, 

since the expected error is zero and expected future inventories are zero. 
Further inserting the equation for demand (2.1) yields 

(2.13) 

Since 

a 
--<1, 
1-a+o 

the process (2.13) is stable (Y converges to G) going backwards in time. 
Conversely, the process is unstable going forwards in time. Thus, the only 
non-exploding solution to (2.13) is 

2 Since all firm demands are equal, the non-linear aggregate demand, Xis identical to the 
simple arithmetic average, X, which is used in the following. 
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In effect, the rational-expectations solution requires that all observed 
imbalances are eliminated "immediately" by adjusting production, so that 
future production is on average in equilibrium. In the absense of future 
errors, production would exhibit a one-time spike or dip and then jump to 
equilibrium. 

To find Y t' first consider demand in the current and future li periods. 

(2.15) 

... , 

Summing the o+l equations (2.15), and using (2.14), one gets 

(2.16) Et{Xt + ... + xt+8} = (8+1)(1-a}G + 

8~1[Yt-8 + 2Yt-8+1 + ... + l>Yt-1 + ca·-1)Et{Yt} + Ga(a+l)/2 J 

where the auxiliary variable, Zt' is defined by 

Inserting this in (2.10) allows one to solve for Et{Yt}. 

(2.18) 

One can now find Et{Xt+ol by inserting (2.17) and (2.18) in (2.15), to get 

(2.19) 
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In similar fashion, one finds St* to be 

To summarize, under rational expectations with many firms, and in the 
absence of binding non-negativity constraints on production, the production 
policy is 

si,t =BG + Zt + a!t t~cx (Zt - (St - aG + N~), 'Tl t, where 

Zt = i 1[Yt-a-G + 2(Yt-a+1-G) + ... + B(Yt-t- G)J 'Tl t, and 

n* = O; t* = ~* = 1. 

Note that if 5 = 0, Zt = si,t"' = si,t = 0, and (2.21) reduces to 

Likewise, if a= 0, (2.2-1) reduces to 

(2.23) yi,t* = Et{xi,t+a} + (n*- ni,t)/t* + p*(si,t"' - si,t)/t*, 

Et{xi,t+a} = G, 
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Performance in stochastic equilibrium 

The the aggregate production can be written as 

Taking first differences on both sides yield 

(2.25) 
1 

(1-L)Yt = l-a ((1-L)Zt - (1-L)(St + Nt)) + (1-L)Ut, 

where Lis the lag operator L xt = xt_1; L Etxt = Et-l xt-r Taking first differences 
on both sides of (2.17) yields 

(2.26) (1-L)Zt = 8~1[Yt-8 + 2Yt-8+1 + ... + ayt-1 - yt-8-1 - 2Yt-8 - ... - BYt-1l 

Likewise, taking first differences on both sides of (1.12) yields 

(2.27) (1-L)St = yt-8 + ... + yt-1 - yt-8-1 - ... - yt-2 

Finally, aggregating the equation (1.1) for inventories yields 

By inserting this results and the equation for demand (2.1) into (2.24) one gets 

= l~a <a~1(SYt-1-5t-1)-Yt-1 + (l-a)G + il(Yt-1+ 5t-1)) + (l-L)Ut, 

= G - Yt-l + (1-L)Ut' => 
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Further, inserting (2.29) in (2.1) yields 

(2.30) a 
xt - G = a+ 1 ( y t - G + ... + y t-a - G ) 

Finally, inserting in the equation for inventory yields 

= L a+t(l-L)U - s:a L(l - L 8+1)U => 
t u+l t' 

(2.31) 

_ .. M·-··-- •••00 --- ••• -·-•••o•• .. o~O- •O•O• ............... •0-000 •••• - - • o··-··-··· -··••••• ............ , • ........ OO• -··• .. -· -· • ••• - 0'""'' ........... o 0" 0 --·' •o • .. •• ... ''' o • ' '' - ...... , "' .. ' .. 

Turning now to the production and inventory of individual firms, one first 
observes from (2.9) and (2.21) that 

Taking first differences on both sides, one gets 
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(1-L)yi,t = (1-L)Yt -(1-L)Ut + (1-L)(St + Nt) - (1-L)(si,t + ni,t) + (1-L)ui,t 

= (l-L)Yt - (Yt - G) + (Yt-1 - Xt-1) - (yi,t-1 - xi,t-1) + (l-L)ui,t 

= G - Yi,t-1 - Xt-1 + xi,t-1+ (1-L)ui,t' => 

(2.33) Yi,t - G = (1-J...)ui,t = ui,t - ui,t·l" 

In similar fashion, one finds for inventories that 

(1-L)n. t = L8+1y. t - Lx. t 
l, l, l, 

(2.34) 

It is now possible to calculate the expected invenotry costs, if, for instance, one 
further makes the assumption that the errors, u, are normally distributed. 
Since n must then also be normally distributed, one finds from Section 8 one 
finds the expected absolute value of inventory is 

where an 2 is the varimce of ni,t' Now, further assume that individual errors 
are serially uncorrelated but correlated accross firms in any given period with 
correlation coefficent E{uiuj} = p. Then, by squaring (2.34) and taking 
expectations on both sides, one finds that the variance, V(. } of n. tis 

I, 

(2.36) V{n. t} =a 2 = V{u } 
I, n i,t-8-1 

where a is the variance of u, t' Further, using (2.11) and taking expectations u i, 

readily yields 
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(2.38) 

Inserting this in (2.36) one further finds 

2 ( 1 - (1-a)2 ~ 
(2.39) V{ni,t} = ou 1 - a+t (p(t -1/K) + 1/K)) 

It can be seen from (2.39) that the variance of inventories is less than or 
equal to the variance in production, due to the fact that production affects 
demand. If, for instance, production is too high, demand will also increase 
somewhat, thus partly offsetting the full impact of the error on inventories. 
As expected, the effect is greater for higher correlation of errors accross firms, 
fewer firms, a higher multiplier effect, or a shorter time lag. Under the 
assumptions used, the average inventory cost will be 

(2.40) 
1 - (1-a) ~ 2 } 1 - 8+l (p(l -1/K) + 1/K) 

Minimum-variance criterion in stochastic equilibrium 

The rational-expectations solution above was derived under the 
assumption that the number of firms was essentially infinite. When the 
number of firms is finite, the optimal policy cannot be derived analytically, 
but one can instead use optimal control theory to obtain a numerical 
solution. In this section, the optimal policy is found, using these methods, 
and both the policy and its performance is compared to the infinite-firm 
policy at the end of the section. 

If the distribution of inventori2s are approximately normal with a zero 
mean, the average inventory costs are proportional to the standard deviation 
of inventories (cf. Section 8.) Thus, minimizing the variance in inventories 
will also minimize average costs. This means that standard methods for 
optimal control in linear systems can be used (as long as the non-negativity 
constraint on production is not binding.) 
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In such linear systems, the optimal policy is a linear feedback rule, i.e. 
the optimal production is a linear function of the system states. From the 
point of view of an individual firm the states of the system are its own 
inventory and supply line, and the aggregate inventory and supply line. 
Thus, the optimal policy of the task of an individual firm has the form 

(2.41) Yu ... = -(go1ni,t+g11Yi,t-1 + ... + ga1Yi,t-0> 

or, in vector notation, 

(2.42) ... 1,t -[ z. ] 
Yi,t = - g Zt = -g zi,t' where 

zi,t = [ni,t Yi,t-1 ··· Yi,t-3)'' and 

Moreover, knowing that all other firms follow the same policy, one can 
aggregate (2.42) to get the equations of motions for the entire system. The 
manipulations are straight-forward but laborious. The result, for 0=3, is 

(2.43) - 1,t+ ,... -[ z. 1] 
zi,t+l = Zt+l = P zi,t + q Yi,t + R ui,t' where 

P-[P:~12] _ -[ui,t] - p p I g, - u I = - 1 22 l,t t 

ayol ay11 ay21 ay31 
1--- 1---

K(li+ 1) K(li+ 1) K(li+ 1) K(li+l) 

pll = 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 
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(K-l)yo2 
'Yn-1+ 

(K-l)'Y12 
'Y21 - 1 + 

(K-1)";2 
'Y31 - l + 

(K-1)";2 

'Yol+ I< K K K 

a. 0 0 0 0 p ---
12 - (3+1) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

a')'ot aytt ay21 ay3t 

0+1 0+1 0+1 0+1 

1 
'Yot 'Yn 'Y21 'Y31 ~1= K I 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

~2= 

(K-1)')'02 (K-l)"fi2 (K-1)~ (I<-l)Y32 
-('Y. + K 

) -<Yi1+ K ) -<-;1+ K -(~t+ K ) ol 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

a --
0 

ex 
K(0+1) -

0+1 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 

,R= 0 0 q= 
ex --

0 
ex 

K(O+l) -
0+1 

1/K 
0 1 

0 
0 

0 0 

That individual errors, u. t' do not seem to make any difference in the 
I, 

system is due to the fact that the aggregate effects of this error are subsumed in 
the aggregate error, U t' Thus, rather than distinguish between ui,t and all 
other uj,t' we have chosen to consider Ut as the relevant variable. (Note that 
U t and ui,t are correlated, even if ui,t is uncorrelated with uj,t). 
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The individual firms seeks to minimize the variance of its inventory, 
i.e. it faces the optimization problem 

(2.44) min Ji= E( ii,Jzi,t'} for all t, where, 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 
(2.45) F = 

0 0 ... 0 

and subject to the equations of motion (2.43). The optimal policy, i.e. the 
optimal "gain vector," g, is 

(2.46) g = (q'H q rt q'Hf, 

where H is the solution to the matrix Riccatti equation 

(2.47) H = P'H P- P'H q(q'H q rt q'H P + F.3 

The equations (2.43), (2.45), (2.46), and (2.47) together identify the 
rational-expectations solution. They cannot be solved analytically but must 
instead be determined numerically. The Riccatti equation, taken as an 
iterative method for finding !L will always conV'erge, as long as the system is 
controllable and observable and the covariance matrix of the errors is positive 
definite (see e.g. F.C. Schweppe, F.C. Uncertain dynamic systems. Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973). The complication here, however, is that the 
feedback gain, g, also enters into the system matrix, P. In practice, the 
solutions were found by first iterating H for a given g, then iterating g for a 
given H, etc. 

Table 2.1 shows the optimal feedback gain for various values of K, the 
number of firms. As K goes to infinity, the optimal control law converges to 
the solution found analytically in the previous section. 

3 This result can be found in any standard textbook on optimal control. 
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Gain in individud feedback rules, Aggregate gain 
- -Y· t = -g•z. t' I, I, 

Y =-G•z t t' 
- -
zi,t = (ni,t' Yi,t-1' ... , yt-3). Zt = (Nt, ... , y t-3). 

K n. t I, y i,t-1 Y i,t-2 Yi,t-3 Nt yt-1 y 
t-·2 y t-3 Nt yt-1 yt-2 yt-3 

1 1.143 1.000 1.000 1.000 

2 0.800 0.933 0.867 0.800 0.800 0.200 0.400 0.600 1.600 1.133 1.267 1.400 

3 0.870 0.957 0.913 0.870 0.870 0.217 0.435 0.652 1.739 1.174 1.348 1.522 

4 0.903 0.968 0.935 0.903 0.903 0.226 0.452 0.677 1.806 1.194 1.387 1.581 

5 0.923 0.974 0.949 0.923 0.923 0.231 0.462 0.692 1.846 1.205 1.410 1.615 

10 0.962 0.987 0.975 0.962 0.962 0.241 0.481 0.722 1.924 1.228 1.456 1.684 

00 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.250 0.500 0.750 2.000 1.250 1.500 1.750 

Table 2.1 
Optimal decision rules in fixed-price complex condition, using minimum variance criterion, as a 
function of the number of firms, K. 

We note that, for four or more firms, the optimal policy is quite close 
to the infinite-firm policy: the coefficients are nearly the same. Thus, it is 
probably not too bad an approximation to use the infir.i~e-firm policy with 
four or more firms. 

To find the average inventory costs, first find the covariance matrix of 
the noise, i.e., 

(2.48) 
,... ,... ' [ E{ui/l E{ui,tu t}] [ 1 

E{u. u. = W = = 
1,t i,t} = E{u. U } E{U 2} 1 K-1 

1,t t t K +Pl(" 

1 K-1 ] K+Py 

1 K-1 
K+Py 

cr2. 

Then, the steady-state covariance matrix of the system states, E{ z. t z. t' } = r 
l, l, -

satisfies the matrix equation -

(2.49) r= ~-qg)r~-qg)'+R WR'. 

The equation is easy to solve numerically. The computed variances in 
output and inventories are shown in Table 2.2. Also shown is the 
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performance resulting from following the infinite-firm optimal policy 
derived previously. The coefficients in Table 2.1 indicated that the finite-firm 
and infinite-firm policies are not very different. The 2.2 shows that the 
performances of the two rules are very close, i.e., that the infinite-firm policy 
does almost as well as the optimal, even with only a single firm! For 
instance, in the case of a single firm, the optimal policy results in an average 
reduction in inventory costs of only 3% compared to the infinite-firm policy. 
Moreover, if a random-error standard deviation of about 10% of the average 
production level, inventory costs in the infinite-firm policy amount only to a 
few percent of average profits. So the difference in performance is neglible. 

K p 
V{ni,tl/a 

2 
V{yi,t} /a 2 

V{Ntl/a2 V{Ytl /a2 

-1 0.766 0.812 1.750 2.000 0.766 0.812 1.750 2.000 
2 0 0.898 0.906 1.875 2.000 0.391 0.406 0.937 1.000 

0.5 0.840 0.859 1.875 2.000 0.586 0.609 1.406 1.500 
1 0.781 0.812 1.875 2.000 0.781 0.812 1.875 2 000 

3 0 0.934 0.937 1.917 2.000 0.264 0.270 0.639 0.666 
0.5 0.863 0.875 1.917 2.000 0.527 0.541 1.278 1.333 
1 0.791 0.812 l.917 2.000 0.791 0.812 1.917 2.000 

4 0 0.951 0.953 J.937 2.000 0.199 0.203 0.484 0.500 
0.5 0.874 0.882 1.937 2.000 0.497 0.507 1.211 1.250 
1 0.796 0.812 1.937 2.000 0.796 0.812 1.937 2.000 

5 0 0.961 0.962 1.950 2.000 0.160 0.162 0.390 0.400 
0.5 0.880 0.887 1.950 2.000 0.479 0.487 1.170 1.200 
1 0.799 0.812 1.950 2.000 0.799 0.812 1.950 2.000 

10 0 0.981 0.981 1.975 2.000 0.081 0.081 0.197 0.200 
0.5 0.893 0.896 1.975 2.000 0.443 0.446 1.086 1.100 
1 0.806 0.812 1.975 2.000 0.806 0.812 1.975 2.000 

00 0 1.000 1.000 2.000 2.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.5 0.906 0.906 2.000 2.000 0.406 0.406 1.000 1.000 
1 0.812 0.812 2.000 2.000 0.812 0.812 2.000 2.000 

Table 2.2 
Variance of producth:m and inventories in stochastic equilibrium. 

The figures shown are relative to the random-error variance, using the optimal minimum
variance decision rule (plain text) and the infinite-firm rule (italic numbers), respe~tively. 
The numbers are shown for three alternative values of the cross-firm correlation, p, of the 
random errors. 

3. Clearing prices 

In this condition, the computer determines the set of prices which will 
equate output (i.e. finished production) and demand each period. Thus, 
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inventories are constantly equal to zero. Assuming firms act competitively, 
the optimization problem of the individual firm is 

(3.1) 

If the number of firms, K, is very large, the aggregate quantities are 
independent of the individual firm's actions, and the first-order conditions 
become 

(3.2) E. {PX l/e} x. -l/e (e-1)/£ - ro = 0, => 
1,t t t 1,t 

Note that this means that 

(3.3) E. t{p. t} = p"'. I, 11 

If, futher, variances are small, one can use the approximation E{f(x)} = f(E{x}), 
so that the approximate optimal competitive policy for many firms becomes 

If the number of firms, K, is small, and one can no longer ignore the 
effect of the firm's actions on aggregate variables, one must turn to the 
derivations in Section 1. If the variances are small, one may use the 
equations in that section directly, substituting aggregates with their expected 
values, conditional on the choice of xi,r It would seem most natural to use 
the Cournot equilibrium (where other firms' output is assumed to be 
constant) instead of the Bertrand equilibrium (where other firms' prices are 
assumed to be constant.) As mentioned in Section 1, the equation (1.21), or, 
for that matter, the corresponding Cournot equation, has no analytical 
solution, except when all firms have equal output and there is no multiplier 
effect. Under rational expectations with small random deviations, however, 
the solution would approximately equal the constant output. Hence, the 
optimal policy in rational-expectations competitive equilibrium is 

(3.5) xi,t"' = xK"' (Bertrand) or 

(3.6) 
.. .. .. 

xi,t = xK (Cournot). 
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Note that this is so for both the simple and complex condition since, in the 
latter, the pipeline is completely cleared for past outputs by the time the 
current output decision becomes available for sale. 

4. Posted prices 

Simple condition 

In the simple posted-price condition, the firm seeks to maximize its 
profits before inventory costs while minimizing the latter. It is obvious that, 
unless the non-negativity constraint on production is binding, the two 
problems can be separated: since production is costless, the optimal policy is 
always to choose the output that will minimize expected inventory costs. 
Conversely, in choosing its price, the firm can ignore inventory 
considerations. Furthermore, for small error variances, one can make the 
approximation E{ f(x) } = f( E{x} ), and the derivations for the steady-state 
equilibria in Section 1 apply to the price decision. Asswning also that firms 
act competitively, the approximate optimal pricing policy is the price that 
solves 

(4.1) Pi + (p(ro) -e + (e + ,.. ,.. ) K (p/E{P})1-£ = 0, ( 
E{P} f'(E{P}) 1 1 ,.. J 

f(E{P}) 1-af(E{P}) 

where the expectation E{} is conditional upon Pi (cf. Section 1), and the time 
subscripts have been dropped to simplify notation. Further, it is shown in 
Section 8 that the optimal production policy is the one that sets the median of 
next period's inventory to zero. Moreover, if the distribution of demand is 
approximately symmetric, the median and the expected value coincide. 
Finally, assume that Pis close to the competitive-equilibrium value, pK *or 
that K is very large. Then, the optimal policy is 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Complex condition 

The market system in the posted complex condition is too complicated 
to solve analytically for the optimal policy, except in the special case where 
there are no random errors. However, the system can be approximated 
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around the equilibrium point with~ Taylor expansion, yielding a linear
quadratic optimal control problem which can be analyzed using standard 
techniques. In the following, the simple posted condition, the deterministic 
posted complex condition, and the linear-quadratic approximate posted 
complex condition are treated in tum. 

Deterministic case: 

As in the simple condition, since there is no direct cost of initiating 
production, Yt' firms should choose Yt to minimize expected inventory cost. 
Moreover, assuming that the number of firms, K, is very large, firms can 
ignore the effect of their output on demand, and the optimal policy is 
therefore to choose output so that nt+a+t = 0. Note that the firm cannot 
influence earlier inventories since it is assumed that the multiplier effect of 
production on demand is negligible. Thus, the optimal deterministic output 
policy (for K=oo) is 

(4.3) ... 
Y · t = x. t + ··· + x. t £ - n. t - Y· t-1 - ··· - Y· t-~· 1, 1, I, +u I, 11 11 u 

In effect, the production policy "clears the system memory" so that, 
beyond time t+o, the system remains in equilibrium, with output and prices 
at their competitive-equilibrium values G and p*, respectively. Moreover, 
since inventory in time t+o+l is "taken care of" by the output decision, Pt+a is 
equal to the unconstrainted optimal price, p*. It now remains to find the 
choice of prices that maximize the expected profits in the intervening periods. 
The firm thus faces the problem of choosing prices Pi,t' ... , Pi,t+8-t to 

(4.4) Max V = vi,t + ... + vi,t+a 

To solve this problem, it is easiest to use "dynamic programming", i.e., 
to work backwards from the period t+0-1. First, consider the inventory
clearing price, pc, i.e., the price that will bring next period's inventory to zero. 
The existence of this price presumes that the current inventory plus the 
production due to arrive in inventory together are non-negative; otherwise, 
the pc is best thought of as "infinite." In the following, the firm index, i, has 
been dropped for notational convenience. One has 
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(4.5) 

Note that in the deterministic case, Vis not differentiable around this 
point. Instead of a stationarity condition, consider the effect separately of 
small C'.hanges in price above or below the clearing value. One has 

(4.6) 
dV dxt+&-1 

dpt+&-l = xt+&-1 + dpt+&-l <Pt+&-1 - 00 + y) 

c 
= xt+&-1{1 - E(Pt+&-1 - 00 + y)/Pt+&-1) for Pt+&-1 > Pt+.S-1 

dV c 
d = xt+&-1<1 - E(Pt+&-1 - 00 -y)/Pt+&-1> for Pt+&-1 < Pt+.S-1· 

Pt+.S-1 

Consider now the conditions for the clearing price to be optimal. That 
would imply that the profit-function has a maximum at that point, i.e., that 

dV c 
d < O for Pt+&-1 > Pt+&-1 

Pt+0-1 

dV c 
d > o for Pt+&-1 < Pt+&-11 => 

Pt+0-1 

c 
1 - E(Pt+&-1 - 00 + y)/pt+&-1 < 0 for Pt+&-1 > Pt+.S-1 

c 
1 - E(Pt+&-1 - co - y)/Pt+0-1 > 0 for Pt+0-1 < Pt+0-1 1 => 

(4.7) 
c 

p* -"((1-1/e) < Pt+&-l < p*+ "((1-1/e). 

Thus, as long as the inventory-clearing price is within the range in 
(4.7), it is optimal to charge that price. If the clearing price falls outside this 
range, V will be differentiable and one can instead use the stationarity 
condition 

(4.8) 
dV 

d = 0, => 
Pt+0-1 
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c 'Y 
xt+0-1(1 - e(pt+0-1 - 00 + y)/Pt+0-1> = O for Pt+&-1 < p*(l - 00>; 

c 'Y 
xtt-0-1<1 - e(pt+0-1 - 00 -y)/Ptt-0-1> = O for Pt+8-1 > p*(l + 00>1 => 

c 
Pt+O-l = p* -)'(1-1/e) for Pt+O-l < p* -)'(1-1/e); 

Pt+O-l = p* + )'(1-1/e) for P~+O-l > p* + )'(1-1/e). 

Thus, the optimal rule, Pi,t+O-l *is to charge the clearing price if 
possible but to limit it to remain within the range (4.7). It is straightforward 
to show that Vis differentiable with respect to the inventory nt+l>-l and 

dV * 
dn = (1-l/e)pt+0-1 - 00 = gt+0-1 e [-y, "f]. 

t+8-1 
(4.9) 

Now consider the previous period's price, Pt+a-2. Again, the point of 
departure is the price that will cle&r inventories, but this time letting the next 
period's price vary endogenously. Hence, the differentiation of Vis done 
"forwards in time" in the sense that all variables in the current or later 
periods are allowed to vary endogenously. One gets 

(4.10) 
dV 

dpt+0-2 

dxt+0-2 dV 
= xt+0-2 + dp <Pt+0-2 - 00 + 'Y- dn. ) 

t+a-2 1,t+a-1 

In completely analogous fashion as before, one finds that the optimal 
policy is to charge the inventory-clearing price P~+a-2, truncated in the 
interval 

(4.11) Pt+O-l * - )'(1-1/e) < P~+0-2 < Pt+a-l * + )'(1-1/e). 

Of course, Pt+O-l *is a function of Pt+O-l' Nonetheless, one can first compute 
the inventory-clearing price, then compute the optimal next-period price and 
then check whether (4.11) holds. If so, the optimal policy is the clearing price. 
If not, the fact that Pt+l>-l *as a function of Pt+O-l has a negative derivative 
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means that one can always find a price Pt+a-2,. for which the lower or upper 
limit in (4.11)--whichever is applicable-holds with equality. 

One may continue analogously backwards in time, so that the complete 
optimal pricing policy is characterized by the conditions 

(4.12) 

-pc - t for pt+1 * -')'(1-1/e) ~ Ptc ~ Pt+l,. + ')'(1-1/e) 

= Pt+l,. + 'Y(l-1/e) for Ptc > Pt+l,. + ')'(1-1/e); 

-p c - t+0-1 

= Pt+O,. + 'Y(l-1/e) for Pt+&-l c >Pt+~>*+ ')'(1-1/e); 

,. ... 
Pt+8 = P · 

To actually calculate (4.12) requires a limited amount of trial and error 
but is doable in a finite number of steps. In practice, a wide variety of 
conditions lead to the inventory-clearing prices being optimal, including the 
initial conditions used in the experiment. 

Stochastic case 

An approximation to the optimal policy with less than infite firms and 
stochastic errors can be obtained by linearizing the equations of motion 
around the steady-state equilibrium and using a quadratic approximc..~:1.m to 
the profit function. In Section 6 it is shown that the first-order terms in the 
profit function can be eliminated by redefining the problem in terms of 
deviations from the steady state so that standard methods for linear-quadratic 
optimal control can be used. 
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The derivations are straightforward in principle but quite tedious. 
Therefore, only the final results will be presented here.4 However, one part 
deserves special mention. The expected inventory cost are a function of the 
expected absolute inventory level. If errors are normally distributed, which 
will be assumed throughout, then it is shown in Section 8 that 

(4.13) 
2 

E{lnl} = _r;:;: °'1Var{n}. 
""27t 

This is thus a deviation from all the other terms in the objective function 
which are proportional to the variance-covariance matrix E{z z'}. However, 
one can still achieve a quadratic approximation by considering that the 
variance in inventories consists of two components, one, call it s2, that is 
related to the policy followed, and one, call it e2, that comes from the random 
errors each period and is independent of the policy. (The two terms are 
analogous to the two terms of the right-hand side of equation (2.49) in the 
fixed-price case above.) Hence, 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Var{n} = s2 + e2, => 

E{ In I} = - 2-'1 s2 + e2. -{hr 

Now performing a first-order Taylor expansion of (4.15) with respect to s2, one 
gets 

(4.16) EflnlJ=-2-cW + Qs2 =-2-cW + varfnJ-e2> 
~ 2 2 2 ili ... / 2 2 e +s 2~e +s 

Moreover, if e2 >> s2, a good approximation to the expected inventory cost is 

(4.17) 
ye y 

E{ylnl}= _r;:;: + _r;:;: Var{n}. 
""21t €"'/ 21t 

Figure 8.1 shows a plot of the approximation compared with the true 
function. It is evident that even for s2 approaching e2, the approxjmation is 
excellent. Hence, as long as the systematic part of the variance is small 
relative to the unsystematic one, the profit function is well approximated by 
for purposes of the optimal-control derivations by 

--·------------
4 The derivations were done in Mathematica and are thus readily reproducible. The file is 

available upon request. 
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v.t=x.t(p.t-c.o)+ -~ 
I, I, 1, 'l 2Jt 
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_'Y_n 2 
e"2ir i,t · 

The results are shown in Tables 4.1 through 4.3. The gain vector, g, for 
the optimal production rule is shown in Table 4.1, for various values of both 
the number of firms and the standard deviations of the random errors in 
production and price, respectively. (These errors matter because the 
unsystematic error variance e2 is part of the coefficients in the profit function, 
cf. equation 4.18). Table 4.2 shows the same results for the optimal price rule. 
It is quite clear that the rules mimic the inventory-clearing rule found in the 
deterministic case above: The coefficients for productkn are all quite low 
while the coefficients for prices are close to the linearized values from the 
clearing-price rule. 

The performance results are shown in Table 4.3. The values shown are 
the reduction (i.e., a positive number) in profits as a percent of the steady-state 
profit. The reduction is partitioned into reduced profits before inventory 
costs, and inventory costs. It is quite clear that the reduction is very slight: by 
far the greatest portion comes from the unsystematic variance in inventories. 
This is further underlined by the last column of the table which shows the 
ratio of the systmatic and unsystematic error in inventory (s/ e, cf. equation 
4.14). That column also shows that s<<e, so that tt.e quadratic approximation 
(4.17) is highly accurate (cf. also Figure 8.1). 
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K Sy Sp Gain vector, g, in feedback rule, 
-

Y·t=-gz.t' l, l, 

zi,t -= (ni,t' Yi,t-1' ... , yt-3) 
n(t) y(t-1) y(t-2) y(t-3) N(t) Y(t-1) Y(t-2) Y(t-3) 

4 .01 .01 -.03 -.03 -.07 -.03 .02 .09 -.03 .02 
4 .05 .01 -.03 -.02 -.07 -.03 .02 .09 -.03 .02 
4 .01 .05 -.04 .06 -.05 -.04 .05 .27 .07 .05 

4 .05 .05 -.04 .06 -.05 -.04 .05 .?.7 .07 .05 
4 .00 .10 -.04 .14 -.02 -.04 .12 .35 .17 .11 
4 .10 .00 -.02 -.04 -.07 -.02 .02 .02 -.05 .02 

4 .10 .10 -.04 .14 -.02 -.04 .12 .35 .17 .11 
00 .01 .01 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .16 .01 .00 
00 .05 .01 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .16 .01 .00 
00 .01 .05 .00 .10 .01 .00 .04 .40 .11 .04 
00 .05 .05 .00 .10 .01 .00 .04 .40 .11 .04 
00 .00 .10 .01 .17 .03 .01 .13 .49 .22 .11 
00 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
00 .10 .10 .01 .17 .03 .01 .13 .49 .22 .11 

Table 4.1 c: ff. . t . oe 1c1en s m O.Qttma Ir d mear:llua rat1c ..Q.ro d ti UC on r ul e. 
K Sy Sp Gain vector, g, in feedback rule, 

-
P· t = -g z. t' l, 1, 

-
z i,t = (ni,t' Yi,t-1' ... , y t-3> 

n(t) y(t-1) y(t-2) y(t-3) N(t) Y(t-1) Y(t-2) Y(t-3) 

4 .01 .01 .48 .00 .01 .48 1.05 -.18 -.12 .87 
4 .05 .01 .48 .00 .01 .48 1.05 -.17 ··.12 .87 

4 .01 .05 .44 .01 .05 .44 .83 -.08 .06 .68 

4 .05 .05 .44 .01 .05 .44 .83 -.08 .06 .68 
4 .00 .10 .40 .01 .07 .40 .70 -.01 .14 .57 
4 .10 .00 .49 .00 .00 .49 1.11 -.20 -.18 .93 

4 .10 .10 .40 .01 .07 .40 .70 -.01 .14 .57 
00 .01 .01 .39 .00 .01 .39 .85 -.13 -.08 .69 
00 .05 .01 .39 .00 .01 .39 .85 -.13 -.08 .69 
00 .01 .05 .36 .00 .04 .36 .66 -.04 .07 .53 
00 .05 .05 .36 .00 .04 .36 .66 -.04 .07 .53 
00 .00 .10 .33 .01 .06 .33 .55 .02 .13 .44 
00 .10 .00 .40 .00 .00 .40 .93 -.17 -.17 .77 
00 .10 .10 .33 .01 .06 .33 .55 .02 .13 .44 

Table 4.2 
C:oefficients in optimal linear-quadratic pricing rule. 
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K Sy Sp Reduction in Inventory cost To~.tl Systematic 
gross profits reduction relative to 

unsysten1atic 
inventory 

% of steady- % of steady- % of steady- variance 
state _£_rofits state _£_rofits state _£rofits s/e 

4 .01 .01 0.0 1.0 1.0 .04 
4 .05 .01 0.2 1.0 1.2 .15 
4 .01 .05 0.3 5.0 5.3 .12 
4 .05 .05 0.4 5.0 5.4 .16 
4 .00 .10 0.9 10.1 11.0 .20 
4 .10 .00 0.8 0.3 1.2 .32 
4 .10 .10 1.2 10.2 11.4 .25 
co .01 .01 0.0 1.5 1.5 .03 
00 .05 .01 0.1 1.5 1.6 .07 
00 .01 .05 0.4 7.5 7.9 .10 
00 .05 .05 0.4 7.5 8.0 .12 
00 .00 .10 1.3 15.2 16.5 .17 
00 .10 .00 0.3 0.0 0.3 .14 
00 .10 .10 1.5 15.2 16.7 .20 

Table 4.3 
Performance of optimal linear-quadratic rules. 

5. Variation in rational-expectations stochastic equilibrium. 

In the following, it is assumed that the market is in rational
expectations stochastic equilibrium, i.e., that all firms have rational 
expectations and that they follow the optimal infinite-finn policies (K=oo), 

except for an independent and identically distributed random eror. Errors are 
assumed to be both serially and cross-sectionally uncorrelated. Hence, 

(5.1) .. 
Y· t = Y· t + u. t; 1, I, 1, 

* P· t = P· t + w. t; 1, I, I, 

It is also helpful to define the aggregate average errors 
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(5.2) 

The derivations below are based on a linear first-order approximation 
around the equilibrium point. The approximation is derived by a Taylor 
expansion around the equilibrium with respect to the random noise 
variables. Hence, the results below hold only for small deviations from 
equilibrium. The results are summarized in Table 5.1, which shows the 
individual and aggregate production and prices as a function of the 
individual and random errors. 

Condition YfG YfG p p• t PfP• 
Fixed ufut-1 utut-1 
sim.EJe 
Fixed ufut-1 ufut-1 
com~ex 
Clearing ut ut -Ut/µ (Ufut)/£- U/µ 

sim_.E!e 
Clearing ut ut a a 
complex 4fi<Ut+Ut-1 +Ut-2)+ ~Ut+Ut-t+Ut-2>+ 

1 a 
µ<4-l)Ut-3 

1 a 
µ<4-l)Ut-3 + 

(Ut-3 - ut-3)/e 

Posted U-U r 0 f 0 t-1 wt wt 
simple 

t t-

µVt-1 -evt-1 

+(e-µ)W t-1 

Posted ut ut wfwt-1+ wt- wt-1 - 0 t-3/£ 
complex a 1 1 

~2Ut-1 +Ut-2) + + (- --)Ut 3+ £ µ -
1 a 
µ<4-t>Ut-3 

a 
~2Ut-t+Ut-2+Ut-3) 

Table 5.1 
Random deviations in stochastic. rational-expectations equilibrium. 

The table shows the deviations u.= average and individual prices, as functions of the average 
and individual random errors. The expressions have been linearized around the mean. 

From the analytical expressions in Table 5.1, it is straightforward to 
calculate the variance in average production (Table 5.2) and average price 
(Table 5.3). 
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Condition Var{Yt} Valur Var{yi,~ Value 
(K=4) (K=4) .. 

Fixed 1 2 0.50 CJ 2 2a 2 2 
simple K20u u u 2.00 au 

Fixed 1 2 0.50 CJ 2 2a 2 200a 2 
complex K2au u u . u 

Clearing 1 2 0.25 a 2 CJ 2 1 OOa 2 
simple K°u u u . u 

Clearing 1 2 0.2s; au 2 CJ 2 2 
complex K°u u 1.00 au 

Posted l2a 2+k2a 2 O.SOau 2+ 2a 2+ 2.00CJU 2+ 
simple K u K w u 

2 1 2 K-1 2 2 2 
0.14aw [vµ +~]a 4.83 aw 

K K w 
Posted 1 2 0.25 CJ 2 CJ 2 2 

complex K°u u u 1.00CJU 

Table 5.2 
Variance of production in stochastic rational-expectations equilibrium 

Condition Var{P~ Value Var{p. t} Value 
(K=4) 

J, 
(K=4) 

Clearing 1 -2 2 2 [K-1 -2 1 -2) 2 0.56 CJ 2 
simple i(l1 au 0.44 au l("t + i(l1 <Ju u 

Clearing .];µ-2(1+a2/4 - 0.360 2 [K-1 -2 1 -2'1 1 2 048 CJ 2 
complex K u -p +i(ll ' +~ - . u 

a/2)au2 1 2 
~)]au 

Posted 1 2 2 CJ 2 2 
simple K°w 

0.25 aw w 1.00 aw 

Posted 1 2 1 - 2 2 2 (K-le-2 1 - 2.ooa,/+ complex K2aw +i(ll 0.50aw + 0 w + K +i(Jl 

3 2 1 2 0.38 (J 2 3 2 1 2 o.soa 2 
2>n +ga -rx>au u 2)0+sa -~>lau u 

Table 5.3 
Variance of prices in stochastic rational-expectations equilibrium 

In order to calculate the spectral density of the the variance, recall that, 
for a q'th-order moving-average process 

(5.3) zt = 00 et + 01et-l + ... + 0qet-q == 0(L)er 

E{et} = O; E{etet-i} = 0 for i;!() and cr2- for i=O, 

the spectrum, i.e., the distribution of the variance nccross frequencies, ro, is 

(5.4) 
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For a third-order process, this amounts to 

(5.5) 
21t 

f(ro) 01- = ~( 00
2+0/+0/+0/ + [00 01+0102+0203Jcos(ro) 

+ [0o02+01031cos(2ro) + eoe3cos(3ro) ), 7t~~7t. 
Note also that, since the Fourier transformation is linear, the spectrum of a 
sum of two such processes is simply the sum of the spectra. 

The spectral density functions, f(ro) have been calculated in Table 5.4. 
The functions are plotted in Figure 5.1 under the assumption that, in the 
posted-price conditions, the error variances in prices (crw) and output (cr) are 
equal. Figures 5.2 through 5.5 plots f(ro) in the posted-price conditions for 
various assumptions about the relative sizes of crw and cru. 
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Condition f[ro] Y f7t5ro57t f[ro] P fJt5(J)57t 

Fixed 2 
simple 1 cru 

K ?1-cos(ro)) 

Fix~d 2 
complex 1 °u 

K ~1-cos(ro)) 

Clearing 2 CJ 2 
simple 1 °u 1 u -- ---

K 27t K 27t µ2 

Clearing 2 
cr 2 [ 2 complex 1 cru 1 u a a 

--- (1 +- --) + 
K 27t K 27t µ2 4 2 

3a2 a a 2 a 
<--s-2>cos(ro) + <4-2>cos(3ro) + 

a 2 a J <-s-2>cos(3ro) 

Posted ~ 2~ (2cru 2 +µ2aw 2 - 2cos(ro)) 
2 

simple 1 °w ---
K 2n 

Posted 2 
!.!CJ 2 +!..J-<°~2 complex 1 °u -- K 7t w K 2n µ K 2tt 
[ 321 321 l+ga -TX + <ga -TX)cos(ro) + 

( ~2-}x>cos(2ro) J 
Table 5.4 

Spectral densities of average price and production in stochastic, rational
expecta tions equilibri urn. 

The table shows the spectral density as a function of the frequency, ro. The expressions are 
based on the linearized expressions in Table 5.1. 
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6. Note regarding optimal control of linear (time invariant) systems with 
first-order terms 

Normally, linear-quadratic optimal control problems do not involve 
first-order terms in the objective function. However, as is shown below, it is 
straightforwcud to transform a system with first-order terms into one with 
only quadratic terms in the objective function. Consider the control problem 

(6.1) min J = 

s.t. 

(6.3) x0 = x0 (initial conditions). 

xis an-dimensional vector of state variables, u is a p-dimensional vector of 
control variables, F , F , F are positive semidefinite matrices of 

::XX ==UU =XU 

dimensions n x n, p x p, and n x p, respectively, and hx and hu are n- and p-
dimensional vectors. 

The first-order (necessary) conditions are (in addition to (6.2) and (6.3)) 

(6.4) 
()L 
axt =.£xxxt + £cuut + hx -'11t + P''lft+t = 0, ~o 

(6.5) t~O, 

where \jf is the n-dimensional co-state vector (i.e. the Lagrangian multiplier). 

Now assume that there is some optimal operating point, x"', such that, 
if the system ]sat that point, it is optimal to let it remain there. More 
formally, assume that the linear system of equations 

(6.6) x* = P x* + Q u* + a (steady state); 
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F x* + F u* + h - ,.,* + P'"'* = O· =XX =XU X T =y I 

F •x* + F u* + h + Q'w* == o 
=XU =UU U -

has a solution (x*,u*,'Jf*), and define a new system in terms of the deviations 
from this operating point, as 

(6.9) * zt = xt - x , ~O; 

(6.10) * vt = ut - u ' ~O; 

(6.11} <Pt = 'I' t - w*, ~o. 

Now the first-order conditions can be rewritten as 

(6.12) £.xxzt +Lu Vt - «l>t + P'<l>t+l = O, t~O; 

(6.13) ~o, 

(6.14) t~O. 

The system is now on a form which lends itself to the standard linear
quadratic derivation. Thus, the optimal policy is 

(6.15) * - g'(xt - x*), where u -u t-

(6.16) (P-!) x* + .Q u* = - a, 

(6.17) F 
=XX 

x* + F u* 
=xu + ~· -! > w* = -h . 

x' 

(6.18) F ' x* + F u* 
=XU =w + q w* = -h u' 

and the gain vector, g, is defined by 

(6.19} g = (F + .Q' H _Q t 1 (Q' H P + F ') 
UU -=- -== =XU ' 

-.vhere H is the solution to the l\.fatrix-Riccatti equation 
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7. Note regarding non-linear aggregates versus arithmetic averages 

In the experimental software, firms observed not the non-linear 
aggregates X and P but the simple arithmetic average sales, X, and the trade
weighted average price, P, defined by 

(7.1) 1 
X = K [xl + ... + xK]; 

(7.2) 

From (1.4) and (1.8), it follows that 

(7.3) XP = XP. 

-Moreover, since Xis a convex, homogenous function of its individual 
components, it must always be less than or equal to the average X. There is 
therefore a sy~ematic bias between the two variables. X will generally .... 
overestimate X. Conversely, it follows from (7.3) that P will underestimate P. 
It is important, therefore, to determine just how important this bias may be. 
Accordingly, a set of Monte Carlo simulations were performed, with 
normally or log-normally independently distributed individual prices (with 
mean 1), and the aggregate and average price were compared. A similar 
analysis was done for sales. The results are shown in Figure 7.1. As can be 
seen from the figure, the correlation between the two measures is very high 
and the bias very small except for very large variances (cr=.5). 
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Figure 7.1 
Plot of aggregate versus average price and demand 

The figure shows the aggregates X and P plotted against the corresponding averages X and ~, 
assuming that the individual x's and p's are normally distributed with mean 1 and variance a· . 
The results have been nonnalized to "Z-scores", i.e., (X- l)/a, etc. 
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8. Note regarding E{ In I}. 

If a random variable, n, with a cumulative distribution function, F(n) 
and an expected value ofµ, one can write the expected absolute value of n as 

0 00 

(8.1) E{ In!}= J- n dF(n) + Jn dF(n). 
-00 0 

Suppose further that n can be written as 

(8.2) n = µ + t, 

where the distribution of t, F(O, is independent of µ. Then, 

-µ 00 

{8.3) E{ In I } = f- (µ+t) dF(t) + f (µ+t) dF(t), 
-oo -µ 

-µ 00 -µ 00 

~ -µ J dF(t) + µ JdF(t) - It dF(t) + It dF(t) 
-oo -µ -oo -µ 

00 -µ 

= µ(1 - 2F(-µ)) + ft dF(t) - J t dF(t). 
-µ -oo 

Moreover, by differentiating with respect toµ, one finds 

(8.4) 
dE{ In I} 

dµ = 1 - 2F(-µ) + 2µ dF(-µ) - µ dF(-µ) - µ dF(-µ), 

= 1 - 2F(-µ). 

The expected absolute value of n finds its minimum when 

d.E{ In I} 
= 0, => 

dµ 
(8.5) 

F(-µ) = 1/2, 

i.e. when µ is equal to minus the median of the distribution of the random 
error, t. Note that if the distribution oft is symmetric, the mean should also 
be zero. 

If, in particular, n, is normally distributed with meanµ and variance 
a21 one gets 
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(8.6) dF(t)=cf>(t/a)/O'= -~ e-(t/c)2/ 2,and 
(Pl21C 

t/a 

(8.5) F(t) = <l>(t/ a) = f .k, e- h2ds, 

-oo 

where <I> and cf> are the cumulative and &equency distribution, respectively, of 
the standard normal distribution. 

Inserting this in (8.3) yields 

(8.6) E{ In I } = µ(1 - 2<1>(.;..µ/a)) + 2acf>C.;..µ/o). 

If, in particuiar, µis zero, (8.6) becomes 

(8.7) E{ In I } = 2a~(O) =-{fa. 
One can also approximate the expression (8.6) with a second-order 

Taylor expansion around the poin.t µ=0. One gets 

Figure 8.1 shows a plot of E{ In I }/a and the approximation (8.8) as a 
function of µ/a. It is evident that, within one standard deviation, the 
approximation is very good. 
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Figure 8.1 
Plot of the expected absolute value of a normally distributed variable, x, as a function of its 
mean. Also shown is the quadratic Taylor approximation around the point x=O. All measures 
have been normalized by the standard deviation of x. 
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Chapter 3 Tables 

System Price regime 

Strudu.re Fixed Posted Clearing 

• Prices are constant • Sellers set prices • Market-clearing 
prices found by 
computer 

• Demand met via • Demand met via • No inventories or 
inventory /backlog inventory /backlog backlogs needed 
fluctuations fluctuations 

Simple 

• No production Condition Condition Condition 
lags 1 3 5 .. No multiplier 
effect on demand 

Complex 
• 3-period 

pi·oduction lag Condition Condition Condition 
• Multiplier effect 2 4 6 

on demand 

Table 3.1.1: Experimental treatment design 

S~bol Text Value 
a Marginal~opens!tY_ to consume Oor0.5 
8 Production Ja_g_ Oor3 

y/ Ci) Unit inventory cost, relative to unit 0.5 
_E_roduction cost 

E Price elastic!ty_ of individual-firm demand 2.5 
µ Price elasticity of industry demand around 0.75 

com_E_etitive equilibrium 

1to Ratio of price to "reference" price at which 4 
aggrc:g_ate demand is zero 

Xo Ratio of demand to "reference" demand when 3 
aggregate_E_riceiszero 

Ci) Unit..E_roduction cost Arbitrary 
G E_.9..uilibrium ou_!E_ut level Arbitrary 
a Standard deviation of random error in .10 

demand (selected cases on!Y_) 
p Cross-firm correlation of random error in .50 

demand (selected cases on!Y_) 

Table 3.1.2: System parameter values.:. 
The parameters for random errors apply only in those cases where such errors werl.! introduced 
(not in the primary data set). 
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Educational status 
Undergraduate Master's Ph.D. Other Total 

43 45 7 2 97 
Affiliation 

MIT Sloan Other MIT Harvard Other Total 
43 20 29 5 97 

Background in. .. None Element~!)'_ Intermediate Advanced 
Economics 19 41 26 11 
Stat./ OR 28 29 30 10 
~stem~mics 72 21 4 

Table 3.3.1: Summary of subject backgrounds. 

Financial Production and sales Prices, etc. Forecasts 
Revenue Mkt. avg. Production Mkt. avg. Price Sales forecast 

revenue starts prod. starts 
Cost of goods Mkt. avg. cost Units in Mkt. avg. Market avg. Sales forecast 
sold of goods sold production units in prod. Price error 
Gross profits Mkt. avg. Finished Mkt. avg. fin. Market Sales forecast 

gross profits production prod. highest Price score 
Inventory Mkt. avg. Inventory Mkt. avg. Market Sales forecast 
costs invent costs inventory lowest Price 
Net profits Mkt. avg. net Sales Mkt avg. Price/mkt. Sales forecast 

profits sales avg. price error 
Cumulative Mkt. avg. Sales/mkt. Sales forecast 

_l!_rofits cum.profits av_& sales score 

Table 3.3.2: Historical data available to subjects during experiment. 

Table number 
1 2 3 4 s 

Variables 
Revenue Production Price Sa Jes <empty> 

starts 
Cost of goods Units in Mkt. avg. Mkt. avg. <empty> 
sold production Price Sales 
Inventory Finished Price forecast Sales forecast <empty> 
costs production 
Net profits Inventory Price forecast Sales forecast <empty> 

error error 
Cumulative Sales Price forecast Sales forecast <empty> 

J!_rofits score score 

Table 3.3.3.: Initial definition of historical data tables available to subjects 
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Graph no. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Horizontal axis 
Time Time Time Price/mid. Mkt. avg. Mkt.avg. 

av_g. _£_rice sales units in ~od. 
Vertical axis 

Gross profits Production Price Sales/mkt. Mkt. avg. Mkt. avg. 
starts avg. sales price sales 

Inventory Inventory Mkt. avg. 
costs price 
Net profits Sales Mkt. lowest 

price 
Mkt. avg. net Mkt. avg. Mkt. highest 

_£_rofits sales _£_rice 

Table 3.3.4: Historical data plots available to subjects. 
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Appendix B: Simulations 

In connection with the formation of the experimental hypotheses, a 

large number of simulations were performed to chart the range of possible 

behaviors one could expect. For each condition, two kinds of simulations 

were performed: A set of "optimal" simulations, based on the assumption 

that firms correctly estimate the structural parameters of the system and, once 

these parameters have become known, switch to the optimal decision rule, 

and a set of "behavioral" simulations, based on a simple set of decision rules 

with unchanging parameters. This appendix documents the simulation 

models in detail and tabulates the results for each of the six conditions. The 

first part lists the complete equations for each simulation model. The second 

part is a series of tables of the simulation outcomes. 

Simulation models 

Fixed-price simple condition 

Optimal model 

For this condition, the optimal model is functionally equivalent to the 

behavioral model with the parameters 

t = 1; a1 = 1; a2 = O; crx = 0 (see below). 

Behavioral model 

Yi t = Max{O, xi te - ni tit + u. t}, t>O; 
I I I I, 
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x. e = x + w . .,; 
110 0 11 L 

Fixed-price complex condition 

Optimal model 

A A 
Gt = G, ex. = ex. for Est false; 

A A 

Gt = x0 , t ~ 3, Gt= G, t > 3, for Est true; 

A I\ 

at= 0, t ~ 3, at= a, t>3, for Est true; 

2 * x = ~3 ,· G = 1 · p = p. = p = 1 · K = 4 0 ' 0 l,t ' . 

Behavioral model 

Yi,t = Max{ o .. xi,t + (n * - ni,t) It + ~ (si,t d - si,t) It } , t>O; 

Y· = xo'· 1,0 
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wi,t - N(O, cr/>; 
2 • • x =;;G3 ; G = 1; n = O; p = p. = p = 1; K = 4. 

0 0 ~ 

Clearing-price simple condition 

Optimal model 

x0 = ~; G = 1; n• = O; K = 4; p• = 1; p0 =steady-state price, given x0 • 

Parameters known (Est false), no collusion (M false): 

Yi,t = G + ui,t' t>O. 

Parameters known (Est false), with collusion (M true): 

y i,t = xK M + ui,t' t>O. 

Parameters unknown (Est true): 

I\ A 

a 0 anda 1 are estimated from the equation X = a0 + a1 P, using data from the 

previous N 5 periods. 

No collusion (M false): 

d I\ " 
Pi,t = co e i,t I (l - e i,t>' t>3; 
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I\ 
ei,t is estimated from the equation ln(xi/X) = e ln(plP), using data from the 

previous N 5 periods. 

With collusion (M true): 

Behavioral model 

Y· = xo'· 1,0 

fl.Vt= (VfVt_1)/(XfXt_1) if I XfXt_1 l~ay/10, else ll.Vt_1; 

dvi,t = (vi,t-vi,t-1 + b(Vf Vt-1))/(xi,fxi,t-1 + b(XfXt-1)) 

If "Discrete" is true, then all the profit gradients, Av, are replaced by sgn(ll.v). 

x0 = ~; G = 1; n* = O; K = 4; p* = 1; p0 =steady-state price, given x0 • 

Clearing-price complex condition 

Optimal model 

x0 = ~; G = 1; n* = O; K = 4; p* = 1; p0 =steady-state price, given x0 • 
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Parameters known (Est false), no collusion (M false): 

y. t = G + u. t' t>O. l, l, 

Parameters known (Est false), with coHusion (M true): 

Y· .. = XKM + u. t' t>O. 
I,~ 1, 

Parameters unknown (Est true): 

No collusion (M false): 

y i,t = XO + Ui,t' 0<t91; 

I\ 

Y· t = G. t + u. t' t>4; 1, l, l, 

I\ /\ I\ I\ /\ 

Gi,t = (ro Pi,i* - ao)/(al + a2); 

I\ I\ I\ 

Pi,t,.. == ro E i,t I (1- E i}' t>4; 

I\ 

e 1. tis estimated from the equation ln(x./X) = £ ln(p./P), using data from the 
, l 1 

previous N 5 periods. 

I\ I\ I\ 

ao'a 1, and a 2 are estimat~d from the equation P = a0 + a1(S + Y)/4 + a2X, using 

data from the previous N 5 periods. 

With collusion (M true): 

I\ 

Yi,t = x tM + ui,t; 

Behavioral model 

ln(yi,~ = (1-ao)ln(yi,t-1) + aoln(Yt-1) +al Avi,t-1 + a2 AVt-1 + a3 dvi,t-1 + ui,t' 
t>O; 
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A Vt= (VfVt_1)/(XfXt_1) if I XfXt_1 I ;;::cry/10, else AVt_1; 

dvi,t = (vi,fvi,t-1 + b(Vf Vt-1))/(xi,fxi,t-1 + b(XfXt-1)) 

dvi,o =Po - co; 

If "Discrete" is true, then all the profit gradients, Av, are replaced by sgn(Av). 

x0 = ~; G = 1; n* = 0; K = 4; p* = 1; p0 =steady-state price, given x0 • 

Posted-price simple condition 

Optimal model 

x0 = ~; G = 1; n* = O; K = 4; p* = 1; p0 =steady-state price, given x0 . 

P· t-= P· td' t>O. I, I, 

Parameters known (Est false), no collusion (M false): 

y. t =Max{ 0, G - n. t + u. t}, t>O. 
I, I, I, 

Parameters known (Est false), with collusion (M true): 

Parameters unknown (Est true): 
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A A d 
Yi,t = Max{O, ao +a 1 Pi,t + ui}' t>3; 

A A 
a 0 anda 1 are estimated from the equation X = a0 + a1 P, using data from the 

previous N 5 periods. 

No collusion (M false): 

d A A 
Pi,t = ro £ i,t I (l - £ i,J, t>3; 

A 
ei,t is estimated from the equation ln(x/X) = £ ln(p/P), using data from the 

previous N 5 periods. 

With collusion (M true): 

Behavioral model 

X -x +w · i,o - o i,o' 

Pi,o =Pd 

Avi,t = (vi,(Vt)/(pi,(Pt) if I Pi,(pt I ~d, else L\vi,t-I; 
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If "Discrete" is true, then all the profit gradients, Av, are replaced by sgn(Av). 

Posted-price complex condition 

Optimal model 

x0 = ~; G = 1; n* = O; K = 4; p* = 1; p0 =steady-state price, given x0 . 

- d /\ d /\ . 
y1• t - Max{O, x. t + (1-a)(3 - 1.Sat)x. t /(1-at) - Zt - n. t - s. t) + u. t}, t>O, 

I I, I, I, I, I, 

known (Est false), no collusion (M false): 

Parameters known (Est false), with collusion (M true): 

I\ 

xi,td = xM, at= a. 

Parameters unknown (Est true): 

I\ /\ I\ 

ao' a 1 and a 2 are estimated from the equation X = a0 + a1 P + a2 (S+ Y) I 4, using 
data from the previous N 5 periods. 

No collusion (M false): 

d_ /\ /\ . 
Pi,t - roe i,t I (1 - e i,t>' t>3, 

/\ 
e i,t is estimated from the equation ln(x/X) = e ln(p/P), using data from the 
previous N s periods. 
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With collusion (M true): 

d 1 A A 

Pi,t = 2 (ro - ao/a1>· 

Pi,t =a Pi,t [(Nt + Yt-5)/(ni,t+Yi,t~)]l/e + (1-a)pi,td + wi,~ 

wi,t - N(O, crp 2); 

Parameters known (Est false): 

Pi/= ptc =true aggregate clearing price. 

Parameters estimated (Est true): 

A 

Zt is defined in the optimal rule in Appendix A, but replacing a. with a. and G 

with xt_1. 

Behavioral model 

ui,t - N(O, ay 2); 

si,td = 30xi,te + (1-0) sc, t>O; 

Y· =x '. 1,0 CY 

2 * * x = ;;<;3 ; G = 1; n = O; p = P· t = p = 1; K = 4. 0 0 1, 
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P· = p<>'· 1,0 

Avi,t = (vi,(Vt)/(pi,t-Pt) if I Pi,fpt I ~d, else Avi,t-ti 

AVt = (VfVt_1)/(PfPt-l) if IPfPt_1 I ~d, else AVt_1; 

Av. = O; AV = O; 
1,0 0 

If "Discrete" is true, then all the profit gradients, /J.v, are replaced by sgi,(Av). 

Simulation results 

The results are based on 20 simulations of 40 time periods each for each 
combination of parameters. The symbol### means that the values exceed 
1000, indicating that the system is unstable. The column "Crash" indicates 
how many out of the 20 simulations that led to infinite or undefined 
quantities (as a results of instability.) Otherwise, the following results are 
calculated: 

S(Y}, t>lO standard deviation in Yt' t>lO; 

S(P}, t>lO standard deviation in Pt, t>lO; 

Rev., t>lO average revenue, t> 10; 

P.C., t>lO average production cost, t>lO; 

G.P., t>lO average gross profits, t> 10; 

ln.C., t>lO average inventory costs, t> 10; 

Prof., t>lO average net profits, t> 10; 

S{Y}, tS20 standard deviation in Yt' t~O; 

P,~O average Pt' ts 20; 

S{P}, tS20 standard deviation in Pt' t~ 20; 

S(Y} .. t>20 standard deviation in Y t' t> 20; 

P,t>20 average Pt, t>20; 

S(P}, t>20 standard deviation in Pt, t>20. 
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Fixed-price simple condition, behavioral and optimal model 

al a? t CJ,, Ov Cru SIYI SIPI Rev. P.C. G.P. ln.C. Prof. SIYI p 51Pl 51YI p 51PI 
hea t>lO 1>10 1>10 t>lO t>lO t>lO t>IO IS20 IS20 t:S:20 t>20 l>20 t>20 

0.5 0 1 0 0 ·o .000 .ODO 1.000 .600 .400 .000 .400 .088 r:oor :ooo .000 1.000 ~000 
:i:.000 :t:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t:.000 :l:.000 :l:.000 :t.000 

o.s 0 1 0 0.1 0 .060 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .028 .372 .108 1.000 .000 .060 1.000 .000 
:l:.008 :1:.000 :1:.000 :l:.000 :1:.000 :1:.002 :l:.002 :t.011 ::l:.000 :t:.000 :1:.009 :1:.000 ::l:.000 

o.s 0 1 0.1 0 0 .1110 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .024 .376 .110 1.000 .000 .069 1.000 .000 
:1:.013 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :t.002 ::t.002 :1:.011 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.016 :1:.000 :l:.000 

o.s 0 1 0.1 0.1 0 .096 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .CXJ1 .363 .128 1.000 .000 .096 1.000 .1m 
::l:.012 :1:.000 :l:.000 ::t.000 :l:.OM :t.003 ::t.003 ::l:.017 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.015 :1:.000 ::l:.000 

0.5 0 2 0 0 0 .001 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .ODO .400 .098 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
::l:.000 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.000 :l:.ODO i.000 :t:.000 :t:.000 ::l:.ODO :t.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 

o.s 0 2 0 0.1 0 .054 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .041 .359 .112 t.000 .ODO .054 1.000 .ODO 
:t.008 ::l:.ODO :l:.000 :t.000 :l:.ODO :t:.005 ::l:.005 :t:.016 :l:.ODO ::t.000 :1:.008 :t.000 ::l:.000 

o.s 0 2 0.1 0 0 .159 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .027 .373 .116 1.000 .000 .058 1.000 .000 
z.OCfl :l:.ODO ::l:.000 :l:.ODO :1:.000 :1:.003 :l:.003 :1:.013 ::l:.000 :1:.000 :t.008 :1:.000 :t.000 

o.s 0 2 0.1 0.1 0 .1118 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .048 .352 .123 1.000 .000 .080 1.000 .000 
::l:.OCfl :t 'YWl :1:.000 :1:.000 ~ooo :1:.oa; :1:.oos ::l:.020 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.012 .1. ... w :1:.000 

1 0 . 0 n 0 .000 .000 1.0DO .~~ .400 .ODO .400 .108 1.(llYI .000 .000 1.000 . .xJO 
:t.000 :l:.ODO :t.000 .c.000 :1:.000 :t.000 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.ODO :1:.000 :l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::1:.000 

1 0 1 0 0.1 0 .1110 .000 1.r:.ll .600 .400 .024 .376 .128 1-00' (100 .073 1.000 .000 
:1:.010 :1:.000 ~000 :l:.ODO :1:.000 :t.002 t.002 :t.011 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t.014 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 0 1 0.1 0 0 .073 .OOCi 1.0W .600 .400 .025 .375 .132 1.000 .000 .074 1.000 .000 
:1:.010 :l:.ODO :1:.000 J:.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.001 :1:.012 ::l:.000 :1:.000 :tn10 :t.000 ::t.000 

' 0 1 0.1 0.1 0 .101 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .034 .366 .146 1.000 .ODO .103 1.000 .000 
::l:.017 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.003 ::l:.003 ::t.016 ::l:.000 :t.000 ::l:.024 ::l:.000 :1:.000 

1 0 2 0 0 0 .000 .000 1.000 ,600 .400 .000 .400 .108 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .WO 
::l:.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.OVO ::l:.000 ::t.000 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.000 ::1:.000 ::1:.000 ::l:.000 :t.000 

1 0 2 0 0.1 0 .158 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .027 .373 .124 1.000 .000 .057 1.000 .000 
:t.010 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.002 ::l:.002 :t.010 :t:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.012 :1:.000 ::l:.000 

1 0 2 0.1 0 0 .060 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .028 .372 .123 1.000 .000 .059 1.000 .000 
:1:.010 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 ::l:.~ :1:.003 :t.011 :1:.000 :1:.000 ±..011 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 0 2 0.1 0.1 0 .1119 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .040 .360 .138 1.000 .000 .078 1.000 .000 
:t.013 :l:.ODO :t.000 :t.ODO :1:.000 :1:.005 :t.005 :t.019 :t.ODO :t.000 ::l:.011 :1:.000 ::l:.000 

1 o.s 1 0 0 0 .ODO .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .ODO .400 .094 1.000 .000 .ODO 1.000 .000 
:1:.000 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 :l:.ODO :1:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :t.000 :t.000 ::l:.000 :t.000 :l:.000 ::l:.000 

1 o.s 1 0 0.1 0 .069 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .023 .371 .118 1.000 .000 .068 1.000 .000 
:1:.010 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.001 :t.011 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.014 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 

1 o.s 1 0.1 0 0 .1110 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .024 .376 .115 1.000 .000 .072 1.000 .000 
:t.012 :1:.000 :1:.000 :l:.000 :1:.000 :1:.002 ::l:.002 :1:.014 ±.000 ::l:.000 :1:.014 :1:.000 ::l:.000 

1 o.s 1 0.1 0.1 0 .095 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .033 .367 .135 1.000 .000 .091 1.000 .ODO 
:1:.013 :t.000 :l:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.002 ::l:.002 :::.020 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.013 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 

1 o.s 2 0 0 0 .000 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .000 .400 .088 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
:1:.000 :t.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 ::t.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 ::1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 o.s 2 0 0.1 0 .159 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .027 373 .106 1.000 .000 .060 1.000 .000 
::l:.OCfl :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :l:.ODO :t.002 :1:.002 :1:.012 ::l:.ODO :1:.000 :1:.010 :1:.000 :t.000 

1 o.s 2 0.1 0 0 .060 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .025 372 .101 1.000 .ODO .059 1.000 .ODO 
:1:.009 :l:.ODO :t.000 ::l:.ODO :1:.000 :t.002 ::l:.002 :t.012 :!:.ODO :t.000 t.010 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 o.s 2 0.1 0.1 0 .082 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .039 361 .123 1.000 .ODO .083 1.000 .000 
:1:.011 :!:.ODO :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.004 :1:.004 :t.017 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.014 :t.000 :1:.000 

1 1 1 0 0 0 .000 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .000 .400 .108 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
:1:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.ODO ±.000 :1:.000 

1 I 1 0 0.1 0 .068 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .024 .376 .132 1.000 .000 .068 1.000 .000 
::l:.012 :t.000 ::l:.000 ::l:.ODO :1:.000 :1:.002 :1:.002 :t.016 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 :t.011 ::l:.000 ::l:.000 

1 1 1 0.1 0 0 .1171 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .023 .377 .1~3 1.000 .000 ,069 1.000 .000 
::l:.013 ::l:.ODO ::l:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 :1:.002 ::l:.002 :1:.017 :!:.ODO :1:.000 .t.016 :t.000 :1:.000 

~ 1 1 0.1 0.1 0 .101 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .035 .365 .150 1.000 .000 .105 1.000 .000 
:1:.015 :1:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.ODO :1:.000 :t.003 ::l:.003 ::l:.021 ±.ODO :1:.000 :t.020 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 1 2 0 0 0 .000 .000 1.0DO .600 .400 .ODO .400 .088 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
::l:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t:.000 :t:.000 ::l:.:x>O :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 1 2 0 0.1 0 .055 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .028 .372 .104 1.000 .000 .053 1.000 .000 
::l:.010 :t:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.003 ±.003 ::t.013 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.012 :1:.000 :t.000 

1 I 2 0.1 0 0 ,(159 .000 I.ODO .600 .400 .027 373 .101 1.000 .000 .060 1.000 .000 
:1:.008 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 ::l:.000 :1:.002 :t.002 :t.015 :1:.000 :t.000 ±.010 :t.000 :1:.000 

1 1 2 0.1 0.1 0 .081 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .040 360 .121 1.000 .000 .081 1.000 .000 
:1:.010 :1:.000 :1:.000 :i:.000 :1:.000 i.OC3 :t.003 :i:.018 :1:.000 ±..000 :t.011 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 0 1 0 0 0 .000 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .000 .400 .108 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
:1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 0 1 0.05 0 0 .CYJ7 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .012 388 .116 1.000 .000 .038 1.000 .000 
:1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 ±.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 :t.001 :t.OC6 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.007 :1:.000 :1:.000 

1 0 1 0.1 0 0 .077 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .024 .376 .136 1.000 .000 .077 1.000 .000 
:t:.011 :1:.000 :1:.000 ::l:.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 ::l:.001 ::t.014 :1:.000 :t.000 ::l:.013 :1:.000 ::1:.000 

1 0 1 0.01 0 0 .007 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .002 .398 .109 1.000 .ODO .008 1.000 .000 
::l:.001 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.000 ~ooo :t.001 :1:.000 :1:.000 
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Fixed-price complex condition optimal model 

0.05 ### 

0.1 ### 

0.01 ### 

0.05 ### 

0.1 ### 

:t.001 
0 .035 

:t.006 
0 .O'll 

:t.008 
0 .007 

:t.001 
0 .035 

:t.oa; 
0 .O'll 

±.QlO 

SIP: Rev. P.C. G.P. ln.C. Prof. SIYI 
t> 10 I> 10 t> 10 I> 10 I> 10 t> 10 t:S20 
. 1. . .4 . 

:t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :t.000 :t.001 

p SIPI 

.000 1.000 .600 .400 .012 .388 ::rg 1.000 .000 .IX34 1.000 .000 
:t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :t.001 :t.006 :t.000 :t.000 :t.007 :t.000 :t.000 
.000 1.000 .600 .400 .023 371 344 1.000 .000 JT/5 1.000 .000 

:t.000 :t.001 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.002 :t.002 :t.013 :t.000 :t.000 :t.012 :t.000 :t.000 
.000 1.000 .600 .400 .002 398 .495 1.000 .000 !,X)6 1.000 .000 

:t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :t.000 :t.000 
.000 1.000 .600 .400 .012 .388 .4'17 1.000 .000 .035 1.000 .000 

:t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :dXlO :t.001 :t.001 :t.009 :t.000 :t.000 :t.006 :t.000 :t.000 
.000 1.000 .600 .400 .024 376 .499 1.000 .000 .072 1.000 .000 

:t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :t.002 :t.002 :t.021 :t.000 :t.000 :t.012 :t.000 :t.000 
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Fixed-price condition, behavioral model 
t 

l:S20 t!i:20 1>20 
.. l 1 . l. 

:1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 
0.5 0.5 3 0.05 0.5 0 0 0 .000 .980 588 392 .09!' l'll .284 l.000 .000 .141 1.000 .000 

:t.006 :t.000 :t.001 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.003 :1:.003 :1:.oa; :1:.000 :t:.000 :t.007 :t.000 :1:.000 
0.5 3 0.1 0.5 0 0 0 .ff/3 .000 1.002 .601 .401 .033 368 .130 1.000 .000 .071 1.000 .000 

:t:.011 :t.000 :t.001 :t.000 :t.000 :Ul02 :t.003 :1:.017 :t.000 :t.000 :t.014 :1:.000 :t:.000 
3 0 0.5 0 0 0 .101 .000 1.008 .605 .403 .069 334 .202 1.000 .000 .073 1.000 .000 

:t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :t.000 ::1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t:.000 :t:.000 
3 ~.05 0.5 0 0 0 .107 .000 1.008 .605 .403 .0'70 .333 .205 1.000 .000 .081 1.000 .000 

:t.004 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :t:.002 :t.002 :t.oai :t.000 :t.000 :t.005 :t.000 :t.000 
3 0.1 0.5 0 0 0 .117 .000 1.008 .605 .403 .ff/3 .330 .213 1.000 .000 .097 1.000 .000 

:t.007 :t.000 :t.001 :t.001 :t.000 :t.003 :t.003 :t.006 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.008 :1:.000 :1:.000 
3 0 0.5 0 0.05 0 .157 .000 1.009 .605 .404 .090 314 .222 1.000 .000 .142 1.000 .000 

:t.022 :t.000 :l:.004 :1:.003 :t.002 :1:.012 ±.012 :1:.025 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.023 :t ()()() :t.000 
3 0 0.5 0 0.1 0 .1Sl .000 1.010 .606 .404 .133 .271 .295 1.000 .000 .256 1.000 .000 

:1:.034 :t.000 :1:.009 :1:.006 :t.004 :t.019 :t:.017 :t:.043 :t:.000 :1:.000 :1:.039 :1:.000 :t:.000 
3 0.1 0.4 0 0.1 0 .247 .000 1.012 .607 .4a5 .144 .261 .289 1.000 .000 .226 U.00 .000 

:1:.033 :t.000 :1:.007 :t.004 :t.003 :t.020 :1:.020 :t.o.tO :t.000 :t.000 :t.041 :t.000 :t.000 
0 3 0 0.5 0 0 0 .006 .000 1.002 .601 .. 101 .004 396 .153 1.000 .000 .001 1.000 .000 

:1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.WO :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 
0 3 0.05 n.5 0 0 0 .036 .000 1.IXJ2 .601 .401 .014 3f!l .158 1.000 .000 .033 1.000 .000 

:1:.0Q; :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.001 :1:.001 :t.006 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.006 :t.000 :t.000 
0 3 0.1 0.5 0 0 0 .069 .000 1.002 .601 .401 .025 375 .163 1.000 .000 .067 1.000 .000 

:t.014 :t.000 :1:.001 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :1:.001 :1:.013 :t.000 :t.000 t.016 :t.000 :t:.000 
0 3 0.05 0 0 0 .034 .000 1.001 .600 .400 .013 388 .160 1.000 .000 .034 1.000 .000 

:t.006 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :t.001 :t.006 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.008 :t.000 :1:.000 
0 3 0.05 0 0 .034 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .012 388 .161 1.000 .000 .034 1.000 .000 

:t.006 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 :t.001 :1:.ooi; :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.007 :1:.000 :1:.000 
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Clearing-price simple condition, optimal model 
l!V, 

1>10 1>10 t>JO 1>20 
I. A 1. 1. 

:1:.000 :t..000 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.001 :t.000 :t:.001 :1:.001 :t.002 :1:.001 :t.001 :1:.002 ±.001 
0 !O No Yl"ll 0 .006 .008 1.000 599 .401 .000 .401 .119 1.130 .256 .005 1.000 006 

±.001 :1:.001 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.001 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.001 t.003 :1:.004 :1:.001 :1:.001 :t.001 
0 10 Yes No 0 .005 .017 1.142 .298 .B« .000 .B« .005 2.300 .018 .005 2.301 .017 

:t.001 :1:.002 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 ±.004 :1:.003 :t.001 :1:.003 :1:.002 
0 10 Yes Yes 0 .005 .017 1.142 .298 .844 .000 .B« .062 2.212 .214 .005 2.300 .016 

:1:.001 :1:.002 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 :t.004 :1:.004 :1:.001 :t.003 ±.003 
0.1 10 No No 0 .0'24 .033 1.001 599 .«ll .000 .401 .025 1.002 .034 .024 1.002 .an 

:1:.003 :1:.005 :t.002 :1:.003 :t.004 :1:.000 :t.004 :1:.004 :t.007 :1:.006 :1:.004 :1:.006 :t.006 
0.1 10 No Yes 0 .0'25 .034 1.001 599 .402 .000 .402 .121 1.127 .258 .026 1.002 .035 

:1:.002 :1:.003 :1:.002 :1:.003 :1:.004 :1:.000 :t.004 :1:.007 :1:.014 :t.023 :1:.003 :t.007 :l:.Offi 
0.1 10 Yes No 0 .025 .085 1.139 .298 .841 .000 .841 .025 2.299 .085 .024 2.296 .083 

±.003 :1:.011 :t.003 :t.002 :1:.001 :1:.000 :t.001 :1:.004 :t.019 :1:.015 :1:.004 :t.ot8 :t.015 
0.1 10 Yes Yes 0 .0'25 .084 1.iJ9 .298 .841 .uoo .841 .065 2.:m ..223 .025 2.298 .085 

:t.003 :t.009 :t.002 :1:.002 :t.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.005 :t.0'23 :t.018 :1:.003 ±.014 :t.012 
0.1 10 No No 0 .052 .071 1.000 .602 .397 .000 .397 .049 1.000 .~~>6 .052 1.000 .mo 

:1:.008 :1:.010 :t.004 :1:.007 :1:.011 :t.000 :1:.011 :1:.013 :t..01/ :t.019 ±.009 :1:.018 :t.012 
0.1 10 No Yes 0 .047 .065 1.002 599 .402 .000 .402 .124 1.134 .262 .047 1.()(14 .064 

:t.007 :1:.010 :1:.003 :1:.005 :1:.007 :1:.000 :1:.007 :1:.010 :l:.0'28 :1:.030 :1:.008 :1:.011 ±.012 
G.1 10 Yes No 0 .052 .175 1.131 .298 .832 000 .832 .nsJ 2.306 .178 .051 2.290 .171 

:1:.007 :1:.022 :1:.007 :1:.006 ± 1)()2 :t.000 :t.002 :t.007 :1:.039 :t.022 :1:.009 :1:.041 :t.029 
0.1 10 Yes Yes 0 .051 .170 1.133 A'JOO .833 .l'OO .833 .080 2.195 .268 .050 2.283 .158 

:1:.005 :t.017 :1:.005 :t.005 :1:.002 :t.000 :t.002 :1:.011 :t.035 :t.035 :t.006 ±.045 :t.020 
0 0 0 .034 .000 1.001 .600 .400 .013 .388 .160 1.l'OO .000 .034 1.000 .000 

:1:.006 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :t.000 ±.001 :t.001 :1:.006 :1:.000 :1:.000 ±.008 :1:.000 :1:.000 
0 0 .034 .000 1.000 .600 .400 .012 .388 .161 1.000 .000 .034 1.000 .000 

±.006 :t.000 :t.000 :1:.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 :t.001 ±.005 :1:.000 ±.000 :t.007 :1:.000 ±.000 
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AppendixB 

Clearing-price simple condition, behavioral model 

1>10 1>10 l>lO ~o 

.41 1. .4 1. 
±.004 :t..001 :t..001 :t..002 :t..002 ±.000 ±.002 ±.004 :t..013 :1:.006 ±.001 :t.004 ±.002 

0.25 0 0 No o.~ 0 .417 .047 .999 .602 .398 .000 .398 .047 1.031 .067 .030 .999 .040 
.t.017 :t..007 :1:.007 ±.013 :1:.020 :1:.000 :1:.020 :t..012 :1:.032 ±.018 :t..007 ±.035 ±.009 

0.25 0 0 No 0.1 0 .396 .093 .994 .616 .378 .000 .378 .077 1.002 .103 .070 .983 .091 
±.043 ±.022 :1:.017 ±.032 ±.049 :1:.000 ±.049 ±.020 ±.071 ±.022 ±.018 :t..072 ±.025 

0.5 0 0 No 0.01 0 .397 .008 1.000 .601 .399 .000 .399 .050 .970 .056 .006 .999 .008 
:t..005 ±.001 :1:.001 ±.001 :1:.002 :t..000 ±.002 :t..017 :1:.011 :1:.015 ±.001 :t..004 :1:.002 

0.5 0 0 No 0.05 0 .390 .040 .999 .602 .397 .000 .397 .077 .963 .078 .030 .996 .039 
:t..017 ±.007 :1:.004 :t..006 ±.010 :1:.000 ±.010 ±.068 :1:.034 :t..039 ±.006 :1:.018 ±.008 

0.5 0 0 No 0.1 0 .380 .O!D .998 .606 .392 .000 .392 .094 .941 .107 .061 .995 .079 
:t..018 ±.015 :1:.007 :t..013 :t..020 ±000 ±.020 ±.031 ±.038 ±.033 ±.016 ±.029 t.018 

0 0 No 0.01 0 .36.5 .007 1.000 .600 .400 .000 .400 .291 .930 .177 .005 1.000 .007 
±.024 ±.001 ±.000 ±.001 ±.001 :1:.000 ±.001 ±.113 ±.025 ±.038 ±.001 :t..002 :t..001 

0 0 No 0.05 0 .366 .035 .999 .601 .398 .000 .398 .281 .931 .178 .O'Il .998 .036 
:1:.018 ±.005 ±.002 :t. 004 ±.006 :t..OCAJ .t.006 ±.082 ±.023 :t..033 ±.004 ±.011 :t..()(Yu 

0 0 No 0.1 0 .357 .074 .997 .608 .388 .000 388 .299 .932 .194 .058 .981 .074 
:t..021 :t..011 :t..005 :t..009 :t..014 :1:.000 :t..014 :t..079 :t..025 :t..033 :t..011 :t..023 :t..013 

2 0 0 No o.oi 0 .273 .013 1.000 .600 .400 .000 .400 1.292 .917 .268 .008 1.000 .otO 
±.073 :t..005 :t..000 :1:.000 :t..001 ±.000 :1:.001 :t..522 :t..024 :t..030 :1:.003 ±.002 :t..003 

2 0 0 No 0.05 0 .270 .053 1.000 .601 .398 .000 .398 1.317 .918 .277 .036 1.000 .047 
:t..066 :t..019 :t..001 :t..003 :t..004 :1:.000 :t..004 ±.496 :t..021 :t..028 ±.009 :t..006 :t..012 

2 0 0 No 0.1 0 .277 .128 .996 .615 .381 .000 .381 1.147 .923 .286 .137 .992 .125 
:t..029 :t..047 :1:.010 ±.027 :t..037 :t..000 :t..037 :t..055 :1:.014 :t..023 ±.194 ±026 :t..057 

0.25 0 0 Yes 0.01 0 .396 .189 .997 .615 .Jil2 .000 .382 .149 1.012 .197 .146 1.001 .189 
:t..021 ±.011 :t..008 ±.015 :t..023 :t..000 :t..023 :t..011 ±.040 :t..013 :t..006 :t..033 ±.010 

0.25 0 0 Yes 0.05 0 .398 .186 .997 .615 .382 .000 .382 .140 1.015 .186 .142 1.000 .186 
±.008 ±.011 :1:.004 ±.008 :t..012 :t..000 :t..012 ±.011 ±.031 :t..011 :t..015 :t..023 :t..016 

0.25 0 0 Yes 0.1 0 .401 .196 1.000 .611 .388 .000 .388 .145 1.014 .194 .146 1.013 .196 
±.014 :t..016 :t..005 ±.008 :t..013 :t..000 :t..013 :t..013 :t..032 ±.015 ±.014 ±.036 ±.024 

0.5 0 0 Yes 0.01 0 .360 .375 .992 .654 .338 .000 .338 .302 1.038 .388 .305 1.017 .376 
±.031 ±.025 :1:.014 ±.028 :1:.042 :t..000 ±.042 :t..021 ±.069 :t..035 :1:.019 t.068 ±.036 

0.5 0 0 Yes o.ns 0 .361 .370 .993 .651 .342 .000 .342 .287 1.043 .376 .302 1.006 .370 
:t..032 :t..034 :t..013 ±.024 :t..037 :t..000 ±.037 :t..026 ±.079 ±.030 :1:.022 :t..073 ±.046 

0.5 0 0 Yes 0.1 0 .360 378 .992 .653 .340 .000 .340 .300 1.031 .396 .293 1.018 .376 
:t..039 ±.033 :t..015 ±.030 :t..044 :t..000 :t..044 :t..030 :t..065 :t..025 :t..026 ±.06.3 :t..032 

0 0 Yes 0.01 0 .118 .707 .894 .822 .0'72 .000 .072 .721 1.059 .742 .754 1.011 .714 
±.077 :t..070 ±.035 ±.061 ±.093 ±.000 ±.093 :t..097 :t..111 :1:.064 :t..081 :1:.140 :t..0'72 

0 0 Yes o.ns 0 .161 .732 .919 .783 .135 .000 .135 .716 1.103 .761 .700 1.054 .720 
:t..106 ±.068 :1:.051 ±.081 :1:..129 :1:.000 :1:..129 ±.082 :1:.140 :1:.067 ±.095 :1:.145 :1:.086 

0 0 Yes 0.1 0 .164 .733 .924 .773 .150 .000 .15:1 .678 1.047 .708 .710 1.079 .742 
±.062 :t..082 ±033 ±.054 :t..080 :1:.000 :1:.080 :t..061 :1:..096 :1:..049 :1:.110 :1:..151 :1:..113 

2 0 0 Yes O.ot 0 -.526 1.092 .488 .973 •.486 .000 -.486 2.245 1.481 1.275 1.745 2.127 .865 
±.249 :1:..347 ±.269 ±.586 :1:..355 ±.000 :1:..355 :t..435 ±602 ±.209 ±t.23 ±1.29 :t..591 

6 3 
2 0 0 1 Yes 0.05 0 -.618 1.042 .430 1.041 -.611 .000 -.611 2.401 1.403 1.253 1.785 2.261 .910 

±.348 ±.516 ±.254 :t..682 :t..452 ±.000 :t..452 :t..456 :t..659 ±.238 ±1.34 ±1.29 ±.588 
9 4 

2 0 0 Yes 0.1 0 -.679 1.169 .619 1.280 -.661 .000 -.661 2.288 1.095 1.113 2.035 1.442 1.084 
±.212 :t..146 :t..128 :t..352 ±.284 :t..000 ±.284 :t..375 :t..137 :t..095 ±.761 :t..850 ±.263 

0 0.1 0 No 0.01 0 .833 .012 1.142 298 .844 .000 .844 .067 2.199 .224 .003 2.300 .011 
:t..000 :t..003 :t..001 :t..001 :1:.000 :t..000 :t..000 ±.002 ±.005 :t..005 :t..001 :1:.007 :t..003 

0 0.1 0 No 0.05 0 .832 .059 1.140 .298 .843 .000 .843 .070 2.200 .233 .016 2.304 .055 
:1:.001 :t..012 :t..004 ±.004 :t..001 :t..000 :t..001 :t..007 :t..026 ±023 :t..003 :t..027 :t..011 

0 0.1 0 No 0.1 0 .829 .114 1.143 .304 .839 .000 .839 .070 2.172 .233 .ll32 2.267 .109 
:t..003 :!:.026 :t..007 :t..008 :t..002 :t..000 :t..002 ±.011 :1:.063 :t..034 ±.006 :t..055 :t..029 

0 0.25 0 No 1 0.01 0 .830 .011 1.142 .298 .844 .000 .844 .096 2.224 .269 .003 2.301 .010 
:t..000 ±.002 :t..000 :1:.000 :t..000 :t..000 ±.000 :t..001 ±.003 :t..003 :t.001 :t..002 ±.002 

0 0.25 0 No 0.05 0 .eJO .052 1.141 .298 .843 .000 .843 .096 2.221 .290 .015 2.301 .051 
:t..001 :t..010 :t..002 :t..002 :t..000 :1:..000 :1:.000 :1:.007 ±.013 :t..016 ±.003 :t..014 ±.011 

0 0.25 0 No 0.1 0 .826 .105 1.140 .299 .840 .000 .840 .102 2.229 .310 .031 2.267 .106 
:t..003 ±.014 ±.004 ±.004 :1:.001 ±.000 :1:.001 :1:..013 :t..031 :t..033 :t..005 ±.026 ±.017 

0 0.5 0 No 0.01 0 .815 .105 1.136 .297 .841 .000 .841 .171 2.213 .440 .019 2.303 .065 
±.001 :t..006 :t..001 :t..001 :t..000 :t..000 :t..000 ±.002 ±.005 ±.005 ±.002 :t..004 ±.006 

0 0.5 0 No 0.05 0 .613 .132 1.136 .297 .8.19 .000 .839 .174 2.211 .446 .030 2.303 .102 
:t..003 :t..032 :t..003 :t..002 :t..002 ±.000 :t..002 :t..008 ±.006 ±.019 ±.010 :t..013 ±.035 

0 0.5 0 No 0.1 0 .809 .18.1 1.132 .296 .834 .000 .834 .176 2.206 .459 .046 2.303 .164 
:t..004 :t..035 ±.005 ±.002 ±.004 ±.000 ±.004 :t..015 ±.024 ±.031 ±.013 ±.016 :t..044 

0 0 No O.Dl 0 .547 1.006 .924 .358 .566 .000 .566 .478 2.070 1.048 .368 2.093 1.021 
:t..001 :t..002 :1:.001 :1:.001 :t..001 :t..000 ±.001 :t.002 ±.001 ±.001 ±.002 :t..002 :t..002 

0 0 No 0.05 0 .548 1.005 .925 .359 .567 .000 567 .478 2.067 UJ47 .385 2.092 1.017 
:1:.003 :t..007 :t..003 :t..002 :t..004 :t..000 :t..004 :t..010 ±.007 ±.008 ±.009 ±.008 ±.009 

0 0 No 0.1 0 .549 .996 .927 .357 570 .000 570 .490 2.073 1.042 .366 2.106 t.006 
±.007 :t..015 ±.010 :t..010 :t..007 :t..000 :t..007 :t..018 :t..063 :t..0191 :t..016 :t..041 ±.017 
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AppendixB 

o .703 .111 1.124 .423 .101 .ooo .701 .ro7 1.604 .112 .037 
:1:.018 :t.004 ::1:.0 iO :1:.012 :1:.022 :1:.000 :1:.022 :1:.001 ±.036 :1:.003 :1-_001 

0 .696 .142 1.118 .428 .690 .000 .690 .C47 1.671) .139 .048 
:1:.057 :1:.J28 :l:.OOu :1:.042 :1:.071 :1:.000 :1:.071 :tJ)()8 :1:.126 -1:.022 :1:.011 

0 .645 .225 1.076 .449 .627 .000 .6'l7 .068 1575 .185 .071 
:1:.087 :1:.109 :1:.088 :1:.094 :1:.114 :1:.IX>O :I: 114 :1:.019 :1:.182 :1:.00 :1:.018 

o .646 .2.."-0 1.100 .m .644 .ooo .644 .098 t.469 .249 ·°"' 
:t.009 :1:.005 :1:.oo; :1:.007 :t.OU :1:.000 :1:.012 :1:.001 :1:.020 :1:.004 t.001 

0 .613 151 1.()82 .479 .603 .000 .603 .108 1.426 .257 .108 
:1:.074 :t.032 :1:.036 :1:.058 :1:.094 :1:.000 :1:.094 :1:.009 :1:.114 :1:.019 :1:.016 

0 .558 .28J 1.1154 528 SJ.7 .000 .S'ZJ .130 1.457 .294 .148 
:1:.181 :1:.065 :1:.081 :1:.151 :1:.232 :1:.000 ±.232 :1:.028 :z:.178 :1:.032 :1:.059 

0 531 .424 1.056 531 .S26 .000 526 .223 1.292 .427 .222 
:1:.015 :1:.012 :1:.007 :t.012 :1:.019 :t..000 :1:.019 :1:.003 :1:.023 :1:.008 :t..005 

0 533 .438 1.056 528 529 .000 529 .228 1.306 .438 .225 
:1:.0.9 :1:.038 :t.021 :1:.038 :1:.059 :1:.000 :1:.059 :1:.012 :1:.096 :1:.032 :1:.017 

0 .488 .464 1.006 536 .470 .000 .470 .241 1318 .444 .243 
:1:.161 :1:.142 :1:.150 :1:.165 ±.202 :1:.000 ±.202 :1:.00 :1:.260 :1:.071 :1:.101 

0 .234 .6.32 .973 .756 .218 .000 .218 .592 1.072 .643 599 
:1:.017 ±.014 :1:.007 :t.013 :1:.020 :1:.000 :1:.020 :1:.007 :1:.019 :1:.011 :1:.011 

0 .245 .657 .973 .739 .233 .000 .233 .591 !.090 .658 586 
:1:.090 :1:.072 :t:.036 :1:.075 :1:.110 :1:.000 :1:.110 :1:.035 :1:.095 :1:.053 :1:.068 

0 .205 .669 .933 .756 .171 .000 .177 .601 1.105 .677 .618 
±207 :l:.'28 :t..093 :1:.172 ±.260 :1:.000 ±.260 :1:.0&1 :1:.200 ±.098 :t.156 

0 - .091 .968 3.742 - .000 - .038 1.041 .058 7.6"/!l 
1.904 %.162 :1:.107 :1:13.8 2.774 :1:.000 2.774 :1:.013 :1:.031 :1:.024 :1:33.4 

:1:10.2 44 :1:13.9 :1:13.9 S' 
01 42 42 

0 .442 .215 1.027 S88 .439 .000 .439 
:1:.043 :1:.121 :1:.026 :t.032 :1:.051 :1:.000 :1:.051 

0 .747 .357 1.099 .314 .785 .000 .785 
:1:.024 :1:.067 :1:.016 :1:.025 :1:.016 :1:.000 :1:.016 

0 516 .340 1.066 528 539 .000 539 
:1:.072 ±.108 :1:.035 :1:.055 :1:.088 :1:.000 :1:.088 

0 #ltll .4 78 .895 ### ### .000 ### 
±.241 :1:.175 :1:.000 

.cm 
:1:.040 
.226 

:t:.023 
.150 

:1:.034 
4.267 
±13.8 

00 

1.025 
±.077 
1.971 
:1:.163 
1.120 
:1:.143 

.991 
:1:.143 

0 - .395 .980 4.171 - .000 • 4.075 .984 
2.236 :1:.164 :!:.132 ::19.24 3.197 :t.000 3.197 :1:17.1 :1:.070 

:1:6.85 0 ::19.35 ::19.35 99 
1 5 5 

0 .696 .497 1.008 lfrl .712 .000 :7'12 
:t.036 :t.056 :1:.035 :1:.038 :t.034 :1:.000 :t.034 

0 · .594 S'ZJ 1.042 .434 .607 .000 .607 
:1:.034 :t.081 :l:.O'ZJ :1:.031 :t.038 :1:.000 :t.038 

.289 2.110 
±.069 :1:.219 

.301 1.620 
:1:.039 :1:.200 

0 ### .429 .760 ### ### .000 ### It## 1.071 
:1:.261 
1.001 
:1:.307 

±.249 ±.330 :1:.000 
0 ### .510 .724 ### II## .000 ### ### 

0 .484 
:t.037 

0 .444 
±.060 

0 ### 

ol .406 
:1:.621 

0 .829 
:1:.001 

0 .692 
:1:.071 

0 ### 

:1:.169 ±.292 :1:.000 
.823 .939 .439 .499 .000 .499 

:1:.046 :t.049 :t.080 :t.039 :1:.000 :1:.039 
.703 .883 .440 .443 .000 .443 

:1:.112 :1:.042 :1:.092 :1:.072 :1:.000 :1:.072 
540 .692 ### ### .000 II## 

±.272 :1:.396 :1:.000 

.580 1.774 
±.057 :i:.207 

.553 1.854 
:1:.091 :1:.290 

### 1554 

.389 1.027 .706 .321 .000 .321 .184 
:l:.'51Yl 
1.484 
:1:.375 
2.190 
±.020 

:1:.178 ±.168 :1:.683 ±.844 :1:.000 :1:.844 :1:.224 
.130 1.140 .302 .838 .000 .838 .073 

:1:.009 :1:.003 :1:.004 :1:.001 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.002 
268 1.119 .427 .692 .000 .692 .088 1.608 

:1:.082 :1:.031 :1:.054 :1:.085 :1:.000 :1:.085 :1:.024 :t.247 
.459 .520 ### ### .000 ### ### 1.2&1 

:1:.343 :1:.433 :1:.000 :1:.467 
0 - S'll .872 7.589 - .000 • 3.906 1.454 

5.089 ±.207 ±.257 :t23.8 6.717 :1:.0CO 6.717 ::1956 ±.550 
±17.5 26 ±23.9 ±23.9 2 

24 63 63 

.132 
:t:.053 

.595 
±.038 
.242 

:1:.098 
.388 

±.279 

.132 
:1:.073 
.109 

:1:.022 
.179 

±.038 
### 

.237 14.74 
:1:.137 5 

.689 
:1:.090 
.617 

:1:.114 
.701 

:1:.164 

:1:.15.8 
93 

.175 
:1:.022 

.301 
:1:.037 

### 

.627 ### 
:1:.14.5 

.880 .517 
:1:.057 ±.087 

.824 .579 
:1:.104 ±.123 

.639 ### 
±.291. 

.315 .451 
±.118 :1:.946 

.247 .038 
±.006 :1:.003 
.239 .088 

:1:.061 :1:.035 
.861 ### 

±.188 
.626 14.36 

:1:.211 1 

0 .814 .248 1.127 .303 .824 .000 .824 .104 
:1:.003 :1:.011 :1:.006 :1:.008 :1:.003 :1:.000 :1:.003 :1:.004 

0 .786 .318 1.136 .346 .790 .000 .790 .111 
:1:.012 :1:.030 ±.006 :1:.013 ±.011 :1:.000 :1:.011 :1:.017 

0 ### .672 .480 ### ### .000 ### ### 
±.247 :1:.308 ±.000 

0 ### .622 .497 ### ### .000 ### ### 
:1:.323 :1:.328 :1:.000 

0 .738 523 1.003 155 .749 .000 .749 .215 
±.001 ±.010 ±.006 ±.005 ±.001 :1:.000 :1:.001 :1:.001 

0 .717 583 Ul56 .333 .723 .000 .723 .234 
±017 :1:.028 ±.014 ±.028 :1:.023 ±.000 :1:.023 :1:.016 

0 .420 .106 1.006 .603 .403 .000 .403 .OS7 
:1:.044 :1:.098 :1:.020 ±.040 ±.058 ±.000 ±.058 ±.033 

2.176 .l38 
:1:.043 :1:.014 
2.005 .351 
:1:.CfJl :1:.047 
1.525 .962 
:1:.300 :1:.211 
1.268 .933 
:1:.405 :1:.1]5 
2.437 .646 
:1:.017 :1:.003 
2.110 .655 
±.105 ±.025 
1.045 .079 
:1:.0S7 :1:.032 

±41.4 
94 

.073 
:1:.002 

.or:n 
:1:.015 

### 

II## 

.156 
±.003 

.209 
:1:.033 

.119 
±.252 

-422-

~~ ±~1 
1.589 .134 
±.226 ±.029 
1.546 .169 
:1:.548 ±.OS4 
1.48.5 .253 
:1:.034 :1:.006 
1.416 .247 
±J.29 :':.036 
1.326 .256 
:1:.479 :1:.076 
1.300 .429 
:1:.040 :1:.013 
1.318 .437 
±.138 ±.039 
t.436 .413 
±.689 :1:.102 
t .C'f57 .636 
:1:.028 :1:.015 
1.101 .663 
:1:.166 :1:.083 
1.101 .671 
±.347 :1:.135 

,<,143 .087 
:!:.IBA :1:.152 

1.124 .222 
:1:.117 :1:.148 
2.188 .325 
:1:.174 :1:.055 
1.365 .347 
:l:.2Tl :1:.106 
1.045 .455 
±.253 :1:.247 

1.118 .399 
:1:.334 :1:.167 

2292 .500 
±.216 :1:.067 
1597 .478 
:1:.144 :1:.089 

.fr/9 .344 
:1:.426 :1:.273 

.846 .372 
:1:.425 ±.249 
1.863 .832 
±.214 :1:.046 
1.611 .651 
±.288 :1:.122 

.ll73 .3871 
:1:.758 ±.316 
1.305 .349 
:1:.485 ±.130 
2.280 .131 
±.027 ±.011 
!.6S8 .239 
:1:.26.~ :1:.086 

.631 .305 
:t.699 ±.320 
1.106 .478 
:1:.590 ±.215 

2170 .248 
:1:.048 ±.008 
2.035 .306 
:1:.079 :t.042 

.509 .406 
±.469 :1:.349 

.635 .366 
:1:.628 :1:..148 
2520 533 
:1:.031 ±.011 
2.110 .578 
:1:.138 ±.036 
1.025 .111 
:1:.063 ±.108 
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0 0 0.25 0 Yes 1 0.16 0 580 .424 1.(179 .479 .liOl .000 .601 .176 1.36/j .373 .184 1.495 .401 
±.080 ±.096 ±.033 ±.169 ±.090 :1:.000 ±.090 t.045 :t.327 ±.169 t.006 :t.253 :1:.096 

0 0 0.5 0 No 1 0.16 0 ,,, ..362 .949 1#1 ... .000 ... 1.493 .979 .181 .,. 1.070 .376 
:t.219 ±.159 :1:.000 :tt;,06 i:.069 ±.181 :l:.315 :t.l23 

7 
0 0 0.5 0 Yes l O.ffi 0 .6« .517 1.029 .37S .654 .000 .654 .288 1.874 .l-59 146 1.818 .474 

±.057 i:.090 ±.028 :1:.061 i:.067 :t.000 ±.067 i:.042 ±.222 :t.061 t.!l;7 ±.290 :t.lOJ 
0 0 1 0 No 1 o.a; 0 H# 523 .828 1## ... .000 ... ... 1.07S .636 . .. 1.005 380 

:1:.140 :t.208 :t.000 :t.267 t.170 ±.394 :t.216 
0 0 1 0 Yes 1 0.16 0 .481 .TD. .887 .397 .490 .000 .490 .555 1.831 .855 .461 1.825 .690 

±.0« :t.126 :t.072 :1:.093 :t.052 :t.000 :t.052 ±.073 ±.212 :t.072 :1:.122 .:1:.345 :t:.157 
0 0 0.1 0 No 0 0.ffi 0 - .465 .748 44.23 . .000 • 14.35 1.3ffi .537 93.33 .890 .302 

31.91 :t.243 :t:.385 9 "3.49 ±.000 "3.49 2 :t:.611 :t.223 5 :t..748 ±.224 
5 ±13d. l 1 :t35.8 ±JOO. 

±101. 826 :!138. ±138. 30 29'3 
552 873 873 

0 0 0.1 0 Yes 0 O.ffi 0 .813 .169 1.155 .331 .821 .000 .821 .070 2.049 .2'2 .049 2.089 .163 
:1:.008 :t:.028 :t.004 :t.010 :t.OOJ :t.000 ±.008 ±.010 ±.CYll ±.034 ±.008 ±.065 :t.027 

0 0 0.2 0 No 0 O.<b 0 .. .594 .836 ... ... .000 ... ... 1.725 .634 .,, 1.137 .499 
:t.l77 ±.307 :1:.000 :t.444 :t.l53 :t.658 :1:.193 

0 0 0.2 0 Yes 0 O.ffi 0 .806 174 1.136 J22 .813 .000 .813 .104 2.135 .337 .082 2.139 .270 
:1:.006 :t:.fl24 ±.005 :t.011 :t.OOJ :t.000 :1:.008 :1:.006 :t.061 :t.018 :t.008 ±.011> :t.027 

0 0 0.5 0 No 0 O.ffi 0 ... .715 .516 ... 11#1 .000 "" ... 1.37S .958 ... .741 563 
:t.268 :t.298 :1:.000 :t.496 :t.196 :t.622 :1:.346 

0 0 0.5 0 Yes 0 0.16 0 .727 .581 1.042 .307 .735 .000 .735 .224 2.270 .650 .197 2.231 .581 
i:.009 :t.031 :t.022 :t.031 :t.012 :1:.000 :1:.012 :t.010 ±.149 :t.020 t.023 ±.155 t.033 
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Clearing-price complex condition, optimal model 

±.005 ±.004 ±.000 ±.000 ±.003 ±.009 
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Clearing-price complex coridition, behavioral model 
al ar a3 ao Disc 

rete 
ll -S-ylCr1111h1 ~ S!PI Rev. P.C. G.P. In.C. l'rot. SIVI T SIP! SlY1 T Sl!'J 

t>10 t>lO t>10 t>lO t>lO t>10 t>10 ~S20 ~O tS20 t>20 t>20 1>20 
0 0.1 0 No 0 0 0.01 2 Ufl U!61Sl21.24 ##II ### .uoo II## 1## 1.639 .'.'75 11#11 1.790 1.096' 

:t:.439 8 :1:.000 :t.309 :t-430 :t.529 :t.451 

0 0 0.1 O No 0 0.05 

0 0 0.1 0 No 0 U.1 

0 (f 0.1 0 Yea O 0.01 

:t52.2 
26 

0 ### .655 1.'.I07 ,,,, ,,,, .000 ,,,, 1.899 1.401 .394 ### 1.560 .699 
:t.375 :t.656 :1:.000 :1:6.13 :1:.114 :1:.247 :t.331 :1:.415 

3 
0 .173 .340 .922 .443 .480 .000 .480 .090 1.313 .187 .190 1.360 .374 

:t.121 :1:.214 :1:.031 :1:.047 :t.030 :1:.000 t.030 :1:.00 :1:.055 :t.110 :t:.147 :1:.149 ±.151 
0 .129- .417 .851 .335 .:>fll .000 .516] .082 1.340 .203 .!06 1.733 .433] 

1--""'o,--....,o,--o,,...1,__....,..o-:-:Yes---.,0-0"".o.s=+-...,o~~~~ :1:.~ ~=: ±.~~ ±.~ ~: ±.~ ~: ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~:; ±.~~ 
±.025 -t..101 ±.025 ±.034 :t:.012 :t:.000 ±.012 ±.015 :t.ui\I ±.045 :t:.025 :t.1~·4 :t_no 

o o 0.1 o Yes o 0.1 o .094 .211 .925 .440 .4il5 .ooo .485 .mo 1287 .142 .098 1.312 .224 

0 lY o.r 
0 lY '12 0 l'lfo lY o:OS-

0 0 02 

0 0 0.2 0 Yes 0 0.01 

0 0 02 o Yes lY 0.0.S-

0 0 0.2 0 Yes 0 0.1 

0 0 0.25 0 No 1 O.Dl 

0 0 0.25 0 No 1 0.05 

0 0 0.25 0 No 1 0.1 

0 0 025' 0 Yes 1 0:01 

0 0 0.25 0 Yes 1 or; 

0 0 025 0 Yes 1 0.1 

0 0 0.5 0 No 0 0.01 

0 0 0.5 0 l\fo 0 0.05 

0 0 0.5 0 No 0 0.1 

0 0 0.5 0 Yes 1 0.01 

0 o Yes 1 o~ 

0 0 0.5 0 Yes 1 0.1 

0 0 0 No 1 0.01 

0 0 O No 1 0.05 

0 0 0 No 1 0.1 

0 0 0 Yes 1 0.01 

0 0 0 Yes 1 0.05 

:t.017 :t.071 ±.029 :1:.050 ±.022 :1:.000 ±.022 ±.013 ±.042 :t:.041 ±.023 :1:.146 :1:.082 
4 1## 1.300 1## II## m .JOO ##II ### 1~1 1.lSO ### L.020 12521 

:t.415 :t:.000 :t:.334 :1:.361 :t:.587 :1:.471 
1 ### ~~ 3.795 II## ### -~ II## ### 1.4lli'f .631 ### 1.530 .8f01 

:t:.447 :1:6.22 :t:.000 :t:.217 :t.330 U75 . :1:.W 
4 

0125.26 .678 1.282 3.730 - .uoo - 1.082 1.330 .375[30:10 1.411 .7361 
5 :t.320 :t:.651 ±10.0 2.448 :t.000 2.448 ±3.40 :t:.128 :1:.218 8 ±.318 :t.368 

t17.7 92 :t9.a3 :t9.a3 1 :t93.4 
21 8 8 81 

0 .199 .688 .814 .330 .484 .000 .484 .150 1355 .384 .197 1.844 .741 
:1:.032 :1:.072 ±.O<Jl :1:.022 :t.017 :t.000 :1:.017 :l:.013 :t:.028 :1:.033 :t:.043 :1:.074 :t:.094 

0 .181 .618 .822 j2b .496 .uoo .496J -~ 1.359 .371 ·™ 1.850 MI] 
:1:.030 ±.119 :1:.0l5 :t:.034 :1:.020 :1:.000 :1:.020 :t:.020 :1:.036 :1:.050 :t:.039 :1:.149 ±.145 

0 .168 .445 .899 .416 .483 .000 .483 .124 l.3115 ~274 .172 1.496 .4751 
:t:.032 :1:.214 :t:.079 :t:.08? :1:.022 :t:.000 :t:.022 :t:.027 :l:.CY76 :1:.097 :1:.040 :l:.302 :1:.243 

0 .033 .039 .966 ..532 A34 .000 .434 .029 1.179 .109 .027 1.077 .Ol5 
±.007 :t.012 ±.003 ±.005 :1:.002 :1:.000 ±.002 ±.005 :1:.005 :t:.004 :t:.012 :t:.007 ±.020 

0 .059 .085 .970 .535 .435 .000 .4l5 .047 1.181 .123 .059 1.081 .086 
±.020 ±.033 ±.O<Jl ±.013 ±.O<Jl ±.000 ±.007 ±.012 ±.013 :t_013 ±.026 ±.023 ±.042 

0 .108 .155 .979 .!>44 .43b .uoo .4l5 Jfl3 1.fiiO .144 .111 1.090 .1671 
±.037 :1:.064 :1:.014 ±.024 :1:.011 :t:.000 :1:.011 ±.025 :1:.023 ±.022 ±.049 ±.048 ±.084 

O .220 287 1.005 .592 .413 .000 A13 .166 1.1~ .237 .223 11l98 -:301 
±.052 :1:.106 ±.021 ±.031 ±.014 ±.000 ±.014 ±.018 :1:.030 ±.018 :1:.065 ±.081 :1:.139 

0 .226 .1.67 1.035 .630 .406 .000 .406 .154 1.108 .225 .238 1.049 293 
:t:.049 ±.084 ±.039 ±.049 ±.015 ±.000 :1:.015 ±.024 ±.021 :t.018 ±.058 ±.074 ±.107 

0 .228 .1.76 1.035 .625 .410 .000 .410 .168 1.108 .235 239 1.069 .298 
±.CY71 :t:.111 ±.042 :t:.050 ±.015 :t:.000 :1:.DlS :t:.040 ±.026 ±.034 ±.081 ±.104 :t:.133 

18 ### 1234 ### ### ### .000 ### ### 2.122 1.374 ### 1576 1.054 
:1:.372 :1:.000 ±.178 ±.111 ±1.23 :1:.701 

8 
7 ### 1.041 841.8 ,., ### .ooo ... 1, • ., 1.624 m ### 1.334 -:su1 

:1:.281 87 
±161 
3.026 

:t:.000 ±.222 :1:.274 :t.504 :t.415 

4 ### 1.()03 290.2 ### ### .000 ### 11#11 1.543 .950 ### 1.1.98 .855 
:t.361 10 ±.000 ±.248 :1:.268 :1:.466 ±.498 

±103 
5.321 

0 5fT .500 1.160 .780 .380 .000 .380 .424 1.1.01 .407 598 1 .060 .499 
:1:.257 :t.097 ±.145 ±.220 ±.086 :1:.000 ±.086 ±.167 ±.CY73 ±.067 ±.297 :1:.196 ±.139 

0 .664 .54() 1. rn- .70'L .411 ·000 .411 .36/ 1219- .427 .680 1.136 .545 i 
:t.439 :1:.165 :1:.242 ±.290 :t:.079 ±.000 :t:.07? ±.131 ±.061 ±.058 ±.426 :1:.186 ±.217 

0 .444 .496 1.107 .691 .416 .000 .416 .l52 1.181 .416 .439 1.114 .480 
±.090 :1:.126 ±.075 ±.092 :t.042 ±.000 ±.042 ±.095 ±.096 :t:.084 ±.103 :1:.144 ±.165 

0 ### .310 1.167 ### ### .000 ### .198 1.010 .342 ### 1.118 .351 
:t.314 :t:.402 ±.000 ±.091 ±.008 :t.013 ±.220 :t.371 

0 ### .322 ### ### ### .000 ### 2.YSH 1.034 .379 ### 1.112 .344 
:t.407 ±.000 ±12.4 ±.087 :I:. 174 :t.354 :t.418 

93 
0151.27 .490 3.016 11.08 - .uoo - 40.64- 1.031 .3791J9.95 1.200 561 

9 :t.425 :1:6.37 7 6.CYll :t.000 8.071 4 ±.075 ±.132 1 :1:.354 ±.481 
±166. 7 ±36.4 ±30.0 ±30.0 ±180. ±109. 

867 40 74 74 953 445 
0 2.733 .911 1.547 1.491 .056 .000 .056 1.l57 1.1.91 .758 2.986 1..309 .922 

±2.90 :1:.206 ±.764 ±124 ±.5l5 ±.000 ±.5l5 ±1.06 ±.101 ±.113 ±3.42 ±.362 :1:.275 
2 5 8 5 

0 5.969 .914 2.509 2.728 -220 .000 -.220 1.001 12(,3 .741 6.429 1.344 .945 
±18.1. ±.140 :i5.54 ±7.38 ±1.84 ±.000 ±1.84 ±.572 :1:.063 ±.0&3 ±19.2 :1:.246 ±.190 

43 6 0 5 5 78 
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0 0 1 0 Yes 1 0.1 

2 4 7 

.899 
:t.217 

0, 1.999 .900 1.467 1.278 .190 .000 .190 1.160 1.283 .772 2.087 1.332 
:tl.99 :t.158 :t.926 ±123 :t..331 :t.(X'() :t..331 :t.%5 :t.061 :t.084 ±2.19 :t.266 

1---....-0...,....,,. 0 .. 1-..... u~-1,........~,....,o_.....,1 __ ..,...o:rn.,,..,1-- o '" 1.1 ~ Ins- l':'JJ #Iii .wv:--..,=-+--:,,,,,,.,,.......,1,.., .. 8""""28-,,.w"'1:2..t---111""##c.:--l."".·.-:11-=-1 """'1,.., .. o"'r.m'" 
:t.497 2 :t.000 :t.423 :t.489 :t.468 ±.506 

0 0.1 0 I No 1 0.05 

0 0.1 0 1 No I -0.1 

0 0.1 0 1 Yes 1 0.01 

o 0.1 o 1 Yes 1 o.as 

0 0.1 0 1 YC6 1 0.1 

o 0.25 o 1 No 1 o.as 

0 015 0 1 l'Jo 1 0.1 

0 0.25 0 1 Yes 1 0.01 

0 0.25 0 1 Yes I O.o.5 

o~ o 1 Yes 1 0.1 

0 0.5 0 1 No 1 0.01 

0 0.5 0 1 No 1 0.05 

0 0.5 0 1 No 1 0.1 

0 0.5 0 1 Yes 1 0.01 

0 OS O 1 Yes 1 OJlSl 

0 0.5 0 1 Yes 1 0.1 

0 1 0 1 No 1 0.01 

0 1 0 1No 10.05 

0 1 0 I ~o 1 0.1 

i-0.9 
06 

o .084 .306 .826-.2""8>--.54""""1-.""000--.54~7-. ..,..09'""5,_.,.1 . ...,.4-=15-"".17'""6--=.oo-=--1-=. ?9""'5.....-"""1...,.11,-l 
:t.011 :t.025 :t.CX17 :t.011 :t.005 :t.000 :t.005 :t.008 :t.031 :t.0~1 :t.014 :t.065 :t.049 

-o .084 .306 .828 -:281- .545 .ooo -.:5451 .095 t.4 f6 . IB91 .047 t.969 .226 
:t.013 :t.046 :t.012 :t.014 :1:.006 :t.000 :t:.Cl06 :t.010 :t.032 :t.037 :1:.014 ±.079 :t.060 

0 .117 -_m .840 -:fll~ .000 5~ .094 [35'7 .2031 .OT/ 1.847 .337 
:t.014 :t.027 :t.010 :1:.019 :t.010 :t.000 :t.010 :1:.009 :t.020 :t.026 :t.014 :1:.098 :t.050 

0 .101 .34.5 .828 .289 ..539 .000 539 .092 1.390 .lTl .064 1.953 186 
:t.013 :t.037 :t.008 :t.015 :1:.008 :t.000 :t.008 :t.Offl :t.025 :t.la> :t.016 :t.079 :t.066 

0 .104 .35.5 .827 .291 ..537 .000 5Yl .092 1.389 .176 .072 1.944 .3-09 
:t.016 :t.040 :1:.011 :t.019 :t.009 :t.000 :1:.009 :t.010 :1:.046 :t.039 :1:.017 :t.094 :t.067 

0 #II# 1.1411 !!bK.S II## ### .000 II## ### 2.166 1-:247 ### T496 1.054 i 
:t.460 99 :t.000 :t.256 :t.309 ±.302 :t..503 

±2Sl 
3.545 

0 ### .783 l51.2 II## II## .000 II## ### J.(,58 .759 II## 2. lTl .675 
±.441 48 :t.000 :t.310 :t.360 :t.257 :t.484 

±156 
5.734 

o .OSS .398 .Tl6 N .!l4U .uoo 540 . 188 131"1 .412 NT 2.250 .2541 
:t.035 :t.096 :t.016 :t.015 :t.014 :t.000 i.:Jl4 :t.030 :t.090 :t.107 :t.021 :t.047 :t.118 

0 .210 .688 .Tl9 .296 .483 .000 .483 .233 1.398 .497 .154 2.061 .653 
:t.067 :t.116 :t.024 :t.051 :1:.033 :t.000 :t.033 :t.034 :t.071 :t.055 :t.062 :t.189 :t.164 

0 .147 577 .769 .258 511 .000 511 .220 1.4l5 A..59 .100 2.202 500 
:t.034 :t.082 :t.014 :t.021 :t.019 :1:.000 :t.019 :1:.015 :t.051 :t.030 :t.024 :t.089 :t.098 

Oj .132 531 .169 .251 518 .uoo 518 .214 1.471 .43!> .104 2.208 .41!> 
:t.051 :t.110 :1:.017 :1:.023 :t.021 :1:.000 :t.021 :t.022 :t.055 :t.064 :t.021 :t.092 :!:. 10~ 

o: .114 531 .715 .205 .5CJll .000 ..5(JIJ .308 1.833 .1!>3 .111 2.2'}() .515 
:t.049 :1:.140 :1:.029 :1:.008 :1:.030 :1:.000 :t.030 :l:.Offl :1:.037 :1:.038 :1:.061 J:.053 :1:.188 

0 ### .814 ### II## ### .000 ### ### 1.879 .940 ### 2.258 .791 
:t.473 :t.000 :t.192 :t.298 :t.216 :1:.493 

0 .497 .741 .703 .381 .322 .000 .322 .928 1.716 .832 .253 2.211 .691 
:tl.26 ±.421 :t.057 :t.520 :1:.563 :1:.000 :1:.563 ±2.05 :1:.171 :t.266 :t.483 :1:.115 :1:.425 

4 9 
0 .431 1.079 .708 .364 .344 .000 .344 .509 1.464 .828 .375 2.074 1.091 

:1:.150 :t.154 :t.059 :1:.098 :t.066 :1:.000 :1:.066 :1:.100 :1:.075 :t.074 :t.157 :t.283 :t.207 
01 3IB .933

1 
-:711 .302 .409 .ooo .409. ~1 rnB .782j .277 2.144 ~f4 

:t.123 :1:.122 ±.042 :1:.064 :t.049 :1:.000 :1:.049 :1:.111 :1:.095 :1:.M> :t.079 :1:..no :t.144 
0 .264 .840 ~8 267 -:.U-1 .000 .4J1 .423 1..557 .7301 .23.3 -n74 .838 

:1:.172 :t.203 :t.038 :1:.088 :t.081 :1:.000 :t.081 :1:.134 :t.110 ±.JC13 :t.083 :t.147 :t.208 
0 #II# 1.623 ### ### II## .000 ### ### 1.843 1.:40 ### 2.225 1.668 

:t.232 :t.000 :t.135 :t.205 :t.472 :t.212 
0 ### 1.245 51.79 832.1 • .000 • ### 1.728 1.106 708.7 2.124 1.279 

:t.244 9 19 780.3 :t.000 7803 :t.089 :t.161 23 :1:.163 :t.257 
±228. ±371 20 20 ±316 

871 9.592 ±349 ±349 7.411 
0.721 0.721 

0 2.661 1.090 T!>4 .901 -.148 .000 •.148 .867 1.687 1.lXl2 2.950 L.059 1.114 
-19.79 :1:.196 :t.366 ±2.63 ±2.26 :t.000 ±2.26 :t.092 :t.072 :t.092 :tll.4 :t.126 :t.270 

3 0 9 9 26 
o 1.013 1.338 .634 .543 .091 .000 .091 t.425 1.713 1.183 .814 2.098 U56 

1---""""""--:----;;--:--=---:-....,..,,.,,+--rl-":l:.699 :1:.188 :1:.104 :t.296 :t.227 :t.000 :1:.227 :1:.609 :1:.169 :1:.101 :1:.483 :t.3l5 :t.201 
0 1 0 1 Yes I O]l5j 01 '.9i41.30 I .632 .!>46 .Ull'> .000 .08.5 j 1.312 1.llTI 1.189 .934 2.093 1.349 

0 1 0 1 Yes 1 0.01 

:1:.497 :1:.163 :t.106 ±.283 :t.234 :tOOO :t.234 :t.203 :t.152 :t.083 :t.582 :t.349 :1:.190 
0 1 0 1 Yes 1 0.1 0 1.197 1.343 .680 .647 .033 .000 .03.3 t.363 1.633 1.145 1.117 2.054 1.379 

G.25 0 0 1 No 1 0.01 

0.25 0 0 1 No 1 0.05 

025 0 0 I No 1 0.1 

:tl.09 :1:.180 :1:.124 :1:.475 :1:.368 :1:.000 :1:.368 :t.634 :1:.123 :1:.10.S :tl.14 :1:.312 :1:.182 
4 2 

o .025 .027 .969 538 A:ft .ooo .rn ~8 1.171 .1131 ])lS- C~CJ .018] 
:t.002 :1:.003 :1:.002 :t.004 :1:.002 :t.000 :1:.002 :t.003 i.005 :t.004 :1:.003 :t.004 :1:.004 

0 .045 .059 . 972 .542 .430 .000 .430 .040 1.173 .119 .041 1.065 .057 
:1:.010 ±.013 :1:.005 :1:.010 :t.004 :1:.000 :1:.004 :1:.008 :t.010 :1:.008 :1:.010 :t.015 :t.015 

o .on .111 .976 546 .429 .ooo .429 .067 1.112 .145 .076 1.070 .113 
....,,..=--,,..---...--~--~....+--....+-":1:.;;...02.._1'--':t.027 :t.015 :t.025 ±.011 :1:.000 :t.011 :t.018 :t.022 :t.020 :t.021 :t.036 :t.029 

025 o o 1 Yes 1 0.01 o .m :164 .998 386 .412 .ooo .412 .m uo1 .211 .131 1.052 .f651 
0.25 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.05 

0.25 0 0 1 Yes I 0.1 

0.5 0 0 1 No 1 O.ot 

:t.009 :t.008 :t.007 :1:.011 :t.005 ±.000 :1:.005 :t.Oo.5 :t.004 :t.002 :1:.010 ±.017 :t.010 
0 .150 .168 1.007 .. 608 .399 .000 .3991 .139 t.UW .214 .150 1.014 .1671 

:t.015 :t.011 :t.011 :t.021 :t.013 :t.000 ±.013 :1:.020 :t.013 ±.010 ±.019 :t.030 :t.015 
0 .156 .162 1.021 .631 .389 .000 _189 .147 1.103 .216 .155 .983 .159 

:t.019 :1:.014 ±.016 :1:.026 :t.013 :t.000 :t.013 :1:.022 :t.022 :1:.011 :t.021 ±.025 :t.(116 
0 .015 .022 1.005 .611 .394 .000 .394 .037 1.065 .207 .008 .991 .011 

:t.005 :t.005 :1:.002 :1:.005 :t.003 :t.000 ±.003 :t.010 :t.006 :1:.004 :t.003 :1:.004 :t.CXJ3 
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I 0.5 
0 0 1 No I 0.05 0 .035 JJ44 1.CXl6 .6U .394 .000 .394 .044 1.064 .210 .033 .991. .041 

±.006 ±.008 ±.006 ±.011 ±.005 ±.000 ±.OOS ±.008 ±.008 ±.006 ±.006 ±.013 ±.008 
0 0 1 No I 0.1 0 .061 .073 1.016 .627 .389 .000 .311J .067 1.063 .217 .062 .978 .073 0.5 

t.013 ±.016 ±.014 ±.024 .t..011 ±.000 ±.IJl 1 ±.017 ±.018 ±.017 ±.015 ±.026 ±019 
0.5 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.01 0 .355 .335 1.058 .655 .402 .000 .402 .266 1.192 .364 .361 1.029 .312 

:J:.062 ±.025 ±.048 ±.075 ±.031 ±.000 ±.031 ±.070 ±.060 ±.014 ±.060 ±.080 ±.039 
0.5 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.05 0 -:m- .3601 l.!155 7)51 '404 .000 .404] :2i>7 1.182 .361 342 Gl4T -.3491 

±.049 :t.046 ±.041 ±.061 ±.024 ±.000 t.024 ±.060 ±.049 ±.021 ±.056 ±.087 ±.06S 
o:s- 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.1 0 .336 .344 1.061 .678 .J!!J ''U'J .J!!3 I .JO/ 1.119 .3601 .343 1 1132 .340 ! 

±.046 ±.l.144 ±.036 ±.062 t.031 t.000 ±.031 ±.050 ±.065 ±.027 ±.051 ±.072 ±.053 
1 0 0 1 No 1 0.01 0 .175 .116 1.1151 .734 .318 .000 .318 .529 .928 .450 .040 .949 '.J.11 

±.034 ±.009 ±.013 ±.030 :t.017 ±.000 ±.017 ±.056 :t.015 ±.009 ±.012 ±.010 ±.006 
1 0 0 1 No 1 0.05 0 .180 .119 1.055 .741 .314 .000 .314 .532 .927 .450 .Os-1 .944 .054 

±.036 ±.012 ±.014 ±.033 ±.019 ±.000 ±.019 :1:.063 ±.016 ±.013 ±.015 ±.015 ±.008 
1 0 0 1 No 1 0.1 0 .194 ·illl 1~ .755 .309 .000 .3091 .524 .9'0 A.52] .077 ~ .0741 

±.045 ±.014 ±.025 ±.052 ±.027 ±.000 ±.027 ±.079 ±.023 ±.020 ±.015 ±.027 ±.013 
1 0 0 I Yes 1 O~ITT 0 .920 .631 1.202 .8Kl ~s- .000 -:mi .698 1.239 :654 WR 1.CY73 .61Jl 

±.259 ±.045 ±.099 ±.145 ±.067 ±.000 ±.067 ±.214 ±.055 ±.031 ±.299 ±.078 ±.068 
1 0 0 1 Yes I 0.05 0 .906 .642 1.197 .890 .307 .000 .307 .716 1.228 .657 .924 1.079 .632 

±.225 ±.047 ±.093 ±.156 ±.074 ±.000 ±.074 ±.210 ±.064 ±.027 ±. 270 ±.095 ±.059 
1 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.1 0 .901 .646 1.201 .894 .307 .000 .307 .708 1.219 .662 .909 1.081 .636 

±.252 ±.038 ±.065 :1:.108 ±.058 ±.000 :i:.058 ±.242 ±.070 ±.031 :t.265 ±.067 ±.046 
2 0 0 1 No 1 O.Dl 0 12.61 .37UI 2.155 10.19 - .000 - 103.6 .984 1.4201 .830 .724 J.Tl 

8 ±.005 ±.561 3 8.038 ±.000 8.038 96 ±.014 ±.015 ±.283 ±.036 :t.010 
±4.55 ±3.IO ±2.55 ±2.55 ±16.2 

9 5 2 2 14 
2 0 0 1 No 1 0.05 0 14.21 .367 2.378 11.23 - .000 - 1085 .987 1.423 .948 .710 .280 

8 ±.010 ±1.00 7 8.660 :t.000 8.860 23 ±.021 ±.018 ±.464 ±.052 ±.015 
±7.20 4 ±4.68 ±3.70 ±3.70 ±23.6 

1 3 0 0 54 
2 0 0 1 No 1 0.1 0 ### .437 ### ### ### .000 ltt## ### 1.079 t.4351 ### .728 .3501 

±.319 ±.000 ±.383 ±.062 ±.131 ±.2,"7 
2 0 0 1 Yes 1 O.Dl 0 10.66 1.069 3.178 4.054 -.876 .000 -.876 4.461 1.457 1.176 11.10 1.17/ 1.024 

8 :i:.065 ±.844 ±1.33 :1:.846 ±.000 ±.846 ±4.31 ±.060 ±.045 2 ±.132 ±.066 
±3.36 3 0 ±4.34 

2 9 
2 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.05" 0 14.20 1.026 4.321 5.54.5 - .000 - 11.84 1.427 1.145" lo.28 1.183 .989 

9 ±.119 ±3.23 ±4.75 1.225 ±.000 1.225 6 ±.078 ±.074 0 ±.139 ±.126 
±13.6 7 3 ±1.63 ±1.63 ±17.8 ±6.18 

66 2 2 05 6 
2 0 0 1 Yes 1 0.1 0 55.98 .996 H.84 17.46 - .000 - 14.65 1.406 1.117 62.23 1.142 .953 

7 ±.132 6 5 5.619 :t.000 5.619 4 ±.082 :t.000 3 ±.207 :1:.171 
±136. ±2H ±43.1 ±18.8 ±18.8 ±19.3 ±162. 

480 26 84 13 13 56 430 
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Posted-price simple condition, optimal model 
ay ap .lVf fat Ns I Crash S!YI S!Pli Rev. P.C. G.P. In.C. Pro£. ;gJ 1<2~ ;~ ~IYJ P Sl~J 

1>10 1>10 1>10 1>10 1>10 1>10 1>10 t>20 1>20 1>20 
0 0 No Yes 10 0 .004 .00!> 1.UOO .600 .400 .lX.b .3~!> .129 1.107 ~ .004 1.000 .005 

±.001 ±.001 ±.000 ±.001 ±001 ±.000 ±001 ±001 ±.001 ±.002 ±.001 ±001 ±.001 
0 0 Yes Yes 10 0 .003 .012 1.142 198 .844 .003 .841 .062 2112 114 .003 2.299 .012 

±.001 :t.002 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 :1:.002 ±.001 ±.GOl :1:.003 ±.002 
0 0.1 No Yes 10 0 .038 .050 1.001 .605 .396 .054 .JU .135 1.()97 .260 .038 .993 .049 

±.005 :1:.0Cf/ ±.003 ±.005 ±.007 ±.003 ±.008 ±.008 :1:.012 ±.016 :1:.007 :1:.013 :1:.009 
0 0:1 Yes Yes w 01 .03.5 .1 f8l 1.f.U .3ffi .637 .027 ~TIT .D67 2.170 .233 i .U35 2.249 .114 

±.004 ±.015 ±.005 :1:.005 ±001 ±.002 ±.002 ±.007 ±026 ±.025 ±.005 ±.035 ±.016 
0 0 No.No 10 01 .008 .0051 1.000 .600 .400 .006 .394 ,008 1.000 .0051 .UUIS 1.000 .005 

±.001 :1:.001 ±.000 ±.001 ±001 ±.000 ±.001 ±.001 :1:.001 ±.001 ±.002 ±001 ±.OOi 
0 0 No Yes Ill 0 .00'\ .005 1.000 .600 .400 .006 .394 .129 1.108 .263 .008 1.000 .005 

±..001 :1:.001 ±.000 :t.000 ±.001 :1:.000 ±.001 ±.001 :1:.001 ±..002 ±002 ±.001 ±.001 
0 0 Yes No JO 0 .008 .012 1.142 .298 .844 .004 .840 .007 2.299 .011 .008 2.3CO .012 

±.001 ±.001 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.002 ±.003 :1:.002 :1:.001 ±.004 ±.001 
ll 0 Yes Yes JO 0 .UUIS .011 1.142 .2IJI! :844 .OOI .840 .Ub.3 2.213 .214 .UUIS 2.299 lfl 1 

±.001 ±.001 ±.000 ±.000 :1:.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.001 :1:.002 :1:.002 :1:.001 :1:.003 ±002 
0 0.1 No No 10 0 .020 .02~ .999 .603 ~/ .027 .370 .019 .996 .024 .021 .996 .026 

:1:.002 :1:.003 ±.001 ±.002 ±003 ±.002 ±004 ±003 ±.006 :1:.004 ±.003 ±005 ±.004 
0 0.1 No Yes 10 0 .020 .024 1.001 .600 .400 .027 .374 .13'> 1.106 .262 .019 1.000 .024 

±002 ±002 ±.001 ±.002 ±003 ±002 ±.004 ±.003 :1:.006 ±.010 ±.003 ±004 ±003 
0 0.1 Yes No 10 0 .ot8 .057 1.141 .299 .842 .014 .829 .017 2.295 .055 .017 2.295 .057 

±.002 ±.008 ±.002 ±.002 ±000 ±.001 ±001 ±003 ±010 ±.010 ±.002 ±015 ±008 
0 0.1 Yes Yes 10 0 .018 .0601 1.143 .300 .842 .014 .828] .U6J 2.194 213' -:0!9 L.287 .062 

±.002 ±.007 ±.002 ±.002 ±.000 :1:.001 ±.001 ±.002 ±.014 ±.009 ±.003 ±.011 ±.008 
0.1 0 No No JO 0 .033 .(Xb 1.000 .600 .400 ~13 .387 Jr34 1.000 .005 .033 1.000 .005 

±.005 ±.001 ±.000 ±.000 ±.001 ±.001 ±.001 ±.008 ±.001 :1:.001 ±.006 ±001 ±.00 I 
0.1 0 No Yes 10 0 .035 .005 1.000 .600 .400 .013 .387 .134 1.108 263 .035 1.000 .005 

±.006 ±.001 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 ±.001 ±.001 ±.003 :1:.002 :1:.002 :1:.007 ±.001 :1:.001 
0.1 0 Yes No 10 0 .037 .on 1.142 .298 .844 .OU .832 ,039 2.299 .011 .035 2.299 .011 

:1:.007 ±.002 :1:.000 ±.000 :1:.000 ±.001 ±.001 :1:.008 :1:.003 :t.002 ±.007 ±.003 :1:.002 
0.1 0 Yes Yes JO 0 .036 .012 1.142 .2IJI! .844 .012 .tl32 .072 2.211 .213 .037 2.299 .012 

±.005 :1:.001 ±.ooo :1:.000 :t.OOO .um :1:.001 :1:.004 :1:.003 :1:.002 ±.005 ±.002 :1:.002 
0.1 0.1 No No 10 0 .040 .025 1.000 .602 .398 .029 .369 .039 .997 .026 .041 .997 .025 

±.005 :1:.003 ±.001 ±.002 ±.003 ±.002 :1:.005 :1:.007 ±.006 ±.004 :1:.008 ±006 ±.004 
0.1 0.1 No Yes 'jQ 0 .038 .024 1.001 .600 .401 .030 .370 .134 1.109 164 .039 1.000 .023 

±.004 :1:.002 ±001 :1:.002 :t.002 :1:.002 ±.003 ±.004 ±.008 ±012 :1:.008 ±.006 ±.003 
0.1 0.1 Yes No 10 0 .04C .058 1.142 .300 .842 .018 .824 .038 2189 .058 .041 2.289 .058 

:1:.005 :1:.006 ±.002 :1:.002 :1:.000 :1:.001 ±.002 ±.007 ±.013 ±.012 ±.006 :t.011 :1:.007 
0.1 0.1 Yes Yes lO 0 .039 .tbl!j 1.142 .300 .842 .018 .lf.l!> .072 2.202 .216 .038 2.286 .058 

±.007 ±.007 ±.002 ±.002 ±.000 ±.001 :1:.002 :t.006 :1:.013 ±.011 ±.008 :1:.014 :1:.009 
t-o.I-o No No JO 0 .068 .005 1.000 .600 .400 .025 .375 .067 1.000 .DOSI .071 1.000 .005 

±.008 :1:.001 ±.000 ±.000 :1:.001 :1:.002 :1:.002 :1:.016 :1:.001 :1:.001 ±.010 ±.001 :1:.001 
0.1 0 No Yes 10 0 .069 .005 1.000 .600 .400 .025 .375 .144 1.107 .262 .072 1.000 .005 

±013 :1:.000 ±.000 :1:.000 :1:.001 ±.002 ±.002 :1:.007 :1:.001 :1:.002 :1:.017 ±.001 :1:.001 
0.1 0 Yes Yes 10 0 .075 .012 1.142 198 .844 .024 .819 .098 2112 114 .074 2.299 .012 

:1:.011 ±.001 ±.000 ±.000 ±.000 :1:.002 :1:.002 :1:.010 ±.003 :t.001 ±012 ±.003 ±.002 
0.1 0.1 No No 10 0 .075 .024 .999 .603 .397 .036 .361 .073 .999 .024 .076 .994 .024 

±.010 ±003 ±.001 :1:.002 ±.002 :1:.003 :1:.003 ±.015 :!:.004 :1:.004 ±012 ±.006 ±003 
0.1 0.1 Yes Yes 10 0 .074 .D.58 1.142 'JOO .842 .028 .814 .0~2104 114 .075 2.287 .058 

±.011 ±007 ±.002 :1:.002 ±000 :1:.003 :1:.003 ±012 ±010 ±.008 ±.012 ±012 :1:.009 
0.1 0.1 No Yes JO 0 .083 .053 1.001 .606 .395 .059 .336 .150 1.098 .257 .080 .994 .054 

:1:.012 :1:.006 ±.002 :1:.004 ±.006 ±.006 :1:.009 :1:.013 :1:.014 ±.022 ±016 :1:.011 :1:.008 
0.1 0.1 Yes Yes 10 0 .081 .113 1.141 .303 .837 .036 .802 .098 2.171 .237 .081 2.268 .110 

:1:.014 ±.017 ±.004 :1:.004 :1:.001 ±002 ±.003 :1:.013 :1:.022 :1:.023 :1:.015 :1:.027 :1:.021 
0.1 0 Yes No 10 0 .070 .011 1.142 198 .844 .024 .820 .075 2.300 .011 .067 2.300 .012 

:1:.009 ±.001 ±.000 ±.001 ±.000 ±.001 ±.001 ±.014 ±003 ±.001 ±012 ±.003 ±002 
0.1 0.1 No Yes 10 0 .069 .027 1.000 .602 .398 .036 .362 .148 1.102 .263 .070 .999 .027 

:1:.012 ±004 ±.002 :1:.003 ±.004 ±.003 ±.004 :1:.010 ±.008 :1:.013 :1:.015 :1:.005 ±.005 
0.1 0.1 Yes No 10 0 .067 .058 1.141 199 .842 .027 .815 .070 2.291 .054 .066 2.292 .060 

:1:.012 ±.010 ±.002 ±002 :1:.000 ±002 ±002 ±.014 :1:.011 ±.011 :1:.013 f..014 :1:.012 
0.1 0.1 No No JO 0 .079 .D.51 .999 .608 .391 .057 .334 .079 .994 .049 .078 .985 .052 

:1:.013 :1:.008 ±.002 :1:.004 :1:.005 :1:.004 :1:.007 :1:.014 :1:.011 :1:.010 ±.016 ±008 ±.010 
0.1 0.1 Yes No 10 0 .076 .116 1.139 .302 .83/ .035 .802 .075 2~66 .111 .078 Dl>.5- .116 

±.010 ±014 ±.004 ±.004 ±001 ±.002 :1:.003 ±010 ±.026 ±.013 ±.014 ±.029 ±.017 
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AppendixB 

Posted-price simple condition, behavioral model 
t ay 00 bl b2 op Disc al !Crash SIYI SU'l1 Rev. P.C. G.P. ln.C. rrot. 

~J I~ ~J ~~rJ p S!PJ 
rete t>lO t>lO t>lO 1>10 t>lO t>lO t>lO t>2i> 1>20 

1 0 1 0.25 O 0.01 No 0.5! 0 .007 .013 1.000 .600 .400 .006 .394 .123 •.105 .146 .006 ])(fl ]flt 
:1:.002 :t.004 ±.001 :t.001 :t.002 ±.000 :t.002 :1:.003 :t.011 ±.015 ±.002 ±.005 :t.003 

1 0 1 0.25 0 0.05 No 0.5 0 .004 .057 .998 .605 .394 .027 367 .129 ·.094 .159 .002 .017 .052 
:t.009 :1:.021 :t.002 :1:.004 :1:.006 ±.003 ±.007 ±.010 :t.019 ±.027 :l:.O<T/ :1:.022 ±.013 

1 0 1 0.25 0 0.1 No 0.5 0 .CT13 .131 .993 .619 .374 .ffi6 .119 .151 -.038 .206 .070 .001 .123 
:t:.012 :t:.027 ±.007 :1:.012 :1:.019 :1:.004 :1:.021 :1:.017 :1:.054 :1:.044 :t.016 :1:.046 :t.043 

1 0 1 0.25 -0-0.01 Yes lr.51 0 .253 .6821 . 979 .665 --::JI4 . ll!l" -:!11 I/8 .220 .652 ~1 .2'19 .598 
±.052 ±.425 :1:.014 ±.030 ±.044 :t.006 :t.048 :t:.049 :t.186 :t.333 :1:.060 :t.278 ±.443 

1 0 1 0.25 0 0.05 Yes 0.51 0 .305 .908i .943 .723 .220 • llrr .too_I .292 -.245 .688 ~4 .438 .~2 
±.121 :1:..5.55 ±.140 :1:.180 :1:.319 ±.010 :1:.317 :1:.093 :1:.233 :t.392 :1:.091 ±.382 :1:.736 

1 0 1 0.25 0 0.1 Yes 0.5 0 .273 .673 .955 .706 .248 .137 .111 .283 .236 .646 .232 .311 ·"24 
±.139 :1:.329 ±.132 :1:.170 ±.302 ±.010 :1:.307 :1:.06Q t.203 ±.44n :1:.052 ±.227 :l:..381 

1 0 1 0.5 0 0.01 Yes 0.5 0 .544 3.149 584 1.187 ·.604 .153 -.756 .712 1.268 3.115 .390 .965 2.721 
:1:.291 :1:3.31 :1:.417 :1:.447 ±.864 :1:.084 :1:.781 :1:.157 :tl.50 ±2.85 :1:.332 :!:l.82 ±.1.49 

4 5 0 8 5 
1 0 1 0.5 0 0.05 Yes 0.5 0 .656 4.836 .Slll J.269 -.689 .293 -.982 .844 3.495 5.344 .536 5.486 2.851 

:l:.360 f!J.76 :t.397 :1:.473 :1:.868 ±.108 :I:. 909 ±.174 :t{;.32 :1:5.86 :1:.418 :1:14.6 ±4.22 
5 6 8 80 0 

1 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 Yes 0.5 0 .335 1.753 .191 1.821 . .526 - 1.000 4.692 4.469 .155 9.136 .299 
:l:.340 ±2.89 :t.340 :1:.458 1.630 :t.238 2.156 :1:.182 f!J.61 ±4.85 :1:.224 :1:11.8 :t.780 

3 :1:.792 :1:.948 5 0 35 
1 0 1 1 0 0.01 No 0.5 4 1.995 19.79 .361 3.073 • 1.999 • 1.934 3.753 17.47 .968 -.052 8.119 

:1:1.16 1 :t.342 :1:1 .35 2.712 :tl.17 4.711 ±1.46 ±7.13 8 ±1.30 ±8.34 ±295 
6 :!:30.9 0 ±1.68 7 ±2.86 8 6 ±26.9 4 2 16 

74 8 0 47 
1 0 1 1 0 0.05 No 0.5j I .989 5.&JOj .!ll:D 2.000 • 1.191' • 1.248 1.457 6.515 I .543 -.051 1.l:D7 

±1.0'l -19.87 ±.450 ±154 1.448 ±1.25 2.643 ±1.36 :1:3.67 ±11.6 ±1.04 ±2.12 :1:5.31 
5 3 0 ±1.9i' 1 :1:3.22 3 6 56 5 4 7 

4 6 
1 0 1 1 0 0.1 No 0.5 0 .322 .882 .837 1.142 -.306 .507 ·.813 595 .241 .643 .260 .376 .942 

±.528 ±1.87 :t.363 :I: 1.14 ±1 .50 :l:.~17 ±2.41 :I:. 965 :1:.331 :1:.764 :1:.548 ±.768 ±2.31 
9 9 2 0 6 

1 0 1 1 0 0.01 Yes 0.5 0 .108 .000 .008 2.079 . .460 - 1.247 20.26 25.63 .003 33.15 .000 
:1:.211 :1:.000 :1:.025 ±.490 2.071 :1:.695 2.531 :t.385 8 1 :1:.005 2 :1:.000 

:1:.49')' ±1.18 f!J2.7 :1:57.1 ±116. 
9 44 20 945 

1 0 1 1 O 0.05- Yes 0.5 1 .103 1.257 .003 2489 - 1.IJ63 • 1.455 20-:93 1~ .025 29.53 .000 
±.172 :1:5.47 ±.011 ±.444 2.486 :1:.626 3549 :1:.272 9 7 ±.020 8 ±.000 

8 :1:.444 ±1.0'7 ±26.5 ±17.7 ±40.4 
0 74 66 20 

1 0 1 1 0 0.1 Yes 0.5 0 .111 .000 .000 2.860 - 1.571 • 1547 13.00 7.750 .102 17.98 .000 
±.076 :t.000 ±.000 :1:.615 2.860 :1:.836 4.432 :1:..39')' 0 i9.86 :1:.076 4 :1:.000 

:1:.615 ±1.45 ±17.2 6 ±23.3 
1 68 93 

1 0 1 0 0.1 0.01 No 0.5 0 .014 .013 1.148 .306 .843 .004 .838 .055 -.417 .056 .006 -.422 .012 
±.004 :t.002 ±.002 :1:.002 ±.001 :!:.000 ±.001 :!:.003 ±.017 :1:.050 :!:.002 :1:.004 ±.002 

1 0 1 0 0.1 0.05 No 0.5 0 .006 .064 1.152 .317 .836 .015 .820 .055 -.407 .077 .032 -.431 .057 
:1:.008 :t.024 ±.009 :t:.012 :1:.004 ±.001 ±.005 ±.010 :1:.029 :t:.038 :1:.00'7 :t:.023 :1:.010 

1 0 1 0 0.1 0.1 No 0.5 0 .062 .fil 1.154 .347 .80'7 .03--Z- .TIS .057 ·.41~ .120 .056 -.410 .129 
:1:.016 ±.022 :1:.007 ±.022 :1:.020 :1:.004 ±.024 :1:.024 :t:.002 :t:.02B :1:.016 :1:.002 ±.027 

1 0 1 0 0.1 O.ot Yes 0.5 01 .067 .023 1.132 .2'T/ .1!35 .017 .818 .093 ·.406 .050j .067 -.416 .022 
:1:.004 :t.003 :1:.007 ±.00'7 ±.001 :1:.001 :t:.002 ±.009 ±.020 :t:.047 :1:.004 :t:.007 :1:.004 

1 0 1 0 0.1 0.05 Yes 0.5 0 .0'76 .062 1.132 .300 .833 .023 .810 .097 ·.423 .069 .1176 -.419 .061 
:1:.005 :t.008 ±.005 :1:.004 :1:.002 ±.001 :1:.003 :1:.009 :1:.026 :1:.021 :1:.006 :1:.012 ±.00'7 

1 0 1 0 0.1 0.1 Yes 0.5 0 .088 .123 1.134 .307 .827 .034 .793 .103 -.410 .131 .087 ·.407 .124 
:1:.009 ±.016 ±.006 :1:.00'7 ±.003 :1:.002 :1:.004 ±.009 :1:.006 :1:.032 :t:.011 ±.023 :1:.024 

1 0 1 0 0.2 0.01 No 0.5 0 .006 .012 1.14.3 .299 .844 .003 .840 .063 ·.42U .034 .006 -.422 .012 
±.001 :1:.003 ±.002 :t:.002 ±.000 :1:.000 ±.000 :1:.006 :1:.011 :1:.037 :1:.002 :1:.003 ±.003 

1 0 1 0 0.2 :.i.05 No 0.5 0 .002 .061 1.144 .304 .ll40 .014 .826 .069 -.418 .082 .030 -.431 .059 
±.006 :!:.010 ±.008 :1:.009 :1:.001 :t.001 ±.002 ±.010 :1:.018 ±.038 :1:.0117 :t:.023 :t:.009 

1 0 1 0 0.2 0.1 No 0.5 0 .058 .121 1.151 .327 .824 .031 .7f13 .077 -.418 .126 .058 ·.414 .119 
:t:.014 :t.021 :1:.011 :1:.018 :t:.010 ±.003 :1:.012 :1:.012 :t:.042 ±.025 :1:.016 :t.033 :t.028 

1 0 1 0 0.2 0.01 Yes 0.5 0 .136 .039 1.114 .309 .eos .033 .m .135 -.401 .055 .136 -.407 .038 
±.015 :t.012 :t:.024 :1:.017 ±.007 :t.000 :1:.010 :1:.019 :1:.021 :i:.037 :t.016 :1:.013 :1:.014 

1 0 1 0 0.2 0.05 Yes 0.5 0 .146 .074 1.105 .2.99 .805 .039 -:rbT .154 . .399 .078 .146 ·.406 lli4 
:1:.009 :t.010 ±.007 :1:.00'7 :1:.003 :1:.002 :1:.005 :1:.012 :1:.019 :1:.019 ±.012 :1:.020 :1:.015 

1 0 1 0 0.2 0.1 Yes 0.5 O .lS .1231 1.101 .30~ .799 .046 .75.'f .fil -.408 .m .~ -.395 .rr3 
:t.012 :t.021 :t:.010 :1:.00'7 :t:.005 :1:.003 :1:.007 :t.013 :1:.037 :1:.031 :t.015 :t:.008 :t:.030 

1 0 1 0 0.5 0.01 No 0.5 0 .006 .012 1.142 .298 .844 .003 .841 .068 -.412 .039 .006 -.421 .012 
±.001 :l:.002 :1:.001 ±.001 :1:.000 :t:.000 :1:.000 :1:.006 ±.014 :1:.042 :1:.001 :t:.003 :1:.002 

1 0 1 0 0.5 0.05 No 0.5 0 .ooo .063 1.142 .300 .B41 .015 .827 .072 -.413 .077 .030 ·.424 .064 
±.006 :t.011 ±.003 :t.003 :t.001 ±.001 ±.002 :1:.008 :1:.021 :t:.037 :t.00'7 :1:.025 :t:.016 
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1 0 1 0 0.5 0.1 No 0.5J 01 .061 .119] 1.141 .307 .IS34 .•.130 .&141 .IM.I -.4W .124 .U6U -.411 .118 

~\) 
±.012 ±.019 ±.006 ±.007 ±.003 :1:.002 ±.004 ±.014 ±.Cl31 ±.026 ±.G 14 ±.030 ±.024 

1 0 0.5 0.01 Ye5 0.5 20 ### ### ### ### ### ### II## ### ### ##ii ### ### ### 
1 :.Q: 1 :..Q.. ~~Yes~ :1Q1 ##Ii ### ### ### ### ### II## ### ##II """ #H 111'# ### 

1 0 1 0 0.5 0.1 Yes 0.5 20 ### 11#11 ### ### ### ### ### .319 -.359 .163 ### II## ### 
±.0'1 ±.018 ±.011 

1 0 0 025 0 0.01 No 0.5J o .ot5 .n<101 .'HI .tii!) :Jl.l. .105 :J.bl .141 -.09'T .159 JIT3 -.003 .02o 
±.021 ±.C170 ±.013 ±.017 ±.026 ±.048 :1:.Cl51 :t.011 ±.033 ±.073 ±.022 ±.010 ±.030 

1 lr ooz oo.llS" "No o.5] lr 1171 . fS91 1:ll2"4 .634 .390 .207 .rs:r .ror -.089 ~249 J)66 .003 -~ 
±.039 ±.193 :1:.025 :1:.040 :1:.0« :1:.093 ±.110 ±.040 :1:.050 :1:.186 :1:.03.5 ±.057 ±.152 

1 0 0 025 0 0.1 No 0.5 1 .146 .321 1.052 .640 .412 .281 .131 .178 -.083 247 .154 .015 .356 
±.060 ±.255 ±.021 ±.028 ±.0'20 :1:.083 ±.090 ±.030 :1:.108 ±.151 ±080 :1:.082 ±313 

I 0 0 025 0 0.01 Yes 0.5 0 .049 .312 1.052 .647 .4Cl5 .m .107 .162 .004 .344 .CJ.!3 .027 ':\06 
±.012 ±:r::; ±.()2! + ov; '.036 :l:.G~l ±.108 ±.017 ±068 ±.200 ±.010 ±.119 ±.286 

1 0 0 025 0 0.05 Ye5 0.5' 0 .147 L!9i Ulb2 .6'JH .J63 .371 . -.006 .196 .04? 269 .132 .OJH .ZW 
i.~~ ±.275 :1:.015 ±.064 :l:.C62 :1:.100 ±.149 ±0::7 ±.071 ±.155 ±.046 ±060 ±317 

1 0 0 0.25 0 0.1 Yes 0.s: 0 :S/'J .3lS4 I 1.042 .tlll'J .n3 .4311 -.ZU!> .219 .078 ~ .3~ .014 .3201 
±.548 ±.471 ±050 ±.294 ±336 ±.234 ±.560 :1:.057 ±087 ±388 ±.589 ±.082 ± A 80 

1 0 0 0.5 0 0.01 No 0.5 4 258 .086 .939 .917 .022 .384 -.362 .369 -.017 288 .235 .026 .084 
±.801 ±...'>03 ±.261 ±1.00 ±1.26 ±.802 ±2.06 ±888 ±.102 ±.393 ±.913 ±.088 ±.240 

2 2 0 
1 0 0 03" 0 0.05 -N"o 0.5 2 -.m 159 .946 .9f9 .027 .434 -.401 .331 -,015 396 .261 .046 1581 

±.823 ±.461 ±.266 ±.9&3 ±124 ±.793 ±2.03 ±.73? ±.139 ±.703 ±861 ±.131 ±.S40 
8 8 

1 0 0 D.5" 0 0.1 No 0.5 1 1.066 .4031 .84'T 1.370 ~ .793 - .554 -.099 3T7i ~1 -.196 211 
±1.42 ±.370 ±.326 ±1.20 ±1..53 ±.895 1.317 :1:.89'7 :1:.258 :1:.44 7 ±1.17 ±873 ±.292 

8 9 3 ±2.42 1 
7 

1 0 0 0.5 0 O.ot Yes 0.5 0 .131 .440 1.029 .684 .345 .268 .078 249 .075 .562 .112 -.004 .438 
±.090 ±.417 ±.037 ±.080 ±.096 ±.106 ±.166 ±.077 ±.044 ±.546 ±.086 ±.269 ±419 

I 0 0 0,5" 0 oJl5" Yes 031 0 1.(153 3.2561 fITlf 1.404 -.486 -:911 - AI o .708 1.8901 .750 ~3.421 
±1.19 ±4.89 ,~251 ±.978 ±1.22 ±.700 1.397 ±.150 ±1.94 ±3.78 ±.967 ±2.18 ±5.20 

6 0 9 ±I.92 7 8 6 4 
7 

1 0 0 0.5 0 0.1 Yes 0.5 0 1.816 1201 .sro 2.798 - 1.890 - 1.229 .918 2.793 1.248 -.557 .300 
±1.15 ±224 ±.374 ±1.19 2295 ±.909 4.185 ±1.06 ±1.73 ±4.55 ±1.24 ±1.91 ±.895 

8 3 8 ±1.55 ±2.45 8 7 4 0 9 
8 9 

1 0 0 I 0 0.01 No 0"3] 7. .Ubl .021 -:188 1.494 -.706 .873 - .868 -.23!) .325 .004 -:262 -:-6151 
±.172 ±.016 :t.449 ±1.73 ±2.18 ±1.42 1.579 ±1.39 ±.927 ±.3.51 ±.002 ±.960 ±008 

4 3 7 ±3.61 5 
0 

1 0 0 1 0 0.05 No 0.5 5 .889 .103 .284 3.'277 - 2243 - 1.979 -.043 1.145 .771 -.. 336 .106 
±1.31 ±.166 ±.424 ±1.55 2.993 ±1.31 5236 ±1.55 ±.766 ±126 ±1.50 ±1.14 :1:.196 

2 5 ±1.96 7 ±326 8 9 6 1 
2 5 

I 0 0 I 0 0.1 No 0.5 1 1.322 263 .101 4.184 - 2.994 - 2.964 -249 .783 .340 -.759 .068 
±1.20 ±.521 ±.167 ±.640 4.0ID ±.557 7.077 ±1.17 ±.884 ±.607 ±.925 ±1.53 ±.226 

6 U07 ±1.36 9 2 
2 

1 0 0 1 0 0.01 Yes 0.5 0 .854 5.909 .586 L.175 - 1.417 - 1.166 3.207 12.00 -:-s12 t.841 6.996 
±1.03 ±24.6 ±.467 ±1.62 1.589 ±124 3.006 ±1.19 ±8.41 1 ±.817 ±9.86 ±29.8 

4 24 7 ±2.06 3 ±327 5 5 ±27.9 4 93 
5 6 06 

t 0 0 1 0 0.05 Yes 0.5 0 .460 .025 .024 4.199 • 2.975 - 2.739 1.217 4.584 .CJ31 -.474 .000 
±.717 ±.059 ±.052 ±667 4.175 ±.782 7.150 ±675 ±5.09 ±13.0 ±.063 ±.897 ±.000 

±.671 ±1.45 3 04 
t 

1 0 0 1 0 0.1 Yes 0.5 0 .541 .056 .038 3.638 - 2383 - 2.091 -.181 .2621 .317 -.255 .049 
±.866 ±.208 ±.126 :1:.818 3.600 :1:.905 5.983 ±.859 ±.538 ±.231 ±.674 :1:.564 ±.220 

±.859 ±1.74 
9 

1 0 1 0.5 0 0.01 No 0.5 0 .016 .021 1.000 .601 .399 .008 .391 .136 -.041 .155 .008 .002 .013 
±039 ±.Cl39 ±.001 ±.004 ±.005 ±.010 ±.015 :1:.069 :1:.Cl39 ±.142 ±.005 ±005 ±.009 

l 0 1 0.5 0 0.05 No 0.5 0 .Cl33 .059 1.000 .603 .397 .029 .368 .128 -.034 .133 .033 .010 .059 
±.007 ±.012 ±.002 ±.005 :t.007 ±.0Cl3 ±.008 ±.008 ±.020 ±.036 ±.008 ±.019 ±.015 

1 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 No 0.5 0 .068 .114 1.000 .607 .393 .060 .333 .140 -.ot5 .168 .070 .03.5 .114 
±.018 ±Cl37 ±.005 ±010 ±.015 ±.006 ±.018 :1:.015 ±029 ±042 ±.021 ±.039 ±.047 

1 0.05 1 0.5 0 0.01 No 0.5 0 .Cl36 .011 1.000 .600 .400 .014 .386 .126 -.052 .129 .035 .000 .011 
±007 ±.003 ±.000 ±.000 ±001 ±001 ±.001 :t.005 ±.014 ±.030 ±.009 ±003 ±.0Cl3 

1 0.05 1 0.5 0 0.05 No 0.5 0 .047 .059 .999 .604 .395 .Cl32 .363 .130 -.039 .143 .047 .009 .054 
±.007 ±.012 ±002 ±004 ±.006 ±.002 ±.007 ±.007 ±.017 ±.026 ±.008 ±.016 ±.013 

1 0.05 1 0.5 0 0.1 No 0.5 0 .076 .127 .998 .612 .385 .061 .324 .149 -.004 .189 .074 .029 .128 
±013 ±.032 ±003 ±006 ±.009 :1:.004 ±.010 ±.015 ±.Cl37 ±057 :1:.013 :1:.034 ±.032 

1 0.1 1 0.5 0 0-:0-1 l'Jo 0.5 0 .076 .012 1.000 .600 .w .025 ~!6 .139 -.052 .134 .079 .000 .012 
±.011 ±.003 ±.000 ±.001 ±.001 ±.002 ±.002 ±.008 ±.020 ±.034 ±.014 ±.003 ±.003 

1 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.05 No 0.5 0 .081 .058 1.000 .603 .397 .039 .3.58 .150 -.045 .151 .081 .009 .056 
:1:.009 :1:.008 ±.002 ±.004 ±.006 ±.003 ±.006 ±007 ±.027 ±.038 ±.011 ±.017 :1:.011 
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Note: az and crx are zero and d=crp/2 in all simulations. 
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AppendixB 

Posted-price complex condition, optimal model 
csy op a ~llSt ""NS !Crash ~~ ~~rJ t<eV. P.C. G.P. ln.C. Prof. ~J --P- SIPI ~~ 1>2~ ~ t>lO t>lO t>lO t>tO t>lO ~o 1S20 

0 0 1 ~o l\ro 10 0 .005 .010 1.uuu .6UU .400 ·Ult> ""'":>! .oa5 1.()80 .197 .oa; 1.000 niO! 
::1:.001 ::1:.001 ::1:.000 ::1:.001 :t.000 :t.000 ::1:.000 ::1:.001 ::1:.001 ::1:.001 ::1:.001 ::1:.001 ::1:.001 

0 0 1 No Yes 10 0 .009 .C1J7 .999 .600 .400 .006 ,394 .122 1·!54 .199 .005 1.000 .o 10 
::1:.001 ::1:.005 :t.001 ::1:.002 :t.001 ::1:.000 :t.002 :t.003 ::1:.002 ::1:.005 ::1:.001 ::1:.002 ::1:.002 

0 0 1 Yes No 10 0 .005 .023 .823 .246 ~ .001 $6 .005 1.891 .295 .005 2.011 .023 
:1:.001 :1:.004 :1:.001 ::1:.001 :1:.000 :t.000 :t.000 :t.001 ::1:.004 :1:.002 ::1:.001 ::1:.003 ::1:.005 

0 0 1 Yes Yes 10 0 .U40 .147 .840 .276 ..563 .UUl .:>62 .064 1.:>27 .1:>6 .o 11 t. 'Tlll .U6H I 
:1:.001 ::1:.003 ::1:.001 :l:.001 ::1:.000 ::1:.000 :t.000 ::1:.002 :t.003 ::1:.004 ::1:.001 :t.008 :t.007 

0 l'[t 1 l\ro No 10! 0 .Ulb .lNO l .UU2 .6UU .4U2 .U26 :S/':J .Ulb 1.utrl .lW .W> 1.W3 .041 
::1:.001 ::1:.006 :t.001 ::1:.001 :t.001 :t.002 :t.001 ::1:.001 ::1:.002 ::1:.005 :t.001 ::1:.002 ::1:.009 

0 0.1 1 No Yes 10 3 .016 .060 .999 594 .405 .026 :m .120 1.166 .201 .009 t.005 .039 
::1:.008 ::1:.013 :1:.002 ::1:.007 ::1:.005 ::1:.003 ::1:.007 :t.012 ::1:.026 ::1:.028 ::1:.005 ::1:.003 :t.007 

0 0.1 1 Yes No 10 0 .005 .045 .823 .246 SJ7 .005 .512 .005 1.890 .297 .oos 2.011 .045 
:t.001 ::1:.006 ::1:.000 :t.000 ::1:.000 ::1:.000 :t.000 :t.001 ::1:.004 ::1:.006 ::1:.001 ::1:.004 ::1:.010 

0 0.1 1 Yes Yes 101 5 .1144 .160 .842 .281 .561 .001 .!l'>4 .Oil 1518 .171 .015 1.llUH .0!£:1 I 
::1:.005 ::1:.014 ::1:.004 ::1:.008 ::1:.004 :t.001 ±005 ::1:.025 ::1:.032 :t.027 ::1:.005 ::1:.039 :t.026 

0.1 0 1 No No 101 0 .025 .W2 1.UUU .6UU .400 .Ulf> .395 .Ul!I 1.081 .lW .024 1.UUU .OJ2 
::1:.003 ::1:.005 ::1:.002 :t.004 ::1:.002 ::1:.000 :t.002 ::1:.004 ::1:.003 J:.004 ::1:.003 :t.004 ::1:.005 

0.1 0 1 No Yes 10 3 .036 .068 1.003 .606 .397 .008 .390 .139 1.155 .224 .035 .998 .046 
::1:.026 :t.048 ::1:.007 ::1:.013 :t.007 ::1:.004 :t.010 :t.037 ::1:.006 :t.a.50 :t.029 ::1:.007 ::1:.045 

0.1 0 1 Yes No 10 0 .025 .116 .820 .245 .575 .001 .574 .025 1.898 .314 .026 2.009 .119 
:1:.002 ::1:.009 :1:.003 :t.003 :t.001 ::1:.000 :t.001 :t.003 :1:.017 ::1:.011 :1:.004 :1:.020 :1:.016 

0.1 0 1 Yes Yes 10 1 .U511 .202 .842 .284 .!59 .002 .556 .071 1.520 .174! .U40 1.8W .161 
:t.027 ::1:.071 ±.005 :1:.012 :t.006 :t.002 :t.009 :t.023 :t.017 ::1:.018 :t.038 ::1:.039 ::1:.100 

0.1 0.1 l No No 10 0 .026 .047 1.002 .600 .402 .025 .376 .025 1.083 .2021 .025 1.003 .046 
::1:.004 ::1:.006 :t.002 :l:.002 :t.002 :t.002 :1:.002 :t:.004 ::1:.003 :t.007 :1:.004 ::1:.003 :t.008 

0.1 0.1 1 No Yes 10 3 .046 .079 1.006 .608 .399 .028 .370 .139 t.156 .222 .044 1.001 .068 
:t.042 ::1:.041 ::1:.016 ::1:.030 :t.014 :t.005 :t.019 :t.046 :t.008 ::1:.057 :t.043 ::1:.017 :t.036 

0.1 0.1 1 Yes No 10 0 .025 .117 .821 .246 .575 .006 .569 .024 1.893 .314 .024 2.007 .116 
:t.003 ::1:.014 ±.003 :t.003 :1:.001 :t.000 :t.001 :t.003 :t.018 :1:.013 :1:.004 :1:.020 :1:.019 

0.1 0.1 1 Yes Yes 10 4 .050 .184 .843 .282 .560 .rm .553 .113- 1.540 .1951 .032 l.886 .149 
:t.008 :1:.024 ::1:.006 :1:.009 ::1:.004 :t.001 :t.005 :1:.180 :t.021 :t.030 :t.010 :1:.055 :t.030 

0.1 0 1 No No 10 0 .050 .0631 1:001 ·~ ~¥11 ·~ -~~ ·~ 1.~ .2021 .051 l.~ .065 
::1:.007 :1:.008 ::1:.003 :1:.005 :t.003 :1:.000 ::1:.003 :t.010 :1:.007 :t.009 :t.007 ::1:.008 :t.011 

0.1 0 1 No Yes 10 8 .064 .103 1.006 .608 .398 .008 .390 .163 1.161 .243 .058 1.000 .077 
:t.021 :1:.040 :t.009 :t.020 :1:.011 :t.003 :t.014 :1:.aso ::1:.015 :1:.060 ::1:.012 ::1:.012 :1:.018 

0.1 0 1 Yes No 10 0 .051 .231 .812 .246 .566 .002 .564 .049 1.8'l5 .359 .052 2.010 .239 
:t.006 :t.027 ±.008 ::1:.006 :t.003 :t.000 ::1:.003 :1:.007 :t.027 :t.022 ::1:.009 :t:.043 :1:.ll.14 

-0.1 0 1 Yes Yes mi lJ1 .068 .2521 .844 .2W .!l.>t .UU. ,'j'jU .Ol'J 1.530 -:217] .060 1.&54 .236 
:t.013 :t.047 ::1:.014 ::1:.017 :t.005 ::1:.002 :1:.006 :t.010 :t.034 ::1:.045 :t.019 :1:.101 :1:.061 

0.1 0.1 1 No No 10 0 .0411 .O'/~i 1.~ .6<Xf .403 ·~ .376! -:D51 1.()86 .2051 .0411 1.006 .on-
:t.006 ::1:.010 ::1:.003 ::1:.006 :t.004 :t.002 :1:.004 :t.007 :t.007 :1:.010 :1:.008 :t.010 :t.013 

0.1 0.1 1 No Yes 10 3 .055 .092 1.004 .602 .402 .027 .376 .141 1.161 .231 .052 1.007 .Oil> 
:t.012 :1:.017 :t.007 ::1:.015 :t.009 :t.002 ::1:.010 :t.041 :t.021 ::1:.048 :t.011 :t.015 ::1:.016 

0.1 0.1 1 Yes No 10 1 .048 .218 .811 .245 .566 .006 .561 .048 1.875 .354 .048 2.027 .215 
:t.007 ±.030 ±.009 :t.007 :t.003 :t.001 ::1:.003 :t.011 ::1:.034 ::1:.033 :t.008 ::1:.051 :1:.ll.14 

0.1 0.1 1 Yes Yes 10 2 .063 .241 .!UIS .281 .':XJ/ .OOH .549 .078 1.!>44 .;!i:> I '"]5f 1.890 .229 
±.011 :1:.034 :t.005 ::1:.006 :1:.003 :t:.001 :t.003 ::1:.010 :t.028 :t.m.5 ::1:.010 :1:.0l.1 :t:.045 
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Posted-price complex condition, behavioral model 
T ay e li1 b2"" ~ ap al ax Disc! ua.st~ ~JJ ~iJ Kev. P.C. G.P. ln.C. !"rot. :SIY~ ~~ ~~ :SIY! P :Sii'!, 

rete t>lO t:>lO t>lO t>lO 1>10 ls:20 t>20 1>20 1>20 
L -I} 0 o.s- lf -oo:in ll:S- 0-Wo 01 .023 .0061 1.008 .605 .403 N4 .319 .062 1.032 .090 .005 .999 .006 i 

:t.002 :t.002 :t.001 :t.001 :t.001 :t.002 :t.002 ±.003 :1:.004 :1:.005 ±.002 :1:.002 :1:.001 
2 0 0 0.5 0 0 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .040 .034 1.012 .610 .402 .065 .336 .071 1.029 .099 .029 .996 

:1:.008 :t.005 :1:.004 :t.006 :t.003 :t.010 :t.011 :t.010 ±.01 J :1:.010 :t.008 :1:.009 
2 0 0 0.5 () 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .()69 .063 1.0'27 .630 .398 .134 .264 .086 1.005 .107 .060 .986 .000 

:1:.016 :1:.008 :1:.008 :t.016 :1:.009 :t.013 :1:.017 :t.018 :t.019 :1:.016 ±.018 ±.020 :1:.000 
2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0 0.01 0.5 0 No 01 .~Cl .0061 1.W'l .6<b .403 .UJH .JO!> I .Ul!2 1.U34 .UY3 .USi> 1.000 

:1:.009 ±.001 :t.002 :t.002 ±.001 ±.004 :t.004 :t.009 ±.006 ±.007 :1:.011 :t.002 
L -0:1 lf o.s- lf 0- 0-:0S- ~ 0 ~o 01 .066 .0321 1-:m 1 l>W A01 N4 .3271 .092 1.028 .097 .060 .994 

:t.010 :t.004 :t.003 :t.005 :t.003 :t.008 :t.008 :t.011 :t.011 :t.010 :1:.013 :1:.008 
2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .093 .068 1.0'25 .626 .399 .128 .271 .111 1.025 .124 .084 .986 

:t.015 :t.010 :t.011 :t.013 :1:.006 :1:.022 :1:.023 :t.025 ±.022 :t.022 :t.019 :t.016 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0.01 0.5 0 No 9 ### .230 .394 ### ### II## t:## 139.6 .832 .283 11#11 .248 

:t.198 :t.381 96 :1:.233 :t.191 :t.419 
±431. 

294 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0.05 0.5 0 No 3 ### .225 .663 ### II## ### ### 50.83 .795 .298 ### .320 

:t.173 :1:.674 4 :t.216 :t.175 ±.415 
±112. 

364 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0.1 o:s- 0 -Wo 0 #II# L:l6j .i'UCJ ### ### ### ### 49.67 .846 .262 ##II .4.58 

:t.161 :t.551 1 :t.211 :t.166 t.441 
±168. 

952 
2 0.1 0 I 0 0 0.DI 0.5 0 No 6 ### .178 .488 ##II ### ### ### 271.2 .798 .291 ### ..382 

:t.199 ±.436 21 :t.274 :1:.196 ±.46S 
£189. 

005 
i 0.1 lf I 0 0 o-:os- [5"' 0 ~o 1 "" .J.JY I .581 ### ##II ### ### 150.52 .lbH .JJI. ##II 274. 

:1:.188 :t.709 4 :t.218 ±.194 ±.409 
±125. 

934 
2 ll.l 0 1 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 m 127 .543 ### ### II## ### 32..h .798 .283 II## .350 

:t.155 :1:.408 0 ±.228 :t.168 :t.440 
±94.6 

95 
-i- 0 0 0 0:1 o -inn [5"' 0 ~o 1 .067 .f74 .811 .1.47 .!lM 3li .ff}.7 246 1.1&.:> .ZliUI .031 2.116 

:t.034 :t.053 :t.051 :1:.048 :t.017 :1:.074 :t.077 :t.062 :t.385 :t.109 :1:.017 :t.187 
2 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .054 .167 .836 265 .571 .508 .063 .199 1.615 .176 .031 2.018 

:t.025 :1:.049 :t.024 :t.026 :t.005 :t.OU :t.039 :t.0'20 :1:.150 :t.035 ±.011 t.123 
2 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .083 .1.05 .861 .303 .558 .450 .108 .HIO 1.459 .164 .049 1.8.58 

:t.OU :t.076 :1:.027 :t.039 ±.014 ±.060 ±.048 :t.040 ±.144 t.060 :t.019 :t.18.1 
2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.01 0.5 0 No 2 .JOO IO ~1 269 .562 .504 .058 233 1:549 .261 .068 2.033 

:t.025 :1:.062 :1:.040 :t.040 :1:.009 ±.064 :t.:>64 ±.057 :1:.173 ±.137 :1:.015 t.208 
2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.05 o-:s- 0 No 0 .Ul!4 .188 .ff32 2til .!>/U .512 .058 202 1.632 .161 .069 2.IUll 

:1:.017 ±.050 :t.023 :t.0'25 :t.005 :t.039 :1:.037 :t.023 :t.177 ±.046 :1:.010 :1:.099 
2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .097 .207 .851 .291 .560 .468 .092 .199 1551 .165 .082 1.888 

±.025 :t.077 :t.029 :t.038 ±.012 :t.060 ±.051 :t.027 :t.186 :t.042 :t.0'20 ±.205 
2 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.01 0.5 0 No 6 .083 .1.49 .782 .1.26 .557 573 -.016 .1.IKJ 1.917 .404 .048 2.197 

:1:.053 :1:.120 ±.036 t.032 :t.015 :1:.052 :t.054 ±.030 ±.4 25 ±.101 :1:.036 :t.129 
2 0 0 0 0.2 0 o:os- 0.5 -er No 0 N6 .154 .784 219 -:.564 582 --:018 --:246 1.659 291 .Cff7T.fil 

:t.026 :1:.067 :t.031 :t.023 :t.010 ±.037 :t.045 ±.034 :t.225 :t.094 ±.012 :t.085 
2 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .067 lllr .802 .238 .565 .ss:r .011 .225 1761 2491 .ll52 2.14l 

:l'.0'25 :t.059 ±.026 :1:.022 ±.007 :t.036 :t.041 :t.018 .t.180 ±.064 :t.020 :t.124 
2 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0.01 0.5 0 No 8 .130 .340 .768 2IJ .540 570 -.030 .321 1.881 .480 .093 2.202 

:t.057 ±.141 ±.071 ±.047 :t.031 :t.076 :t.098 ±.106 :1:.457 :t.194 ±.037 :t.215 
2 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .084 .189 .m .212 .560 592 ·.03.J .260 1.899 .341 .069 2.262 

±.014 :t.049 ±.031 ±.023 :l:.010 :t.037 :t.045 :1:.034 :t.211 ±.100 :t.011 :t.13.J 
2 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 0.5 o No 0 .085" .ZOU .1'16 .232 .564 563 .001 .1.48 1.819 .2!15 .075 2.145 

:t.017 :t.057 :t.031 :t.023 :t.009 :t.037 ±.045 :t.024 :1:.189 ±.051 :t.015 :t.163 
2 0 0 0 o~ 0 O.ot 0.5 0 No 19 ## ## .. ## ## .. II# .339 TI32 .690 rt# 1111 

:t.023 ±.016 ±.o70 
2 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.05 0.5 0 No 4 .051 .187 .753 .1.01 .552 .613 -.061 .1.89 2.052 .445 .040 2.281 

:t.0'25 ±.065 :1:.020 ±.011 :t.011 :t.019 :t.029 ±.033 ±.156 :t.088 :t.013 ±.058 
2 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .054 .195 .767 .210 .557 .595 -.039 .1.70 2.028 .380 .048 2.223 

:t.026 :1:.053 :t.022 ±.013 :t.009 ±.0'22 :t.030 ±.023 :t.152 :t.091 :t.016 ±.082 
2 0.1 0 0 o.s- 00:01 o-:s- 0 "No 16 .1.85 .bll .774 26U .514 .!>116 ·.Oii:.! 1.0411 1.637 .7131 .119 2.173 

:t.236 :t.200 ±.034 :t.057 :t.039 ±.053 :t.078 ±1.58 ±.395 :t.167 :t.102 ±.221 
7 

2 0.1 0 0 0.5 0 0.05 0.5 0 No 4 .089 .241 .736 .193 .543 .623 -.0&1, 287 2.098 .442 .084 2.341 
±.019 ±.069 ±.024 :t.012 ±.013 t.023 ±.034 :t.030 ±.184 ±.JOO ±.018 ±.OR.S 

2 0.1 0 0 0.5 0 0.J 0~5" o No 0 .086 .1.19 .761 .208 .!>.'>4 "'598 -.045 .269 2.064 .378 .079 2.249 
:t.017 :t.042 :t.021 :t.012 ±.010 ±.0'23 ±.032 :t.027 :t.191 ±.072 :t.014 t.070 
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2 0 0 o:s- 0 lf.1 lf.01 0.5 0 No 
0 ~ :i:::: 1.llJ4 .601 •4U3 .014 ~II .~ 1.049 Nl :i:::: ~:: ::1:.000 :t.001 ::1:.001 :1:.001 :t.001 :1:.005 ::1:.006 ::1:.012 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .030 .037 1.007 .6CTI .401 .048 .352 .066 1.043 .099 .O'O .995 
::1:.007 ::1:.008 :t.003 :t.005 :t.003 ::t.006 :t.006 ::t.009 :t.008 :t.009 ::1:.007 :t.008 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .061 .071 1.018 .617 .401 .095 .306 .D82 1.034 .112 .059 .991 
:l:.015 :l:.014 ±.005 ::1:.010 :t.006 ::t.010 ::t.013 ::t.014 ::1:.014 ::1:.021 :t.019 ::1:.014 

2 0.1 o 0.5 0 0.1 0.01 0.5 0 No 0 .Ull7 .023 1.11l2 :621 .401 .063 .331:11 .091 l .U44 .w!> I !HI. .!l'J!> 
:t.155 :1:.057 :1:.082 :t.090 :1:.008 :1:.168 :t.176 :1:.1154 ::t:.016 :t.028 :1:.190 :t.022 

2 0.1 oU 0 lf.1 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .UM .1191 l.W6 .6W .4U3 .IJ!>(J .;:i.'J3 .UIS!> 1.045 .0941 .U62 .'l'J'J 
:t.012 :t.009 ::t:.004 :1:.005 :1:.002 :1:.006 :t.007 :t.015 :t.010 ::t.011 :1:.012 :t.006 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .086 .073 1.021 .623 .398 .102 .296 .100 1.025 .103 .086 .983 
:1:.015 ::1:.018 ::1:.008 :1:.013 ::t:.008 ::t.014 ::t.018 ::t:.020 ::t:.015 ::t.019 ::t.018 :t.020 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.5 0 No 0 .008 .010 1.002 .600 .402 .010 .392 .055 1.054 .091 .006 1.000 
:1:.002 :!:.002 :t.001 :1:.000 ::1:.001 :t.001 :1:.001 ::t.004 ::t.003 :!:.Of.Tl :1:.002 :1:.001 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 o:s -ll No -ll Ml .040 1.006 .lia> Arlt ,039 -.361 -:001 1.0.':i2 .0971 .030 .995 
:1:.007 ::t:.009 :t.003 :t.OM t.002 ::t.004 :t.005 :1:.008 :1:.009 ::t.018 ::1:.008 ::1:.006 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 -0:1 u 0 llfo 0 mo .ofrl 1-:otr .6f~ .402 ·~ -~19 -:n8l ·1.~ .1~01 .068 .995 
::t.013 :1:.014 :1:.00'1 ::1:.00'1 :1:.004 t.009 :1:.010 :1:.016 :1:.013 :1:.022 :1:.014 :1:.011 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.5 0 No 1 .059 .022 1.004 .603 .402 .026 .376 .078 1.053 .@2 .060 .998 
:1:.015 ::t.024 :1:.0ll9 :1:.011 :t.002 :1:.024 ::t.025 :1:.010 ::1:.005 ::1:.009 :1:.019 ::1:.008 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 03 0 No 0 .063 .039 1.006 .605 .401 .042 .359 .082 1.050 .098 .062 .997 
:1:.006 ::1:.008 :1:.002 :1:.003 ::t.003 :1:.005 :1:.005 ±.014 :t.004 :1:.010 :1:.010 :t.006 

2 0.1 o- 0.5 o -o::r 0.1 u O -f\To lJ .D88 .083 lJJW -:6W .400 .088 -:lI! .100 1.045 .1251 .089 .990 
:l:.016 ::t.021 :1:.00'1 :1:.010 :t.005 :t.009 :1:.012 :t.019 :t.009 :1:.021 ::1:.021 :t.011 

5 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 -o])l o:s O llfo lJ ·008 .02""1 1.002 ~1 .411 .<J27 ·3841 ·~ 1.088 Jl81 -004 1.IX)7 
:l:.001 :1:.004 :1:.001 :1:.001 :t.001 :1:.003 :t.003 :t.003 :1:.003 :t.006 :t.001 :t.001 

5 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .025 .046 1.005 .594 .411 .048 .364 .062 1.087 .oes .023 1.006 
:1:.005 ::1:.009 :1:.003 ::t.004 ::1:.002 :1:.006 :1:.00'1 :t.005 :t.006 :1:.008 ::1:.007 :1:.005 

5 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .oso .084 1.018 .608 .410 .089 .321 .077 1.076 .106 .051 1.001 
:t.013 ::t.015 :t.006 :t.008 ::t.005 :t.012 :t.014 :1:.012 ::t.010 :1:.021 ::1:.016 :t.010 

5 0.1 0 o;s- 0 O~ll]fl 0.5 0 l\fo 1 .054 .026 1.001 .590 .412 .UJ!> :IT/ .077 1.086 .08~ .053 1.009 
::1:.007 :1:.006 :t.004 :1:.006 ::t.003 :t.005 ::1:.004 :t.009 :t.011 :1:.021 :t.008 :t.008 

5 0.1 0 0.5 0 o-::ro.os- u 0 l\fo 0 .053 .043 1.006 .594 .412 .IJ!>(J .362 .078 1.0&5 .0881 .052 1.007 
:1:.008 :1:.007 :t.003 :t.005 ::t.003 :t.005 ::1:.006 ::t.008 :1:.009 :t.011 :t.009 ::1:.00'1 

5 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .069 .oeo 1.018 .~'YI .411 .088 .323 .098 1.083 .116 .066 .997 
:l:.011 ::1:.020 :1:.008 ::t.008 l .006 ::t.011 ::t.011 :1:.015 :t.012 ::1:.0'0 ::1:.014 :t.008 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.01 0.5 0 No 0 .021 .025 1.013 .599 .414 .046 .368 .138 1.087 .080 .012 1.001 
:1:.004 ::1:.002 ::1:.001 :t.002 :1:.001 ::1:.003 ::1:.002 :t.005 :t.006 :1:.005 ±.004 ::1:.002 

2 0 lU 0 0.1 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .~ .110 1.018 .60'.. .412 .U/J .339 .149 1.082 .091 .0.50 . ll'Jfl 
::t.012 :1:.008 ::1:.006 :t.009 ~.004 :t.010 :1:.010 :t.013 :1:.012 ::t.012 :t.013 ±.011 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 No 0 .108 .Ulb 1.041 .f:iJ7 .405 .116 .:t!SIS .192 1.062 .1151 .093 .WU 
:l:.0'28 :t.016 ::1:.012 :1:.017 ::1:.008 ::t:.018 ::t.019 :t.040 :1:.027 ::1:.017 ::t:.024 :t.017 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.01 0.5 0 No 0 .D61 .026 1.012 .599 .414 .052 .361 .148 1.087 .080 .058 1.001 
:t:.007 ::1:.003 :1:.002 :1:.003 :t.001 :t.004 ::1:.003 ::t.008 :t.008 :t.005 ::t:.009 :1:.003 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.5 0 No 0 .077 .047 1.019 .606 .413 .075 .338 .161 1 086 .090 .075 .994 
::1:.011 ::1:.006 :1:.005 :t.008 :t.003 ::t.006 :t.008 ::t.011 :1:.0IO ::t.010 :1:.014 ±.010 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 -o No 0 .lt2 .o~, 1.035 .628 AO! .118 -:289 .186 1.071 .1081 .tt:r .975 
:l:.0'20 :1:.013 ::1:.013 :1:.016 ::t.007 :1:.016 :t.018 :l:.0'24 ::t.017 :1:.022 :1:.023 :t.018 

2 0 1"03" 0 0.1 0.01 0.2 0 No ll .009 .030 [DTO- .586 -:424 .088· . .336 .124 1.101 .073 .UOb 1.017 
::1:.002 :1:.002 ::1:.001 :t.002 ::1:.001 ::1:.003 :t.002 :1:.004 :1:.006 :1:.006 :1:.002 ::t:.002 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.2 0 No 0 .O~l .047 1.013 .589 .424 .098 .325 .128 1.098 .0&5 .028 1.015 
:t.008 :1:.006 :t.004 :1:.006 :t.003 :1:.008 :t.008 :1:.009 :1:.012 :1:.013 :1:.009 :1:.007 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 No 0 .061 .079 1.()32 .613 .419 .134 .2&5 .145 1.081 .100 .061 .995 
:1:.016 :1:.017 ::t:.010 :1:.011 :1:.004 :t:.013 :1:.013 :1:.017 :1:.016 :t.018 :1:.020 :1:.011 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 O.ot 0.2 0 llfo 0 .055 .032 i:oro .sll5 A24 .090 .334 .135 1.101 .IT/31 .056 1.017 
:1:.010 ±.003 :1:.002 :t.003 :1:.002 ±.005 :1:.004 :1:.006 :1:.008 :1:.006 :1:.011 :t:.003 __ 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.2 0 No 0 .064 .048 1.016 .5!f,j .422 .104 .318 .138 1.097 .0771 .OM 1.009 
:1:.008 :1:.008 :1:.004 :1:.006 :t.003 :1:.005 ::t:.006 :t.008 :1:.011 :1:.006 ±.009 :1:.007 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 No 0 .082 .077 1.031 .612 .419 .134 .28.5 .158 1.090 .100 .080 .992 
::1:.013 :1:.012 :1:.013 ::t:.017 :l:.OOi ::t:.015 :1:.01 I :t.019 :t.021 :1:.023 :1:.015 :t.018 ··-

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.2 0 No 0 .031 .037 .987 .554 .m .079 .354 .089 1.146 .067 .ot5 1.048 
::t:.002 :1:.002 :1:.001 :1:.002 :1:.001 :t.002 :t.002 :t.OOJ ::t:.005 :1:.005 :t.002 :1:.002 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.2 -IT No 0 ~045 .057 • 993 .562 A.3-1 .086 ..345 .094 1.141 .Ull.ll .UJ2 1.039 
:1:.009 :1:.00~ :1:.003 :t.006 :1:.003 :1:.004 ::t:.006 :1:.009 ±.009 :t.014 :t.010 :1:.00R 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0 No 0 JJ67 .093 1.010 .563 .427 .112 315 .118 1.123 .113 .U!>'I 1.IT.!Z 
::1:.015 :1:.021 :1:.009 :1:.013 :1:.006 :1:.010 ±.011 ±.018 :t.018 :t:.034 :1:.014 :1:.016 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.2 0 No 1 .083 .049 .991 561 .430 .085 .345 .105 1.144 .068 .082 1.042 
:1:.090 :1:.034 :1:.011 :1:.024 :t.012 :1:.026 :t:.038 :t.006 :1:.008 :1:.005 :1:.109 ±"!J 

2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.2 0 No 0 .070 .057 ,992 .560 .431 .088 .343 .107 1.143 .080 .065 1.041 
±.010 :1:.008 :1:.005 :t.007 :t.004 :t.004 :1:.006 :t.0011 :1:.009 :t:.016 :1:.012 :t.011 

2 0.1 l -o:s- 0 0.2 0.1 lIT 0 No 0 .089 .0891 1.012 .!>!!.'> .427 .I 16 3121 .133 1. u:r . IDif .078 J.()'lJ 

::t:.017 :1:.013 :1:.017 :1:.021 ::t:.006 :1:.018 :t.021 :t:.031 :1:.018 :t.022 :1:.014 ::t:.020 
2 0 0 0.5 0 0 O.lfl 03 -IT Yes 012os1f ~ -~6!' 100.9 - 116 - 4:599 .684 .394 

1225;7 :tf~ 73 :1:.191 :1:.572 46 100.1 m 219.7 ±7.29 :1:.245 :1:.057 
:t347. ±168. 80 ±200. 59 5 :tJ76. 

794 390 ±168. 744 :t.369. 331 
827 571 
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T 0 0 o:s- 0 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 I 3lb':9 .2961 .829 m:s- -~ -~ .6~~ .396 14~ :~ 04 :t.185 :i:.634 79 172.7 03 3'71.4 ±858 :t.253 :i:.060 
±658. ±298. so ±339. S.1 5 ±719. 

821 447 ±298. 478 :iD.30. 557 
890 290 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 0 ### .2Xl .584 650.2 - 684.7 ### 9.324 .584 .409 ### .166 
:i:.191 ±.S'ZJ 33 649.6 00 ±12.3 ±.220 :i:.060 ±.269 

±113 49 ±116 85 
9.949 ±114 3.71!1 

0.181 
2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 135.0 .332 .857 65.59 - 77.43 - 3.057 .742 .390 146.3 .400 

77 :i:.156 ±.530 6 64.73 4 1421 ±5.98 ±.213 :i:.054 47 ±.366 
±286. ±138. 9 ±165. 73 9 ±309. 

412 649 ±139. 271 %304. 945 
017 288 

-2 0.1 lf lIS- 0 l'flr.O.s- o:s- lf Yes 01 f.«.T ~ .985 ~ -~9:94 -~ .759 .366 157.4 .480 
47 :i:.136 :i:.521 9 fil.62 7 147 5 ±5.B 1 ±.208 ±.056 00 :i:.394 

±295. ±141. 4 ±167. 71 3 ±321. 
763 49'7 ±141. 485 ±309. 350 

917 384 
2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0 0.1 o.s 0 -Yes Oj ### .1781 ~ 

### II## ### 11#11 15.26 .53() .404 ### .IJ!!2 
:i:.179 7 ±.237 :i:.062 :i:.190 

±20.6 
76 

2 0 0 1 0 0 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 2 ### .242 .224 ### II## ### II## 23.25 .534 .569 "" .003 
±.231 ±.U"9 0 ±.265 :i:.l~ :i:.007 

±39.0 
92 

2 0 0 1 0 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 ### .021 .025 m ### ### 11#11 460.4 .246 .458 ### .000 
:i:.076 :1:.068 69 :i:.150 ±.162 :i:.000 

±906. 
022 

2 0 0 1 0 0 0.1 o.s- oYes 01 ### .0001 .003 II## ### ### ### I!## .117 :3T91 ### .000 
:i:.000 :i:.004 :i:.041 :i:.059 :i:.000 

2 0.1 0 1 0 0 0:01 o::s- o Yes L1 ### .236] .269 ### ### ### It## 122.37 .522 .5501 ### ~18 
±.245 :i:.326 2 ±.271 :i:.144 :i:.050 

±32.6 
40 

2 0.1 0 1 0 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 ### .001 .005 ### ### #It# ### 635.3 .196 .409 ### .000 
:i:.002 :i:.007 01 :i:.097 :i:.098 :i:.000 

±103 
5.409 

2 0.1 0 1 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 0 ### .000 .002 ### ### ### ### ### .124 .331 ### .000 
±.000 :i:.002 ±.042 :i:.050 :i:.000 

2 0 0 0 0.1 0 O.ot 0.5 0 Yes 0 .033 .186 .748 .196 .ds2 .620 -.068 .266 1.997 .358 .033 2.343 
±.004 :i:.013 :i:.008 :1:.004 :1:.004 :1:.006 :i:.010 :1:.011 :i:.073 :1:.043 :i:.005 :1:.038 

2 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 ,040 .1941 .J';JIJ .198 ,!)!)3 .617 -.~ :2/b 1.969 .391 .038 2.3i1f 
:i:.OJB :1:.018 :1:.012 :1:.006 :i:.006 :1:.011 :1:.017 :1:.015 ±.091 :1:.04\0 ±.007 :1:.039 

2 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 0 .068 .250 .760 .207 .!:03 .601 -.049 .268 1.874 .39bl .052 2.284 
:1:.030 :1:.044 :i:.025 :1:.015 :1:.010 :1:.026 :1:.035 :t.016 :1:.180 :1:.042 :t.012 ±061 

2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 .o74 .203 .753 .199 .553 .614 -.060 .273 1.983 .370 .074 2.309 
:1:.010 :1:.019 :1:.010 :i:.005 :1:.005 :i:.011 :1:.015 :1:.015 :1:.096 :1:.050 :i:.014 :1:.040 

2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 .073 .214 .750 .198 .551 .615 -.063 .275 1.994 .369 .071 2.315 
:i:.006 :i:.020 :i:.012 :1:.007 :i:.006 :1:.012 :i:.018 ±.020 :i:.094 :i:.061 :1:.009 :1:.048 

T 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.5 O Yes 01 .086 .:Z46 .i'bl .:ZIH .554 .600 -.046 J.b!I 1.923 .3731 .082 2.bi' 
:i:.020 :i:.033 :i:.016 :1:.010 :i:.007 :1:.016 :i:.022 :1:.022 :1:.111 :1:.071 :1:.017 :i:.044 

2 0 0 0 0.2 0 O.ot 0.5 0 Yes 0 .U!>I .3!>111 .690 .175 .515 .651 -.136 .291 2.213 .4861 .058 2.4:RI 
:1:.005 :1:.015 :1:.018 :i:.009 :1:.009 :i:.010 :i:.019 :i:.015 :i:.112 :i:.037 :i:.007 ±.065 

2 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 .074 .375 .721 .194 .527 .625 ... 098 .294 2.141 .488 .070 2.312 
:i:.011 :i:.025 :i:.016 ±.008 :i:.008 :i:.014 :i:.022 :i:.027 :i:.097 :1:.065 :i:.008 :t-.057 

2 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 o.s 0 Yes 0 .077 .386 .723 .196 .526 .622 -.095 .296 2.096 .500 .074 2.281 
±.009 :i:.025 :i:.012 :i:.006 :i:.007 :i:.010 :i:.016 :1:.025 :1:.098 ±.059 :i:.009 :i:.047 

2 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 .U!lb .3/U I .699 .181 .519 .644 -.1~ .:Z\13 2.144 .484 .086 2.423 
:1:.012 :i:.020 :i:.011 :i:.006 :i:.006 :i:.011 :i:.016 ±.019 ±.107 ±.053 :1:.012 :1:.039 

2 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0.05 0.5 (J Yes 01 .091 .3&31 .ll3 .194 .!>2\1 .626 -.IN/ .297 2.106 .4781 .094 2.319 
:1:.011 :i:.018 :1:.011 :t-.006 :i:.006 :i:.010 :i:.015 :i:.026 :i:.074 :i:.043 :1:.013 ±.051 

2 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 0 .095 .388 .727 .199 .527 .615 -.088 .282 2.135 .449 .095 2.280 
:i:.010 :i:.028 :1:.017 :i:.010 :i:.008 :i:.016 :i:.023 :i:.025 :i:.079 ±.064 :i:.014 ±.071._ 

2 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 .138 .838 .619 .193 .426 .626 -.200 .336 2.184 .883 .139 2.343 
±.002 :i:.014 :i:.015 :1:.007 :1:.009 :i:.011 :i:.018 ±.030 :i:.106 :1:.014 ±.001 :1:.046 

2 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.05 0.5 . 0 Yes 71 .145 .794 .672 .223 .449 .579 -.130 .321 2.194 .H63j .140 2.129 
:i:.006 :i:.051 :i:.050 :i:.026 ±.025 :i:.033 :i:.057 :i:.030 :1:.151 :i:.045 :t.003 :i:.149 

2 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.1 o.s- o Yes 18 .i54 ## .700 .241 ~459 Sii -.078 .303 2.018 .8021 .154 #II 

:i:.024 :i:.031 :1:.012 :1:.019 :i:.033 :1:.052 ±.043 :i:.120 ±.088 ±.017 
2 0.1 0 0 0.5 0 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 .144 .&15 .622 .195 .428 .623 -.195 .328 2.200 .l!ll .147 2.337 

:i:.011 :1:.0:.i.1 :i:.022 ±.010 :1:.012 :1:.015 :1:.026 :i:.034 :i:.118 :i:.022 :i:.011 :1:.059 
2 0.1 0 0 0.5 0 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 12 .153 .758 .702 -:236 .465 .561 -.096 .317 2.115 .832 .143 2.041 

:1:.013 :i:.044 :1:.032 :1:.018 :i:.015 ±.031 :i:.044 ±.032 :i:.118 :i:.037 :i:.017 ±.063 
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-r 0.1 0 -u- o.s- ll -0:1 ll:5 o-Yes 20 ## ## II# ## ## ## ## .295 2.057 .7'J51 ## ## 
:t.012 :t.125 :t.045 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 .280 .321 t.129 .758 .372 .311 .060 .258 .981 .320 .275 ,972 
:t.062 :t.034 :t.037 ±.049 ±.017 ±.062 ±.073 :t.084 ±.036 ±.044 :t.054 :t.034 

2 0 0 0.5 0 C.1 0.05 0.5 0 Yet. 0 336 306 1.251 .888 .363 .531 -.167 .357 .917 .297 334 .916 
±.084 ±.043 ±.044 ±.056 ±.018 :t.067 ±.000 ±.106 ±.047 ±.038 ±.103 ±.043 

2 0 0 -o:s- 0 0.1 0:1 ll:5 -o Yes 01 AW 315· 13IT ]Rf} .332 .676 ~.345 .55() .896 .m1 .423 .862 
±.123 ±.050 ±.044 ±.062 :t.032 ±.082 ±.102 :l:.251 :t.046 ±.069 ±.142 ±.041 

7 0.1 -er 0.5 0 1J:l -OJJI o:5 0 Yes a .zso .3Cl5 1.138 .763 .375 .327 .049 267 .965 .3021 .250 .962 
±.049 ±.031 ±.049 ±.056 ±.015 ±.080 ±.088 ±.078 :t.042 ±.040 ±.067 ±.034 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.5 c Yes 0 .357 .312 1.254 .901 .353 .535 ·.HD 339 .916 .300 .365 .908 
±.070 ±.043 ±039 ±.QSB ±.029 ±.070 ±.090 ±.061 ±.035 ±.C..l7 ±.097 ±.041 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 0 .519 .319 1.318 1.004 .314 .699 -384 .415 .912 .305 .530 .857 
±.142 :t.043 ±.044 ±.066 :t.063 :t.083 :t.118 :t.166 :t.031 :t.048 :t.165 ±.05.5 

2 0 o o:s- 0 0.2 0.01 0.5 0 Yes o 1 .itK 3411 1. UIS :7'36 ,j'Jl .1fl. . f2l 260 1.036 3b7I 264 .989 
±.ffiO ±056 ±.051 ±.065 ±.028 ±.088 :1:.101 ±.065 ±.045 ±.054 ±.061 :t.054 

2 0 0 03" 0 lITlf.05" 0.5 o Yes 0 3.5"1 .339 1.226 -:m- .Jig .437 -.05.51 .320 ~ ~11 .360 .959 
±.076 :t.064 ±.041 ±.045 ±.025 ±.068 ±.074 ±.061 ±.037 ±.057 :t.086 :t.055 

2 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 1 .427 300 1.250 .883 .'367 .522 -.155 .352 .963 .335 .450 .958 
:t.161 :t.144 :t.061 :t.040 :t.056 :t.066 :t.103 :t.067 :t.061 :t.063 :t.197 :t.063 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.5 0 Yes c .290 .343 1.153 .764 .390 .317 .073 .267 1.016 .350 .285 .979 
:t.!E6 :t.042 :t.054 :t.008 :t.011 :t.092 :t.095 :t.053 ±.052 :t.056 ±.074 :t.030 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.5 O Yes 01 344 .32&1 1.219 .833 .31Sb .434 .Jl48 .1'Jll .986 .320J 348 .94-S-
:t.079 ±.ffTl ±.040 :t.041 :t.022 :t.065 ±.066 :t.057 :t.035 ±.052 ±.103 :t.055 

2 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 rJ Yes 0 361 .334 1.248 .861 .'JlJ/ .491 •. 104 .3!>'J • 957 32Bl .353 .953 
:t.065 ±.048 ±.039 ±.038 ±.016 ±.059 :t.058 ±.ffTl ±.040 ±.066 ±.087 :t.037 

5 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.5 0 Yes 0 .217 .370 1.107 .711 .396 .274 .122 .210 1.079 .407 .205 1.013 
:t.041 ±.on ±.037 ±.037 ±.018 ±.052 :t.056 ±.054 :t.054 ±.089 ±.054 :t.057 

5 0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 .223 .327 1.182 .783 .399 .399 .001 .250 1.023 .331 .220 .958 
±.051 ±.055 ±.030 ±.035 ±.020 :t.ll.58 ±.062 ±.045 ±.040 :t.066 ±.056 :t.028 

5 -o 0 0.5 -o G.2 0.1 lIS- ·o Yes 0 273 .34.5 1.228- .830 .::i~') .492 -.094 :lib 1.001 .32111 27b .961 
±.049 :t.039 :t.022 :t.033 :t.025 :t.047 :t.057 ±.053 :t.031 ±.045 ±.C67 :t.030 

5 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.5 O Yes 0 .196 331 1.125 ./30 .394 .186 .108 .1Ul 1.U!>ll .bl I .1W .'Hl 
±.032 :t.043 ±.034 ±.IB4 ±.013 :t.008 ±.060 :t.049 :t.046 :t.037 ±.035 ±.034 

5 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 .226 .310 1.188 .800 .388 .410 -.022 .232 1.010 .313 .231 .948 
:!:.032 :t.031 :t.034 :t.041 ±.017 :t.058 :t.066 :t.040 ±.030 :t.033 ±.033 ±.033 

5 0.1 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 0 .292 .348 1.227 .843 .384 .496 -.112 .295 1.()04 .350 .298 .951 
:t.O.SS :t.062 ±.030 :t.026 :t.022 :t.041 :t.043 :t.Cl50 :t.039 ±.062 :t.081 :t.040 

-2- 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0:01 0.5 0 Yes -o .588 .303 1.259 .914 :345 .370 -.U2.5. .547 .977 .333 .!>74 .871 
:t.119 ±.040 :t.074 :t.090 ±.027 :t.070 :t.01\S ±.088 :t.049 :t.035 :t.138 :t.054 

2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.5 O Yes 0 .952 .309 1.4.34 1.140 .293 .b33 -.311.J .848 .907 .327 .'J~ .613 
±.427 :t.092 :t.149 ±.219 ±.109 ±.214 ±.289 ±.412 ±.045 ±.104 ±.447 ±.048 ·--2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 Yes 1 1.4(.l9 .313 1.687 1.496 .191 .849 -.658 .956 .871 .321 1.538 .74!i 
±.927 ±.058 ±.267 ±.425 :t.177 :t.276 ±.444 ±.260 ±.043 ±.069 ±1.07 ±.064 

3 
2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 O.ot 0.5 0 Yes 0 577 .301 1.254 .897 .357 .365 -.008 560 .961 .323 586 .884 

:t.100 ±.027 ±.083 ±.089 :t.021 ±.091 ±.095 ±.094 ±.044 :t.0'36 :t.134 ±.042 
2 0.1 1 o.s 0 0.1 0.05 0.5 0 Yes 0 .817 .289 1.443 1.134 .309 .600 -.291 .762 .918 .321 .779 .800 

±.213 ±.050 ±.119 ±.146 ±.043 :t.117 ±.143 ±.218 ±.050 ±.056 ±.226 ±.037 
2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 O Yes 0 1.445 .36.3 1.MU 1.447 .194 .11.'>11 -.665! .965 .882 .328 1.582 -:746 

±.489 ±.099 ±.173 ±.255 ±.108 ±.183 ±.278 ±.230 ±.056 :t.058 ±.613 ±.034 
2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.01 0.2 0 Yes 0 .311 .3U9 1.2:12 .890 .362 377 -.ot5 .363 .9trl .315 322 .893 

±.082 :t.042 ±.099 ±.106 :t.046 ±.098 ±.114 ±.073 ±.051 ±.054 ±.104 :t.054 
2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.2 0 Yes 0 .450 .291 1.391 1.044 .347 576 -.229 .560 .937 .326 .411 .845 

±.230 ±.058 ±.077 ±.102 ±.041 ±.125 ±.155 ±.274 ±.033 :t.067 ±.190 ±.039 
2 0 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 Yes 0 .641 301 1.595 1.277 .318 .7Erl. -.464 .657 .906 .322 .645 .784 

±.255 :t.051 ±.208 ±.227 ±.036 :t.168 ±. ltrl ±.214 ±.056 ±.077 ±.297 ±.029 
2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.01 0.2 o Yes 0 .282 .298 1.220 .846 .374 .340 .033 .345 .991 .319 .186 .911 

±.060 ±.022 ±.060 ±.071 ±.023 ±.062 ±.072 ±.098 :t.04 6 ±.042 ±.057 ±.050 
2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.05 0.2 0 Yes 0 .485 .289 1.431 1.095 .336 .619 -.11B, .501 .923 .308 509 .837 

±.212 ±.058 ±.104 :t.127 :t.034 ±.114 ±.138 ±.101 :t.044 ±.062 ±.227 ±.044 
2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 Yes 0 .572 .290 1.568 1.250 .318 .744 -.426 .611 .892 .302 .626 .808 

±.201 ±.051 ±.146 ±.172 :i:.034 ±.132 :t.158 ±.129 ±.045 ±.062 ±.216 :t.047 
2 0 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.01 0.2 0 Yes 0 .323 .341 1.226 .839 .387 .325 .062 313 1.062 .382 .:n8 .919 

±.080 ±.046 ±.110 ±.116 ±.029 ±.105 ±.111 ±.095 ±.045 ±.040 ±.083 ±.063 
2 0 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.2 o Yes 0 .456 326 1.390 1.028 .362 .485 -.123 .395 .994 .312 .462 .858 

±.157 ±.053 :t.102 :t.127 ±.032 ±.090 ±.115 ±.ffTl ±.033 ±.047 ±.189 ±.040 
2 0 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0 Yes 0 .601 .351 1.465 1.118 .348 .576 :::228 .459 .977 .340 .613 .849 

±.233 ±.059 ±.093 ±.117 :t.050 ±.100 ±.132 ±.CY75 ±.043 - ±.055 ±.264 ±.047 
2 0.1 I 0.5 0 0.2 O.ot 0.2 0 Yes 0 326 .309 1.224 .838 .386 .338 .047 304 1.062 .361 .304 .907 

±.108 :t.047 ±.078 ±.091 ±.022 ±.091 ±.105 ±.072 ±.042 ±.052 ±.108 ±.054 
2 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.2 0.05 0.2 0 Yes 0 .423 .315 1.369 1.007 .363 .464 -.102 .394 .989 .319 .428 .867 

±.115 ±.043 ±.099 ±.107 ±.022 ±.076 ±.01!6 ±.095 ±.038 ±.051 ±.144 ±.046 
2 0.1 l 0.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0 Yes 0 511 .340 1.453 1.101 .351 .!>!)() -.199 .467 .964 .338 311 M7 

±.190 ±.092 ±.067 :t.072 ±.031 ±.072 ±.088 ±.080 ±.031 ±.046 ±.258 ±.044 

Note: In all simulations, crx and a1 are zero; ~is one; sc is 3; d=crp. 
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Analysis of variance of gross profits 

Source Sum-of-
squares 

D.f. Mean square F-ratio P 

C  0.074  1   0.074  5.957  0.031 
P  0.021  1   0.021  1.700  0.217 
C*P  0.005  1   0.005  0.373  0.553 
ERROR  0.149 12   0.012   

 
Two-way analysis of variance of normalized average profits (equation (11)) before inventory costs in each 
market, excluding the first 10 time periods, using price condition (P) and complexity (C) as factors, 
excluding the fixed-price conditions, where profits before inventory costs do not vary in the long run under 
fixed prices. N = 16; R2 = .401. 

 

 
Analysis of variance of inventory costs 

Source Sum-of-
squares 

D.f. Mean square F-ratio P 

C 81.308  1  81.308 30.144  0.000 
P 13.070  1  13.070  4.846  0.048 
C*P 33.654  1  33.654 12.477  0.004 
ERROR 32.368 12   2.697   

 

Two-way analysis of variance of the logarithm of the average inventory costs in each market, 
excluding the first 10 time periods, using price condition (P) and complexity (C) as factors, excluding 
the clearing-price conditions, where inventories are identically zero.  N = 16; R2 = .798. 
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Simulated behavior of rational agents 
Typical realizations of simulations of market average output and price (in a market with 4 firms) under the 
assumption that firms correctly estimate the structural parameters in the system and act to maximize their 
expected profits, given their expectation of non-cooperative rational-expectations equilibrium, with small 
i.i.d. random errors (standard deviation 5%) introduced in the decision rules for both price and output. 
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AppendixC 

Appendix C: Questionnaires and instructions 

Pre-game questionnaire 

1. Date 

2. Firm 

3. Your age 

----- (name indicated on your computer) 

_____ (years) 

4. What is your current educational status (check one)? 

___ Faculty member 
___ Doctoral student, ABO (all but dissertation) 
___ Doctoral student taking courses 

Master's student ---
Sloan Fellow ---

--- Undergraduate 
__ Other (please specify) ____________ _ 

5. With what department at M.I.T. are you mostly affiliated (check one)? 

___ Management (15), Behavioral and Policy Sciences 
___ Management (15), Economics and Finance 
___ Managmenet (15), Management Science 
__ Management (15), MBA/MOT /Sloan Fellow 
___ Economics (14) 
___ Politicial Science (17) 
__ Other (please specify) ____________ _ 

In the following, a "graduate course equivalent" is either one graduate-level 
course or two undergraduate courses. 

6. What is your educational background in economics (don't count statistics 
or econometrics courses)? 

___ Advanced (more than 3 graduate course equivalents) 
___ Intermediate (2-3 graduate course equivalents) 
___ Introductory (1/2 -1 graduate course equivalent) 

None ---
7. What is your educational background in relevant quantitative disciplines 
such as statistics, operations research, management science, engineering 
control theory (check one)? 
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___ Advanced (more than 3 graduate course equivalents) 
___ Intermediate (2-3 graduate course equivalents) 
___ Introductory (1/2 - 1 graduate course equivalent) 
___ None 

8. What is your educational background in "system dynamics" (check one)? 

__ Several courses (e.g. 15.872/15.874, 15.873, individual study) 
__ One course (e.g. 15.872/15.874) 

None ---
9. Has anyone who has played this game before ever told you any datails 
about the game? (Answer yes or no) __ _ 

10. Have you ever played any of the following simulation games (check any 
that apply)? 

___ The market game during IAP, January 1990 
___ The "People Express" Management Flight Simulator 

The "Beer Distribution Game" ---
--- Bent Bakken's Real Estate Investment Game 
---Bent Bakken's Oil Tanker Game 

Ernst Diehl's Control Game ---
--- The "Long Wave" Capital Inveshnent Game. 
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Game instructions, fixed-price, simple condition 

Goal 

As in life, the purpose of the game is for you to maximize your profits. For 
the experimenters, the purpose is to investigate how markets \\rith different 
structures and price regimes behave. 

Your dollar reward is based on your pimulative net profits in the game. Your 
cumulative profits are converted to real money using a fixed exchange rate. 
On average, you should earn about $30 in three hours of playing. 

In addition, you will receive a bonus for your forecasting performance (see 
below). On average, the bonus will amount to a couple of dollars. 

Period Enter your decisions, then click OK 
10 

:). I Units in (!reduction Inventory S81es 

I ? -110 

J ? > St8rt Finish I 
Un;t production cost : $ 2.50 
Unit inventon.,i /backlog cost : $ 1 .25 

Summary Report For Period 9 
Tables... ) I Graphs... I I M.11rhting Fin.11nci.lll 

Yoir price 3.20 RtVtrwt 2304.00 
Avg. mkt. pric• 3.20 Cost of goods sold 1800.00 Dec1stons: 
High.st mlct. pric• 3.20 Gross profits 504.00 

1-~!)!~.a.!!'~~:.P!.i~~·-········-~-~Q. lnvtntory costs 50 .00 
Avg. rnkt. sai.s 690 .~.~tr.:!!"!!! .................... ~~~~qP. Prod. SlflrtS: I I Your sal.s 720 End cum. profits 3715.00 
s~it-sref ."tiimfct'.'iv9~······1·.a4· Production 
Foncasts Avg. market Prod. starts 650 Esu:!i!~r.is1li for P.!i!CI od lo 

Sal.s Prtct Ur.its in prod. 650 
Yo~orecast 750 Finh;hed prod. 650 Avg.mkt. s81es: I I Ac 690 3.20 Begin W\vent. -40 
Error 60 Salts 720 

IC OK ) ·5e:;.:;··· .......... 55.05 ............ End innnt. -110 

Figure 1 

Your firm and the market 

Figure 1 shows the screen that you will be seeing in the game. (The numbers 
in the figure are for illustration only--the numbers in your game will be 
different.) 
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Your firm competes with other firms in the market. All firms are identical 
with respect to production cost, inventory cost, etc. Each firm sells only one 
product, which for experimental reasons has been kept abstract. The products 
of different firms are quite alike but not identical. You can think of the 
product as a tire, a softdrink, or a men's shirt. 

Production, inventory, and backlog 

Each period, you have only one decision to make, namely how much to 
produce. 

If you sell less than the finished production1 the rest piles up in your 
inventory. On the other hand, if you sell more than you have available, the 
excess sales accumulate in an order backlog (i.e. a negative inventory). 

Theoretically, there is no limit on how much you produce, but you cannot 
cancel initiated production or destroy your inventory, i.e. you cannot produce 
negative amounts. 

Profits and costs 

Your profits each period is your revenue (sales x price) less your costs. Costs 
consist of production cost, incurred at the time of sale (called "cost of goods 
sold"), and inventory/backlog costs. 

The "cost of goods sold" is simply proportional to sales, i.e. the unit 
production cost is constant. 

Inventory /backlog costs are proportional to your inventory or backlog that 
you have at the beginning of each period. You might also say that your 
inventory/backlog cost is proportional to the absolute value of your 
inventory. 

In the case where you have positive inventory, you can interpret the cost as a 
storage and financing charge. When you have a backlog (negative inventory), 
you can think of the cost as a rebate that you have to offer your customers to 
compensate for delayed delivery, or a penalty imposed on you for late 
delivery by a central planning ministry. 

Your gross profits are your revenues less cost of goods sold. Your net profits 
are gross profits less inventory /backlog costs. 

Note that both the unit production cost and the unit inventory /backlog cost 
are constant (and will not change at any time during the game). 
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Price 

In this version of the game, prices are fixed by government decree. 

Sales 

Your sales are influenced by only '>ne factor (in other versions of the market 
where prices are variable, sales would also be affected by price): 

• External factors Demand for your product, as well as demand for the 
products of your competitors, can be influenced by exogenous factors 
which are independent of anything you or your competitors do in the 
game. 

The pattern of these "factors" will be known only to the experimenter, 
but you can be sure that there will not be a consistent tre.nd of growth 
and decline. Moreover, these "factors" will remain in a "reasonable" 
range. 

Forecasts 

In addition to your production decision, we ask you to make a forecast of the 
average sales per firm in the market (i.e. not the total market sales, and not 
your own sales). We ask you to forecast both of these figures for the current 
period. 

On top of your profit-based reward, you will get a "bonus" of a couple of 
dollars, depending how you rank in your forecasting performance. Your 
performance is measured by a "score" which is the average standard 
deviation of your forecast (i.e. the root mean squared error). Thus, the lower 
your score, the better your performance. The fact that errors are squared 
before they're summed means that it is better to have many small errors than 
a few large ones. 

Length of game 

We cannot tell you exactly when the game will end. There is no time limit 
on your decisions, but, since rewards are based on cumulative profits, the 
more periods you play, the more money you will accumulate in the game, so 
there's an incentive to not take too long to make your decision. Moreover, 
since all the other players in the market must wait for the last player to make 
up his or her mind, we suggest that you do not keep your co-players waiting 
for too long. 
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Practice rounds 

In order to familiarize you with the game and the mechanics of using the 
machine, you will have a practi.ce session of 3 time periods. 

At the end of period 4, your cumulative profits are then "reset" so that they 
are equal to the profits you made during that period. Your forecasting score is 
reset in the san1e manner. However, your inventory is not reset!!! 

Making your decisions 

When you are ready to make your decisions, click the mouse on the text fields 
in the lower right-hand corner of your screen to bring the cursor into the 
appropriate field. (Hitting the <tab> or <enter> or <return> key does the 
same thing.) Type in your decision and, when you're finished, click on the 
"OK" button to execute them. You will then be asked to confirm each 
decision. 

After all participants have entered their decisions, the computers calculate the 
results for that period and advance to the next period. 

Previous-period report 

On the lower left part of the screen, you will see a summary report for the 
previous period. The report lists both prices for last period, your forecasting 
performance, your production, inventory and sales, and your profits, costs 
and cumulative profits. 

Graphs and Tables 

Just above your decision area in the lower left part of the screen, you will find 
two "pop-up menus" which allow you to look at data for previous periods in 
both graphical and tabular form. To use the menus, move the mouse to the 
appropriate menu and depress and hold down the mouse button, and the 
menu will "pop" up. 1\-fove the mouse (still holding down the button) to the 
desired item in the menu (items will tum black as you move over them) and 
then release the mouse button to select that graph or table. 

Some graphs show variables over time while others plot one variables as a 
function of the other. 

Tables list historical data in numerical form. Unlike the graphs, which 
cannot be changed, you can re-define the tables. Click on the "Define table ... " 
button. Then use the "pop-up menus" that now appear above each column 
in the table to select the variable you want to list in that column. (The 
column-definition menus are hierarchical, i.e. each item in the main menu 
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opens a sub-menu from which you choose your variable. It takes a bit of 
practice to use these.) 

We encourage you to use the practice round to gain familiarity with the 
mechanics of the game software such as using the mouse, looking at graphs 
and tables, defining tables, etc. 

Speaking with others 

You are not allowed to communicate directly with the other players. 
Moreover, we request that you do not tell other people about the game until 
the end of the semester. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
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Game instructions, fixed-price, complex condition 

Goal 

As in life, the purpose of the game is for you to maximize your profit§.. For 
the experimenters, the purpose is to investigate how markets with different 
structures and price regimes behave. 

Your dollar reward is based on your cumulative net profits in the game. Your 
cumulative profits are converted to real money using a fixed exchange rate. 
On average, you should earn about $30 in three hours of playing. 

In addition, you will receive a bonus for your forecasting performance (see 
below). On average, the bonus will amount to a couple of dollars. 

Period 
10 

Enter your decisions, then click OK 

...--- !Jnits in oroduction I Inventory I Soles 

I ? I 120 I 730 1 100 y,
1 

-110 ...... 1 _1 __ > 
Stert Finish ._ ______ _.I 

Unit production cost: $ 2.50 
Unit inventonJ /backlog cost : $ 1 .25 

Summary Report For Period 9 

Your pr1c• 3.20 Revenue 2304.00 
Avg. mid. price 3.20 Cost of goods sold 1800.00 
High.st mlct. prtce 3.20 Gross profits 504.00 
~!~!'!.t!!'.~·.P!:i..'?.~ ..•.......• , •. ~Q. lnvtntOnJ costs 50.00 
Avg. mlct. sales 690 .~!!Pr.!!!!!.. .................. ~~~~QP. 
Your sales 720 End cum. profits 3715.00 
s•1•srei."to"mi<t·:a;;9:······r.o.r Producuon 

1-.....-=-;..;,;,o.;----------~~ For.casts Avg. market Prod. starts 720 
Sal.s Price Units in prod. 2800 

Yo'!fi!'orecast 750 Finished prod. 650 
Ao~, 690 3.20 Begin U\vent. -40 
Error 60 Salts 720 
·se:0";;·············55:05············ End invent. -110 

Figure 1 

Your firm and the market 

I Tables... 11 Graphs... I 

Dec1stons: 

Prod. sterts: I I 

Forecasts tor gertod t 3 

Avg.mkt. soles: I I 
( OK ) 

Figure 1 shows the screen that you will be seeing in the game. (The numbers 
in the figure are for illustration only--the numbers in your game will be 
different.) 
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Your firm competes with other firms in the market. All firms are identical 
with respect to production cost, inventory cost, etc. Each firm sells only one 
product, which for experimental reasons has been kept abstract. The products 
of different firms are quite alike but not identical. You can think of the 
product as a tire, a softdrink, or a men's shirt. 

Production, inventory, and backlog 

Each period, you have only one decision to make, namely how much 
production to initiate. There is a three-period production lag between the 
time production is initiated and the time it becomes "finished", available for 
sale (or storage in inventory). 

If you sell less than the finished production, the rest piles up in your 
inventory. On the other hand, if you sell mf're than you have available, the 
excess sales accumulate in an order backlog (i.e. a negative inventory). 

Theoretically, there is no limit on how much you produce, but you cannot 
cancel initiated production or destroy your inventory, i.e. you cannot produce 
negative amounts. 

Profits and costs 

Your profits each period is your r'2venue (sales x price) less your costs. Costs 
consist of production cost, incurred at the time of sale (called "cost of goods 
sold"), and inventory/backlog costs. 

The "cost of goods sold" is simply proportional to sales, i.e. the unit 
production cost is constant. 

Inventory /backlog costs are proportional to your inventory or backlog that 
you have at the beginning of each period. You might also say that your 
inventory/backlog cost is proportional to the absolute value of your 
inventory. 

In the case where: you have positive inventory, you can interpret the cost as a 
storage and financing charge. When you have a backlog (negative inventory), 
you can think of the cost as a rebate that you have to offer your r·:· .. "·1mers to 
compensate for delayed delivery, or a penalty imposed on you for late 
delivery by a central planning ministry. 

Your gross profits are your revenues less cost of goods sold. Your net profits 
are gross profits less inventory /backlog costs, 

Note that both the unit production cost and the unit inventory /backlog cost 
are constant (and will not change at any time during the game). 
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Price 

In this version of the game, prices are fixed by government decree. 

Sales 

Your sales are influenced by two factors (in other versions of the market 
where prices are variable, sales would also be affected by price): 

• Multiplier effect You can think of the market you are in as part of a 
regional economy where, if every firm has a high level of production, 
more people will be employed, which in turn will influence incomes 
and thus demand for all goods in the region, including your product. 
Conversely, if all firms produce less, people are laid off, and demand 
for your product will fall somewhat. 

Thus. the demand for your product (and for the product of other firms) 
depends partly on the total amount of units in production. (Units in 
production includes both production started this period plus the 
amount in the "pipeline" started during the previous three periods). 

• External factors Demand for your product, as well as demand for the 
products of your competitors, can be influenced by exogenous factors 
which are independent of anything you or your competitors do in the 
game. 

The pattern of these "factors" will be known only to the experimenter, 
but you can be sure that there will not be a consistent trend of growth 
and decline. Moreover, these "factors" will remain in a "reasonable" 
range. 

Forecasts 

In addition to your production decision, we ask you to make a forecast of the 
average sales per firm in the market (i.e. not the total market sales, and not 
your own sales). 

We ask you to forecast this figure 3 periods into the future. For instance, at 
the beginning of period 5, we ask you to forecast what you think the average 
sales per firm in the market will be in period 8. 

On top of your profit-based reward, you will get a "bonus" of a couple of 
dollars, depending how you rank in your forecasting performance. Your 
performance is measured by a "score" which is the ~verage standard 
deviation of your forecast (i.e. the root mean squared error). Thus, the lower 
your score, the better your performance. The fact that errors are squared 
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before they're summed means that it is better to have many small errors than 
a few large ones. 

Length of game 

We cannot tell you exactly when the game will end. There is no time limit 
on your decisions, but, since rewards are based on cumulative profits, the 
more periods you play, the more money you will accumulate in the game, so 
there's an incentive to not: take too long to make your decision. Moreover, 
since all the other players in the market must wait for the last player to make 
up his or her mind, we suggest that you do not keep your co-players waiting 
for too long. 

Practice rounds 

In order to familiarize you with the game and the mechanics of using the 
machine, you will have a practice session of 6 time periods . 

At the end of period 7, your cumulative profits are then "reset" so that they 
are equal to the profits you made during that period. Your forecasting score is 
reset in the same manner. 

However, your inventory and your production pipeline are not reset!!l Note 
that, due to the lag, your decisions will start to be important beginning in 
,period 4. 

Making your decisions 

When you are ready to make your decisions, click the mouse on the text fields 
in the lower right-hand corner of your screen to bring the cursor into the 
appropriate field. (Hitting the <tab> or <enter> or <return> key does the 
same thing.) Type in your decision and, when you're finished, click on the 
"OK" button to execute them. You will then be asked to confirm each 
decision. 

After all participants have entered their decisions, the computers calculate the 
results for that period and advance to the next period. 

Previous-period report 

On the lower left part of the screen, you will see a summary report for the 
previous period. The report lists both prices for last period, your forecasting 
performance, your production, inventory and sales, and your profits, costs 
and cumulative profits. 
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Graphs and Tables 

Just above your decision area in the lower left part of the screen, you will find 
two "pop-up menus" which allow you to look at data for previous periods in 
both graphical and tabular form. To use the menus, move the mouse to the 
appropriate menu and depress and hold down the mouse button, and the 
menu will "pop" up. Move the mouse (still holding down the button) to the 
desired item in the menu (items will tum black as you move over them) and 
then release the mouse button to seltct that graph or table. 

Some graphs show variables over time while others plot one variables as a 
function of the other. 

Tables list historical data in numerical form. Unlike the graphs, which 
cannot be changed, you can re-define the tables. Click on the "Define table ... " 
button. Then use the "pop-up menus" that now appear above each column 
in the table to select the variable you want to list in that column. (The 
column-definition menus are hierarchicalt i.e. each item in the main menu 
opens a sub-menu fr.om which you choose your variable. It takes a bit of 
practice to use these.) 

We encourage you to use the practice round to gain familiarity with the 
mechanics of the game software such as using the mouse, looking at graphs 
and tables, defining tables, etc. 

Speaking with others 

You are not allowed to communicate directly with the other players. 
Moreover, we request that you do not tell other people about the game until 
the end of the semester. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
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Game instructions, posted-price, simple condition 

Goal 

As in life, the purpose of the game is for you to maximize your profits. For 
the experimenters, the purpose is to investigate how markets with different 
structures and price regimes behave. 

Your dollar reward is based on your cumulative net profits in the game. Your 
cumulative profits are converted to real money using a fixed exchange rate. 
On average, you should earn about $30 in three hours of playing. 

In addition, you will receive a bonus for your forecasting performance (see 
below). On average, the bonus will amount to a couple of dollars. 

Period Enter your decisions, then click OK 
10 

::J, I Units in groduction Inventory Sales 

I ? -110 L ? > Start Finish I I 
Unit production cost : $ 2.SO 
Unit inventon.1 /backlog cost : $ 1 .25 

Summary Report For Period 9 I 11 Graphs ••• I Tables ••• Mark•ting Financial 
Your pric• 320 R•vvnu• 2304.00 
Avg. mkt. price 3.50 Cost of 9oods sold 1800.00 Dec1s1ons: 
Highest mid. price 3.90 Gross profits 504.00 

B ~~)'!~!t .'!'.~t. P!.tC:.~ ••••••••••• ~ .. '-!'i. lnventon.1 costs 50.00 Pr1ce 
Avg. mkt. sales 690 . ~-~t Pr.~m~----------.......... .1~.1 ~q~ Prod. starts: 
Vaur sales 720 End cum. profits 3715.00 
sii•srei."tiimi<·r.-~;,;9:······1·.04· Praduotion 
Forecasts Avg. market Prod. starts 650 E•[•c•~ts tor P.r••d 10 I 

Sal•s Prie• Units in prod. 650 Mkt.evg. prtce 
Vo~orecast 750 320 Finished prod. 650 Avg.mkt. sales: Ac 690 3.50 Btgin fnv•nt. -40 
Error 60 -0.30 Sales 720 ( OK ) se:c;,;; · ··· · · ····· · ·ss.as· ····· ii.6i · End inv.nt. -110 

Figure 1 

Your firm and the market 

Figure 1 shows the screen that you will be seeing in the game. (The numbers 
in the figure are for illustration only--the numbers in your game will be 
different.) 

Your firm competes with other firms in the market. All firms are identical 
with respect to production cost, inventory cost, etc. Each firm sells only one 
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product, which for experimental reasons has been kept abstract. The products 
of different firms are quite alike but not identical. You can think of the 
product as a tire, a softdrink, or a men's shirt. 

Each period, you have two decisions to make: what price to charge for your 
product, and how much to produce. 

Production, inventory, and backlog 

If you sell less than what you produce, the rest piles up in your inventory. On 
the other hand, if you sell more than you have available, the excess sales 
accumulate in an order backlog (i.e. a negative inventory). 

Theoretically, there is no limit on how much you produce, but you cannot 
cancel initiated production or destroy your inventory, i.e. you cannot produce 
negative amounts. 

Profits and costs 

Your profits each period is your revenue (sales x price) less your costs. Costs 
consist of production cost, incurred at the time of sale (called "cost of goods 
sold"), and inventory/backlog costs. 

The "cost of goods sold" is simply proportional to sales, i.e. the unit 
production cost is constant. 

Inventory /backlog costs are proportional to your inventory or backlog that 
you have at the beginning of each period. You might also say that your 
inventory/backlog cost is proportional to the absolute value of your 
inventory. 

In the case where you have positive inventory, you can interpret the cost as a 
storage and financing charge. When you have a backlog (negative inventory), 
you can think of the cost as a rebate that you have to offer your customers to 
compensate for delayed delivery, or a penalty imposed on you for late 
delivery by a central planning ministry. 

Your gross profits are your revenues less cost of goods sold. Your net profits 
are gross profits less inventory /backlog costs. 

Note that both the unit production cost and the unit inventory /backlog cost 
are constant (and will not change at any time during the game). 

Price 

You are free to choose any price you want for your product. The only 
limitation is that price must be greater than zero. If you charge a higher price, 
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you will make more profits per unit but also sell fewer units, as described 
below. 

Sales 

Your sales are influenced by three factors: 

• Your price, relative to the average market price that period will have a 
strong effect on how much you sell. Since the products of your 
competitors are fairly similar to your product, customers are quite 
sensitive to price. Thus, if you charge a higher price than the market 
average, you will probably sell quite a bit less than the average firm 
does. Conversely, if you charge a lower price, you will sell more than 
the average. 

• The average market price charged by all firms in the market will affect 
how much the average firm sells, but this effect is weaker than the 
effect of how much you charge, relative to the other firms. Thus, if all 
firms increase their price, they will all sell somewhat less, but if only 
one firm raises its price, that firm will sell a lot less. 

Note that only current prices matter. Customers have no loyalty to 
your brand, and your market share in previous periods will not have 
any effect on your market share this period. 

• External factors Demand for your product, as well as demand for the 
products of your competitors, can be influenced by exogenous factors 
which are independent of anything you or your competitors do in the 
game. 

The pattern of these "factors" will be known only to the experimenter, 
but you can be sure that there will not be a consistent trend of growth 
and decline. Moreover, these "factors" will remain in a "reasonable" 
range. 

Forecasts 

In addition to your production ~ecision, we ask you to make both a forecast of 
the average sales per firm in the market (i.e. not the total market sales, and 
not your own sales) and a forecast of the average market price. The average 
market price is an average of all firms' prices, weighted by their sales. We ask 
you to forecast both of these figures for the current period. 

On top of your profit-based reward, you will get a "bonus" of a couple of 
dollars, depending how you rank in your forecasting performance. (The two 
forecasts will be ranked separately.) Your performance is measured by a 
"score" which is the average standard deviation of your forecast (i.e. the root 
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mean squared error). Thus, the lower your score, the better your 
performance. The fact that errors are squared before they're summed means 
that it is better to have many small errors than a few large ones. 

Length of game 

We cannot tell you exactly when the game will end. There is no time limit 
on your decisions, but, since rewards are based on cumulative profits, the 
more per:ods you play, the more money you will accumulate in the game, so 
there's an incentive to not take too long to make your decision. Moreover, 
since all the other players in the market must wait for the last player to make 
up his or her mind, we suggest that you do not keep your co-players waiting 
for too long. 

Practice rounds 

In order to familiarize you with the game and the mechanics of using the 
machine, you will have a practice session of 3 time periods . 

At the end of period 4, your Q!piulative profits are then "reset" so that they 
are equal to the profits you made during that period. Your forecasting score is 
reset in the same manner. However, your inventory is not reset!!! 

Making your decisions 

When you are ready to make your decisions, click the mouse on the text fields 
in the lower right-hand corner of your screen to bring the cursor into the 
appropriate field. (Hitting the <tab> or <enter> or <return> key does the 
same thing.) Type in your decision and, when you're finished, click on the 
"OK" button to execute them. You will then be asked to confirm each 
decision. 

After all participants have entered their decisions, the computers calculate the 
results for that period and advance to the next period. 

Previous-period report 

On the lower left part of the screen, you will see a summary report for the 
previous period. The report lists both prices for last period, your forecasting 
performance, your production, inventory and sales, and your profits, costs 
and cumulative profits. 

Graphs and Tables 

Just above your decision area in the lower left part of the screen, you will find 
two "pop-up menus" which allow you to look at data for previous periods in 
both graphical and tabular form. To use the menus, move the mouse to the 
appropriate menu and depress and hold down the mouse button, and the 
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menu will "pop" up. Move the mouse (still holding down the button) to the 
desired item in the menu (items will turn black as you move over them) and 
then release the mouse button to select that graph or table. 

Some graphs show variables over time while others plot one variables as a 
function of the other. 

Tables list historical data in numerical form. Unlike the graphs, which 
cannot be changed, you can re-define the tables. Click on the "Define table ... " 
button. Then use the "pop-up menus" that now appear above each column 
in the table to select the variable you want to list in that column. (The 
column-definition menus are hierarchical, i.e. each item in the main menu 
opens a sub-menu from which you choose your variable. It takes a bit of 
practice to use these.) 

We encourage you to use the practice round to gain familiarity with the 
mechanics of the game software such as using the mouse, looking at graphs 
and tables, defining tables, etc. 

Speaking with others 

You are not allowed to ~ommunicate directly with the other players. 
Moreover, we request that you do not tell other people about the game until 
the end of the semester. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
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Game instructions, posted-price, complex condition 

Goal 

As in life, the purpose of the game is for you to maximize your profits. For 
the experimenters, the purpose is to investigate how markets with different 
structures and price regimes behave. 

Your dollar reward is based on your cumulative net profi~ in the game. Your 
cumulative profits are converted to real money using a fixed exchange rate. 
On average, you should earn about $30 in three hours of playing. 

In addition, you will receive a bonus for your forecasting performance (see 
below). On average, the bonus will amount to a couple of dollars. 

Period 
10 

Enter your decisions, then click OK 

I ? 

Units in production I Inventory I Sales 

I 120 I 130 1 100 >t
1 

-110 I ..... _?_> 
Start Finish ________ I 

Unit production cost: $ 2.50 
Unit invcntonii /b~kl09 cost: $ 1 .25 

Summary Report For Period 9 
~rte.ting Fino11nc~l ---.... ... I Tubles... 11 Grophs... I 
Yow- prict 3.20 Rtvtnut 2304.00 
Avg. mkt. pric• 3.50 Costof goods sold 1800.00 
High•st mkt. pric• 3.90 Gross profrts 504.00 
~~)!'!!.°t.'!'.~~~Pr.i..C:.L ••••••••• ~ .. ~- lnnntorv costs 50.00 
Avg. ml<t. sai.s 690 .~-~~p.r:~f.1!~ ..•....••........... ~~~tQ~ 
Your sal•:> 720 Endc1n1. profits 3715.00 
si1est:•rtcimff."iV'9:······;·.04· Production 

Forecasts Avg. mark•t Prod. st~ts 
Sal.s Pric• Units in prod. 

Yol!fl_for•cut 750 3.20 FinisM<! prod. 
Ac~, 690 3.50 Btgin invtnt. 
Error 60 -0.30 Salu 
·5~-.;,:;·············55.a5···--·ci.6i. End 1nv.nt. 

Your firm and the market 

Figure 1 

720 
2800 

650 
-40 
720 

-110 

Decisions: 
Pr1ce 
Prod. starts: 

Forecasts for ad 13 
Mkt.evg. price 
Avg.mkt. sales: 

( OK ) 

Figure 1 shows the screen that you will be seeing in the game. (The numbers 
in the figure are for illustration only--the numbers in your game will be 
different.) 

Your firm competes with other firms in the market. All firms are identical 
with respect to production cost, inventory cost, etc. Each firm sells only one 
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product, which for experimental reasons has been kept abstract. The products 
of different firms are quite alike but not identical. You can think of the 
product as a tire, a softdrink, or a men's shirt. 

Each period, you have two decisions to make: what price to charge for your 
product, and how much production to initiate. 

Production, inventory, and backlog 

There is a three-period production lag between the time production is 
initiated and the time it becomes "finished", available for sale (or storage in 
inventory). 

If you sell less than the finished production, the rest piles up in your 
inventory. On the other hand, if you sell more than you have available, the 
excess sales accumulate in an order backlog (i.e. a negative inventory). 

Theoretically, there is no limit on how much you produce, but you cannot 
cancel initiated production or destroy your inventory, i.e. you cannot produce 
negative amounts. 

Profits and costs 

Your profits each period is your revenue (sales x price) less your costs. Costs 
consist of production cost, incurred at the time of sale (called "cost of goods 
sold"), and inventory/backlog costs. 

The "cost of goods sold" is simply proportional to sales, i.e. the unit 
production cost is constant. 

Inventory /backlog costs are proportional to your inventory or backlog that 
you have at the beginning of each period. You might also say that your 
inventory/backlog cost is proportional to the absolute value of your 
inventory. 

In the case where you have positive inventory, you can interpret the cost as a 
storage and financing charge. When you have a backlog (negative inventory), 
you can think of the cost as a rebate that you have to offer your customers to 
compensate for delayed delivery, or a penalty imposed on you for late 
delivery by a central planning ministry. 

Your gross profits are your revenues less cost of goods sold. Your net profits 
are gross profits less inventory /backlog costs. 

Note that both the unit production cost and the unit inventory /backlog cost 
are constant (and will not change at any time during the game). 
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Price 

You are free to choose any price you want for your product. The only 
limitation is that price must be greater than zero. If you charge a higher price, 
you will make more profits per unit but also sell fewer units, as described 
below. 

Sales 

Your sales are influenced by four factors: 

• Your price, relative to the average market price that period will have a 
strong effect on how much you sell. Since the products of your 
competitors are fairly similar to your product, customers are quite 
sensitive to price. Thus, if you charge a higher price than the market 
average, you will probably sell quite a bit less than the average firm 
does. Conversely, if you charge a lower price, you will sell more than 
the average. 

• The average market price charged by all firms in the market will affect 
how much the average firm sells, but this effect is weaker than the 
effect of how much you charge, relative to the other firms. Thus, if all 
firms increase their price, they will all sell somewhat less, but if only 
one firm raises its price, that firm will sell a lot less. 

Note that only current prices matter. Customers have no loyalty to 
your brand, and your market share in previous periods will not have 
any effect on your market share this period. 

• Multiplier effect You can think of the market you are in as part of a 
regional economy where, if every firm has a high level of production, 
more people will be employed, which in tum will influence incomes 
and thus demand for all goods in the region, including your product. 
Conversely, if all firms produce less, people are laid off, and demand 
for your product will fall somewhat. 

Thus, the demand for your product (and for the product of other firms) 
depends partly on the total amount of units in production. (Units in 
production includes both production started this period plus the 
amount in the "pipeline" started during the previous three periods). 

• External factors Demand for your produr:~1 as well as demand for the 
products of your competitors, can be influ~nced by exogenous factors 
which are independent of anything you or your competitors do in the 
game. 
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The pattern of these "factors" will be known only to the experimenter, 
but you can be sure that there will not be a consistent trend of growth 
and decline. Moreover, these "factors" will remain in a "reasonable" 
range. 

Forecasts 

In addition to your production decision, we ask you to make both a forecast of 
the average sales P-er firm in the market (i.e. not the total market sales, and 
not your own sales) and a forecast of the average market price. The average 
market price is an average of all firms' prices, weighted by their sales. 

We ask you to forecast both of these figures 3 periods into the future. For 
instance, at the beginning of period 5, we ask you to forecast what you think 
the average sales per firm and the average market price will be in period 8. 

On top of your profit-based reward, you will get a "bonus" of a couple of 
dollars, depending how you rank in your forecasting performance. (The two 
forecasts will be ranked separately.) Your performance is measured by a 
"score" which is the average standard deviation of your forecast (i.e. the root 
mean squared error). Thus, the lower your score, the better your 
performance. The fact that errors are squared before they're summed means 
that it is better to have many small errors than a few large ones. 

Length of game 

We cannot tell you exactly when the game will end. There is no time limit 
on your decisions, but, since rewards are based on cumulative profits, the 
more periods you play, the more money you will accumulate in the game, so 
there's an incentive to not take too long to make your decision. Moreover, 
since all the other players in the market must wait for the last player to make 
up his or her mind, we suggest that you do not keep your co-players waiting 
for too long. 

Practice rounds 

In order to familiarize you with the game and the mechanics of using the 
machine, you will have a practice session of 6 time periods. 

At the end of period 7, your cumulative profits are then "reset" so that they 
are equal to the profits you made during that period. Yow- forecasting score is 
reset in the same manner. 

However, your inventory and your production pipeline are not reset!!! Note 
that, due to the lag, your decisions will start to be important beginning in 
period 4. 
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Making your decisions 

When you are ready to make your decisions, click the mouse on the text fields 
in the lower right-hand corner of your screen to bring the cursor into the 
appropriate field. (Hitting the <tab> or <enter> or <return> key does the 
same thing.) Type in your decision and, when you're finished, click on the 
"OK" button to execute them. You will then be asked to confirm each 
decision. 

After all participants have entered their decisions, the computers calculate the 
results for that period and advance to the next period. 

Previous-period report 

On the lower left part of the screen, you will see a summary report for the 
previous period. The report lists both prices for last period, your forecasting 
performance, your production, inventory and sales, and your profits, costs 
and cumulative profits. 

Graphs and Tables 

Just above your decision area in the lower left part of the screen, you will find 
two "pop-up menus" which allow you to look at data for previous periods in 
both graphical and tabular form. To use the menus, move the mouse to the 
appropriate menu and depress and hold down the mouse button, and the 
menu will "pop" up. Move the mouse (still holding down the button) to the 
desired item in the menu (items will tum black as you move over them) and 
then release the mouse button to select that graph or table. 

Some graphs show variables over time while others plot one variables as a 
function of the other. 

Tables list historical data in numerical form. Unlike the graphs, which 
cannot be changed, you can re-define the tables. Click on the "Define table ... " 
button. Then use the "pop-up menus" that now appear above each column 
in the table to select the variable you want to list in that column. (The 
column-definition menus are hierarchical, i.e. each item in the main menu 
opens a sub-menu from which you choose your variable. It takes a bit of 
practice to use these.) 

We encourage you to use the practice round to gain familiarity with the 
mechanics of the game software such as using the mouse, looking at gra1- :~-:, 

and tables, defining tables, etc. 
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Speaking with others 

You are not allowed to communicate directly with the other players. 
Moreover, we request that you do not tell other people about the game until 
the end of the semester. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
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Game instructions, clearing-price, simple condition 

Goal 

As in life, the purpose of the game is for you to maximize your profits. For 
the experimenters, the purpose is to investigate how markets with different 
structures and price regimes behave. 

Your dollar reward is based on your cumulative net profits in the game. Your 
cumulative profits are converted to real money using a fixed exchange rate. 
On average, you should earn about $30 in three hours of playing. 

In addition, you will receive a bonus for your forecasting performance (see 
below). On average, the bonus will amount to a couple of dollars. 

Period Enter your decisions, then click OK 
10 

:), I Units in i;;iroduction Inventory Sales 

I ? 0 I ? > Start Finish I I 
Unit procrootion cost : $ 2.50 
Unit invtntory /backl09 cost : $ 1 .25 

Summary Report For Penod 9 I 11 Grophs ••• I Tobi es ••• Marbting Financial 
Yoi.r prict 3.20 RtVll\Ut 2304.00 
Avg. mkt. price 3.50 Cost of goods sold 1800.00 Dec1s1ons: 
Hightst mkt. prtct 3.90 Gross profits 504.00 
~!Y!!!.t!!'.~t·.PO~~ ........... ~:~~- lnnntory costs 0.00 
Avg. mkt. sales 690 .~~tP.t:!fi!~ .................... ~91~129. Prod. starts: I I Your sal11s 720 End cum. profits 3715.00 
sa1isr9i.'tiimic"f."iv9:··· .. ·;·.a·r Produotion 
Forecasts Avg. market Prod. st.,.ts 720 E2[~~a~!· (O[ a 

Salts Prtct Units in prod. 720 Mkt.avg. pr1ce 
Vo~orecast 750 3.20 Finished prod. 720 Avg.mkt. sales: Ac 690 3.50 Btg;n invtnt. 0 
Error 60 -0.30 S~ltS 720 ( OK ) ·sc-o.:;····· · · ·· ·· ··ss.as· · ····ci.6 i- End fnv•nt. 0 

Figure 1 

Your firm and the market 

Figure 1 shows the screen that you will be seeing in the game. (The numbers 
in the figure are for illustration only--the numbers in your game will be 
different.) 

Your firm competes with other firms in the market. All firms are identical 
with respect to production cost, inventory cost, etc. Each firm sells only one 
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product, which for experimental reasons has been kept abstract. The products 
of different firms are quite alike but not identical. You can think of the 
product as a tire,?. softdrink, or a men's shirt. 

Production, inventory, and backlog 

Each period, you must decide how much production to initiate. 

All that you produce is brought to market, i.e. inventories or backlogs are not 
allowed in this version of the game. 

Theoretically, there is no limit on how much you produce, but you cannot 
cancel initiated production and you cannot produce negative amounts. 

Profits and costs 

Your profits each period is your revenue (sales x price) less your costs. Costs 
consist of production cost, incurred at the time of sale (called "cost of goods 
sold"), and inventory/backlog costs. 

The "cost of goods sold" is simply proportional to sales, i.e. the unit 
production cost is constant. 

Your gross profits are your revenues less cost of goods sold. Your net profits 
are gross profits less inventory /backlog costs, but, since inventory is always 
zero in this version of the game, gross and net profits are the same. 

Note that the unit production cost is constant (and will not change at any 
time during the game). 

Price 

The price you receive for your product depends on three factors: 

• How much you are trying to sell, relative to the amounts supplied by 
other firms in the market. Since the products of your competitors are 
fairly similar to your product, this effect is relatively small. Thus, if 
you supply more than the market average, you will probably get a 
somewhat lower price, but not a dramatically lower price. Conversely, 
if you supply less than the market average, your price will be higher, 
but probably not a lot higher. 

• The average amount supplied by all firms in the market will have a 
stronger effect on the average price received. Thus, if all firms increase 
their output, they will all receive a significantly lower price. 
Conversely, if everyone lowers their output, the average price will 
increase. 
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Note that only current prices and supplies matter. Customers have no 
loyalty to your brand, and your market share and price in previous 
periods will not have any effect on your market share and price this 
period. 

• External factors Demand for your product, as well as demand for the 
products of your competitors, can be influenced by exogenous factors 
which are independent of anythin1~ you or your competitors do in the 
game. 

The pattern of these "factors" will be known only to the experimenter .. 
but you can be sure that there will not be a consistent trend of growth 
and decline. Moreover, these "factors" will remain in a "reasonable" 
range. 

Forecasts 

In addition to your production deci3ion, we ask you to make both a forecast of 
the average sales per firm in the market (i.e. not the total market sales, and 
not your own sales) and a forecast of the average m.::irket price. The average 
market price is an average of all firms' prices, weighted by their sales. We ask 
you to forecast both of these figures for the current period. 

On top of your profit-based reward, you will get a "bonus" of a couple of 
dollars, depending how you rank in your forecasting performance. (The two 
forecasts will be ranked separately.) Your performance is measured by a 
"score" which is the average standard deviation of your forecast (i.e. the root 
mean squared error). Thus, the lower your score, the better your 
performance. The fact that errors are squared before they're summed means 
that it is better to have many small errors than a few large ones. 

Length of game 

We cannot tell you exactly when the game will end. There is no time limit 
on your decisions, but, since rewards are based c.in cumulative profits, the 
more periods you play, the more money you will accumulate in the game, so 
there's an incentive to not take too long to make your decision. Moreover, 
since all the other players in the market must wait for the last player to make 
up his or her mind, we suggest that you do not keep your co-players waiting 
for too long. 

Practice rounds 

In order to familiarize you with the game and the mechanics of using the 
machine, you will have a practice session of 3 time periods . 
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At the end of period 4, your cumulative profits are then "reset" so that they 
are equal to the profits you made during that period. Your forecasting score is 
reset in the same manner. 

Making your decisions 

When you are ready to make your decisions, click the mouse on the text fields 
in the lower right~hand corner of your screen to bring the cursor into the 
appropriate field. (Hitting the <tab> or <enter> or <return> key does the 
same thing.) Type in your decision and, when you're finished, click on the 
"OK" button to execute them. You will then be asked to confirm each 
decision. 

After all participants have entered their decisions, the computers calculate the 
results for that period and advance to the next period. 

Previous-period report 

On the lower left part of the screen,. you will see a summary report for the 
previous period. The report lists both prices for last period, your forecasting 
performance, your production, inventory and sales, and your profits, costs 
and cumulative profits. 

Graphs and Tables 

Just above your decision area in the lower left part of the screen, you will find 
two "pop-up menus" which allow you to look at data for previous periods in 
both graphical and tabular form. To use the menus, move the mouse to the 
appropriate menu and depress and hold down the mouse button, and the 
menu will "pop" up. Move the mouse (still holding down the button) to the 
desired item in the menu (items will turn black as you move over them) and 
then release the mouse button to select that graph or table. 

Some graphs show variables over time while others plot one variables as a 
function of the other. 

Tables list historical data in numerical form. Unlike the graphs, which 
cannot be changed, you can re-define the tables. Click on the "Define table ... " 
button. Then use the "pop-up menus" that now appear above each column 
in the table to select the variable you want to list in that column. (The 
column-definition menus are hierarchical, i.e. each item in the main menu 
opens a sub-menu from which you choose your variable. It takes a bit of 
practice to use these.) 

We encourage you to use the practice round to gain familiarity with the 
mechanics of the game software such as using the mouse, looking at graphs 
and tables, defining tables, etc. 
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Speaking with others 

You are not allowed to communicate directly with the other players. 
Moreover, we request that you do not tell other people about the game until 
the end of the semester. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
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Game instructions, clearing-price, complex 
condition 

Goal 

As in life, the purpose of the game is for you to maximize your profits. For 
the experimenters, the purpose is to investigate how markets with different 
structures and price regimes behave. 

Your dollar reward is based on your cumulative net profits in the game. Your 
cumulative profits are converted to real money using a fixed exchange rate. 
On average, you should earn about $30 in three hours of playing. 

In addition, you will receive a bonus for your forecasting performance (see 
below). On average, the bonus will amount to a couple of dollars. 

Period 
10 

Enter your decisions, then click OK 

I ? 

Units in oroduction I Inventory I Sales 

I 120 I 130 I 100 ~I o ..... I __ 1 __ 00____.> 
St6rl Finish ________ I 

Unit production cost: $ 2.50 
Unit fnventon,i /backlog cost : $ I .25 

Summary Report For Period 9 
Marketing Ffnancfa_.1 _____ ~----
Your price 3.20 Rtvenue 2304.00 
lwg. mkt. price 3.50 Cost of goods sold 1800.00 
High.st mkt. price 3A Gross profits 504.00 
~!)'!!'1.t!!'.~t·.P!.i.C:.~ ••••••••••• ~ .. ~~~ lnvtnton,i costs 0.00 
Avg. mkt. sales 690 .~~tP!.!f!!! •••••••••••••••••••• ~9~~QP. 
Your sales 720 End cum. profits 3715.00 
s~iesref."tcimi<t·.·av9~······1".<>4" Production ....... -=------------""="~·· Forecasts Avg. market Prod. starts 720 

Salts Prfct Units in prod. 2870 
Your forecast 750 3.20 Finished prod. 720 
Actual 690 3.50 Begin invent. 0 
r .. ror 60 -0.30 Salts 720 
·sco;;.--···········55:05····--;:i_~;- End invent. O 

Figure 1 

Your firm and the market 

I Tables... 11 Graphs .. ::J 
Decisions: 

Prod. starts: I I 
f.2r§casts ror P.aiod 3 
Mkt.avg. price 
Avg.mkt. sales: 

( OK ) 

Figure 1 shov.rs the screen that you will be seeing in the game. (The numbers 
in the figure are for illustration only--the numbers in your game will be 
different.) 
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Your firm competes with other firms in the market. All firms are identical 
with respect to production cost, inventory cost, 2tc. Each firm sells only one 
product, which for experimental reasons has been kept abstract. The products 
of different firms are quite alike but not identical. You can think of the 
product as a tire, a softdrink; or a men's shirt. 

Production, inventory, and backlog 

Each period, you must decide how much production to initiate. 

There is a three-period production lag between the time production is 
initiated and the time it becomes "finished", available for sale. All finished 
production is brought to market, i.e. inventories or backlogs are not allowed 
in this version of the game. 

Theoretically, there is no limit on how much you produce, but you cannot 
cancel initiated production and you cann~roduce negative amounts. 

Profits and costs 

Your profits each period is your revenue (sales x price) less your costs. Costs 
consist of production cost, incurred at the time of sale (called "cost of goods 
sold"), and inventory/backlog costs. 

The "cost of goods sold" is simply proportional to sales, i.e. the unit 
production cost is constant. 

Your gross profits are your revenues less cost of goods sold. Your net profits 
are gross profits less inventory /backlog costs, but, since inventory is always 
zero in this version of the game, gross and net profits are the same. 

Note that the unit production cost is constant (and will not change at any 
time during the game). 

Price 

The price you receive for your product depends on four factors: 

• How much you are trying to sell, relative to the amounts supplied by 
other firms in the market. Since the products of your competitors are 
fairly similar to your product, this effect is relatively small. Thus, if 
you supply more than the market average, you will probably get a 
somewhat lower price, but not a dramatically lower price. Conversely, 
if you supply less than the market average, your price will be higher, 
but probably not a lot higher. 

• The average amount supplied by all firms in the market will have a 
stronger effect on the average price received. Thus, if all firms increase 
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their output, they will all receive a significantly lower price. 
Conversely, if everyone lowers their output, the average price will 
increase. 

Note that only current prices and supplies matter. Customers have no 
loyalty to your brand, and your market share and price in previous 
periods will not have any effect on your market share and pric~ l:his 
period. 

• Multiplier effect You can think of the market you are in as part of a 
regional economy where, if every firm has a high level of production, 
more people will be employed, which in turn will influence incomes 
and thus demand for all goods in the region, including your product. 
Conversely, if all firms produce less, people are laid off, and demand 
for your product will fall somewhat. 

Thus, the demand (i.e. the price) for your product (and for the product 
of other firms) depends partly on the total amount of units in 
production. (Units in production includes both production started this 
period plus the amount in the "pipeline" started during the previous 
three periods). 

• External factors Demand for your product, as well as demand for the 
products of your competitors, can be influenced by exogenous factors 
which are independent of anything you or your competitors do in the 
game. 

The pa.ttem of these "factors" will be known only to the experimenter, 
but you can be sure that there will not be a consistent trend of growth 
and decline. Moreover, these "factors" will remain in a "reasonable" 
range. 

Forecasts 

In addition to your production decision, we ask you to make both a forecast of 
the average sales v.er firm ln the market (i.e. not the total market sales, and 
not your own sales) and a forecast of the average market price. The average 
market price is an average of all firms' prices, weighted by their sales. 

We ask yon to forecast both of these figures 3 periods into the future. For 
instance, at the beginning of period 5, we ask you to forecast what you think 
the average sales per firm and the average market price will be in period 8. 

On top of your profit-based reward, you will get a 11bonus" of a couple of 
dollars, depending how you rank in your forecasting performance. (The two 
forecasts will be ranked separately.) Your performance is measured by a 
"rn" which is the average standard deviation of your forecast (i.e. the root 
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mean squared error). Thus, the lower your score, the better your 
performance. The fact that errors are squared before they're summed means 
that it is better to have many small errors than a few large ones. 

Length of game 

We cannot tell you exactly when the game will end. There is no time limit 
on your decisions, but, since rewards are based on cumulative profits, the 
more periods you play, the more money you will accumulate in the game, so 
there's an incentive to not take too long to make your decision. Moreover, 
since all the other players in the market must wait for the last player to make 
up his or her mind, we suggest that you do not keep your co-pJ ayers waiting 
for too long. 

Practice rounds 

In order to familiarize you with the game and the mechanics of using the 
machine, you will have a practice session of 6 time periods . 

At the end of period 7, your cumulative profits are then "reset" so that they 
are equal to the profits you made during that period. Your forecasting score is 
reset in the same manner. 

However, your your production pipeline is not reset!!! Note that, due to the 
lag, your decisions will start to be important beginning in period 4. 

Making your decisions 

When you are ready to make your decisions, click the mouse on the text fields 
in the lower right-hand corner of your screen to bring the cursor into the 
appropriate field. (Hitting the <tab> or <enter> or <return> key does the 
same thing.) Type in your decision and, when you're finished, click on the 
"OK" button to execute them. You will then be asked to confirm each 
decision. 

After all participants have entered their decisions, the computers calculate the 
results for that period and advance to the next period. 

Previous-period report 

On the lower left part of the screen, you will see a summary report for the 
previous period. The report lists both prices for last period, your forecasting 
performance, your production, inventory and sales, and your profits, costs 
and cumulative profits. 
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Graphs and Tables 

Just above your decision area in the lower left part of the screen, you will find 
two "pop-up menus" which allow you to look at data for previous periods in 
both graphical and tabular form. To use the menus, move the mouse to the 
appropriate menu and depress and hold down the mouse button, and the 
menu will "pop" up. Move the mouse (still holding down the button) to the 
desired item in the menu (items will turn black as you move over them) and 
then release the mouse button to select that graph or table. 

Some graphs show variables over time while others plot one variables as a 
function of the other. 

Tables list historical data in numerical form. Unlike the graphs, which 
cannot be changed, you can re-define the tables. Click on the "Define table ... " 
button. Then use the "pop-up menus" that now appear above each column 
in the table to select the variable you want to list in that column. (The 
column-definition menus are hierarchical, i.e. each item in the main menu 
opens a sub-menu from which you choose your variable. It takes a bit of 
practice to use these.) · 

We encourage you to use the practice round to gain familiarity with the 
mechanics of the game software such as using the mouse, looking at graphs 
and tables, defining tables, etc. 

Speaking with others 

You are not allowed to communicate directly with the other players. 
Moreover, we request that you do not tell other people about the game until 
the end of the semester. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
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Post-game questionnaire, simple conditions 
Question 1 

It was mentioned in the introduction to the game that overall market 
"demand" was influenced by two factors: 

• Prices (both your own prices and the aggregate average price) 

• "External factors" such as weather, macro-economic trends, etc. 

lf prices were constant, or if you set your own price, a higher /lower "demand" 
was expressed as more/less sales. If you did not set prices but prices were 
found by the computer, a higher /lower "demand" was expressed in 
higher /lower prices. 

Although you were not told what the pattern of the "external factors" was, we 
would like you to sketch, on the graph on the next page, a curve over time of 
your best guess at what you think the pattern of "outside factors" was. 
Remember that the factors work to raise or lower demand, all other things 
equal. Remember that demand is also influenced by prices. 

-The value O-(zero)1 ·indicates a -neutral influence or,· if you -will;-the "average" · -
influence of the external factors. Points where the curve goes above 0 would 
indicate times that the factors worked to raise demand, all other things equal, 
above what it would otherwise have been. Conversely, points below 0 
indicate that demand, again all other things equal would fall below "normal". 

Don't worry too much about the exact numerical values or timing--just give a 
rough picture of the pattern of the factors. If you can, try to indicate an 
approximate magnitude of the factors by scaling the graph. The scale is 
expressed as a percentage of normal. For instance, in case prices were fixed or 
set by you, the factors might have worked to raise sales approximately 10% 
above normal. In the price-clearing case (where prices were found by the 
computer), a value of 10% would indicate that prices were 10% above where 
they would have been if no such factors were present. 
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_Approximate maximum (in °k) 

_Approximate minimum (in °/o) Time period 

Ouestion2 

-- . --. --- --. -- . Teli us~-Iri-your own worcis> Ii.ow you made your production decision. 
Explain what happened in the course of the game. You might try to address 
the following questions in your explanation: 

• What were you "trying to do"--i.e. what was your major strategy 
with regard to production? 

• Did you have a specific procedure for arriving at a number? What 
were the factors of variables you primarily looked at or thought 
were the most relevant? 

• How long did it take you to "settle" on your strategy? 
• Were you surprised by the results? How? 
• Were your consistent in your strategy, or did it change in the course 

of the game. How? When? 

Question 3 

Ignore this question if you did not set your own price 

Now tell us how you made your price decision. Explain what happened in 
the course of the game. You might try to address the following questions in 
your explanation: 

• What were you "trying to do"--i.e. what was your major strategy 
with regard to price? 
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• Did you have a specific procedure for arriving at a number? What 
were the factors of variables you primarily looked at or thought 
were the most relevant? 

• How long did it take you to "settle" on your strategy? 
• Were you surprised by the results? How? 
• Were your consistent in your strategy, or did it change in the 

course of the game. How? When? 

Question4 

Ignore this question if you did not set your own price 

Which do you feel was the "most important" decision··-price or production? 
Explain. 

Question 5 
Although you do not know specifically how well other participants did in the 
game, you do know whether your profits were above or below the market 
average. What do you think you did "right'' or "wrong" which led to your 
relative performance? 
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Post-game questionnaire, complex conditions 

Question 1 

It was mentioned in the introduction to the game that overall market 
"demand" was influenced by three factors: 

• Prices (both your own prices and the aggregate average price) 

• Overall level of production ("units in production") in the market (the 
multiplier effect).] 

• "External factors" such as weather, macro-economic trends, etc. 

If prices were constant, or if you set your own price, a higher /lower "demand" 
was expressed as more/less sales. If you did not set prices but prices were 
found by the computer, a higher /lower "demand" was expressed in 
r. igher I lower prices. 

Although you were not told what the pattern of the "external factors" was, we 
would like you to sketch, on the graph on the next page, a curve over time of 
your best guess at what you think the pattern of "outside factors" was. 
Remember that the factors work to raise or lower demand, ~ll other things 
equal. Remember that demand is also influenced by prices and by the 
multiplier effect. 

The value 0 (zero), indicates a neutral influence or, if you will, the "average" 
influence of the external factors. Points where the curve goes above 0 would 
indicate times that the factors worked to raise demand, all other things equal, 
above what it would otherwise have been. Conversely, points below 0 
indicate that demand, again all other things equal would fall below "normal". 

Don't worry too much about the exact numerical value:; or timing--just give a 
rough picture of the pattern of the factors. If you can, try to indicate an 
approximate magnitude of the factors by scaling the graph. The scale is 
expressed as a percentage of normal. For instance, in case prices were fixed or 
set by you, the factors might have worked to raise sales approximately 10% 
above normal. In the price-clearing case (where prices were found by the 
computer), a value of 10% would indicate that prices were 10% above where 
they would have been if no such factors were present. 
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_ Approximate maximum {in °/o) 

_ Approximate minimum (in o/o) Time period 

Question..1 

Tell us, in your own words, how you made your production decision. 
Explain what happened in the course of the game. You might try to address 
the following questions in your explanation: 

• What were you "trying to do"--i.e. what was your major strategy 
with regard to production? 

• Did you have a specific procedure for arriving at a number? What 
were the factors of variables you primarily looked at or thought 
were the most relevant? 

• How long did it take you to "settle" on your strategy? 
• Were you surprised by \.he results? How? 
• Were your consistent in your strategy, or did it change in the course 

of the game. How? When? 

Question 3 

Ignore this question if you did not set your own price 

Now tell us how you made your price decision. Explain what happened in 
the course of the game. You might try to address the following questions in 
your explanation: 

• What were you "trying to do"--i.e. what was your major strategy 
with regard to price? 
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• Did you have a specific procedure for arriving at a number? What 
were the factors of variables you primarily looked at or thought 
were the most relevant? 

• How long did it take you to "settle" on your strategy? 
• Were you surprised by the results? How? 
• Were your consistent in your strategy, or did it change in the 

course of the game. How? When? 

Question4 

Ignore this question if you did not set your own price 

Which do you feel was the "most important" decision--price or production? 
Explain. 

Question 5 
Although you do not know specifically how well other participants did in the 
game, you do know whether your profits were above or below the market 
average. What do you think you did "right" or "wrong" which led to your 
relative performance? 
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